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The Humming Bird.

At yon bright flower, an object small
With glist'ning throat and quiv'ring wing,

Is culling from its petalled wall
The essence which to it doth cling.
Scarce greater than, I ween, a bee,

Its beak so delicate and slender

;

This busy little jewel so free
Is a tiny model of wondrous splendor.
How bright the little shining eye,

That darts its scintillations o'er
The world of nature's progeny,

Seeking out the saccharine core
Of some brilliant blossom.

No dainty handiwoi-k of man.
With all its skilled artifice

;

No fancy urged by lofty plan,
Can reach such perfection as this.

'Wise as an Owl' or 'Stupid as an
Owl,' Which?

^ROM a hollow in a chestnut on the

9th of April, '77 I took a set of Bar-
red Owl's eggs for the seventh consec-

utive time. And these Owls have thus
bred continuously under stern discourage-
ment. The only break was in '75, when
but one egg was obtained late in the sea-

son from a nest outside : broken shells un-
der the old tree, though, showed that a
previous set had fallen from the hole, which

is a lateral fissure shelving insecurely at the

bottom. Five years ago the female was
shot, but the male at once brought a new
partner to this ancestral home. Last spring

I shot the male for my cabinet. This sea-

son the female bred as usual : but with many
chances for observation I have seen no male,

and at first fancied the eggs Avere infertile,

but blowing showed slight embryotic change.

This case finds a parallel just outside this

county, where the cashier of the Portland

bank has relieved a pair of Great Horned
Owls of their eggs five years in succession.

This spring, mistaking it for a Hawk, he

brought down the female with a shot thro'

the head. The Owl is alive however, at

last accounts was doing well, and when
quite recovered is to be released in its old

haunts. No small amount of money would
tempt this collector to again shoot this

' Goose' so long as she continues to lay him
golden eggs.

I wish to add a word in regard to the ra-

pacity of the Great Horned Owl. On the

morning of the 28th of April, near the bor-

der of the Preston Cedar Swamp I climbed

to the nest of J^ubo virginlanus. On a

strong platform of sticks, besides an owlet

two weeks old, were the bodies of a gray
squirrel and two full grown American hares.

This spoil was warm and the result of the

previous night's foraging. The Rev. Mr.
Hutchins of "Westchester in April last took

%
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from a nest of this species a rabbit, a gray

squirrel and what seemed to be the half-

eaten carcass of a raccoon ! This may
sound incredible, but let me try and verify

it from my experience with a Hawk last

season. I sent a climber up to a nest of

the Red-tailed Hawk, and he threw down
a gray squirrel, eight red squirrels and nine

' chipmucks,' Later on, a farmer built a

brush house under the tree and lay in wait

for the Hawks the greater part of two days.

He was at length rewarded by seeing the

female approaching slowly with something

unusually heavy in its claws. Just as it

struck the nest and was trying to lift its

quarry into it, the farmer fired and brought

down the Hawk with its talons firmly im-

bedded in a woodchuck ! This gives color

to the person's statement and belief that this

formidable Owl, with its stronger arma-

ment and fiercer Avays, may even overcome

a 'coon just from its hollow tree, emaciated

in frame and no stronger for its three months

hibernating. At any rate their rapacity is

surprising, whether we regard the quantity

they provide their young—often as shown
making their nest a perfect shambles—or

whether we wonder at the size of the ani-

mals they contrive to overpower. But most

astonishing is the sustaining power of their

wings, which enables them to lift such an

amount of dead weight. Clearly we have

much to learn even here in levitation, and

these feathered marauders of the night may
yet serve to point us some moral in aero-

statics. J. M. W.

To Young Oologists.

[The following letter from an old and ex-

perienced collector, contains advice which we
would commend to the perusal of all collect-

ors, and especially to students just forming
a cabinet.—Eus.]

TITHAT is your object in making a col-

'
' lection of eggs? Is it from mere cu-

riosity ? Only a desire to know how many
varieties you can collect? The same ob-

ject you have in collecting stamps, &c. ?

If so I fear your collection will not be large.

for when you have obtained about a hun-
dred varieties and it is more difficult to ob-

tain new kinds, your interest will abate
;

you will either neglect or sell your collection.

If your object is not to store your mind
with knowledge,—to have each specimen

suggest such thoughts that shall have their

own peculiar interest, you had better not

begin a collection.

If you will begin aright, your interest

will increase with your collection. Let an
old collector advise you a little and if the

advice is followed you will thank him in

after years.

First,—Every specimen you obtain, learn

by observation and study all you can about

the bird ; its time of arrival, time of nest-

ing, position and kind of nest, food, habits,

and all its peculiarities. Make notes about

each variety of bird and their eggs. On
the index margin of the page write the sci-

entific and common names of the bird with

its catalogue number.
Second,—When it is possible to obtain

several sets of eggs, study the variations,

and place iu your cabinet those eggs that

show most fully the variations in mark-
ings, &c.

Third,—Study the relation of one bird

to another and compare their eggs.

These are simple directions, easily fol-

lowed. Begin with a definite purpose to

improve yourself as well as your collec-

tion, and you will soon have occasion to won-
der at the increase of your interest and

knowledge. D.

Henceforth under this head will be

given the description of the eggs and ^est

of one or more species of North American

bird in detail, from many of the prominent

oologists of the country. This has been

deemed advisable from the fact that the

shorter descriptions are necessarily too re-

stricted and general. With this plan in

view, we are assured that collectors will
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fully appreciate the change. With the bet-

ter facilities for correct illustration, engrav-

ings of the specimens described will be in-

troduced as often as practicable.

Solitary Vireo.

Though not common, this bird probably

is next to the Red-eyed Vireo in abundance.

Throughout the Middle States it nests quite

commonly, selecting for the purpose the

thick groves of elm, beech, and maple sap-

lings, showing a preference for upland and
hillside. Sometimes it nidificates in open

places, but generally it retires to the deeper

and more secluded portions of the wood,
placing the nest in a fork at the extremity

of a limb, as a general thing not more than

eig-ht or ten feet from the ground. I have
found two nests at an elevation of about

eight feet, which I should judge was the

average height. Audubon says that it is

" fixed in a partially pensile manner be-

tween two twigs of a low bush." Mr. T.

G. Gentry says, "The nest is gracefully

disposed between the bifurcating branches

of a twig, and presents a neat and cosy ap-

pearance. The interior is comparatively

even, and strictly symmetrically cup-shap-

ed." Both nests that I took were for the

most part formed of material similar to the

nests of the Red-eyed and White-eyed Vir-

eos. One before me is composed externally

of strips of the barks of birch, grape-vine

and maple, pieces of skeletoned leaves, and
one or two other substances ; the grape-vine

bark forms the greatest part of its compo-
sition. It is lined with the dried hair-like

stems of several species of plants. The
whole is rather shallow, loose, and careless-

ly attached to the twigs. Its diameters

are : inside, 2 inches, outside, 2.75 inches.

Depth, 1 inch. This individual specimen
is entirely suspended. According to Mr.
Gentry, it requires three days to complete

the nest, four days for oviposition, and from
ten to eleven days for incubation. The
eggs are laid about the first of June.
The eggs are rather longly oval, white,

and dotted on the large end with a few
specks of reddish-brown. In respect to the

markings however, one cannot easily iden-

tify a Vireo's egg, as those of all the east-

ern species are often almost identical in ap-
pearance. The measurements average .80
of an inch in length by .55 of an inch in

width. They are not over brittle nor thin-

shelled, but when partly incubated are dif-

ficult to prepare without breakage. In the

Middle States they rear but one brood in

a season. Avis.

A FRIEND in Minneapolis, Minn, sends
us an interesting letter, from which we make
a few extracts. " Are Blue Herons' eggs
worth anything ? There is an island (Crane
Is.) in Lake Miunetonka, a large lake a
few miles from here, that is literally cover-

ed with their nests, in trees, bushes, and on
the ground. The island contains about 200
acres, and there is not six square feet of

space but what is occupied by nests."

In a letter from Gambler, Ohio, a cor-

respondent, after remarking his adverse ex-

perience in regard to the article on the Cow-
bird, published in the last issue, brings up
a new subject. He says : "I also have
found the first instance in my experience
of the Cuckoo's occupying the nest of an-
other bird. On May 28 I found a Red
Bird's nest containing one ^g^. On Satur-
day (June 2) I went to the nest again and
the Red Bird was sitting on one of its own
eggs and two of the Cuckoo's, the other

two Red Bird's eggs having been eaten, but
the shells were whole except for the little

hole in the side where the contents had been
sucked out ; evidently the Cuckoo had tak-

en possession on May 28 and 29, when the

Red Bird was absent, but the Red Bird af-

ter having laid her set, by staying on her
nest had been able to drive away the Cuck-
oo on the 30 or 31." Perhaps some of our
correspondents can add some information

on the subject of the Cuckoo in regard to

the habit above mentioned.

Ask your oological friends to subscribe.
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VOLUME THREE.

TT is not our purpose to discuss the rela-

tive merits and imperfections of the past

volume of this paper, though we are com-
pelled to cherish a feeling that in contents,

it was very much better than the preceding

volume ; suffice it, that in its present rate

of progress, with proper encouragement,
we trust it will ere long, fill no small place

in ornithological literature. We have striv-

en- to assume a plain, matter of fact expres-

sitDn,- avoiding technicalities as much
as possible. It is our object to pre-

sent the current ornithology in a concise

manner, intelligible to the amateur collect-

or, and to make the columns of our maga-
zine a medium of general information for

the student of ornithology, at the same time

maintaining the special importance of its

individual contributions.

Since its establishment. The Oologist
has gained the countenance of a large class

of practical observers, thus placing at our

disposal interesting facts from all over the

country. Many of our contributors are ac-

knowledged authorities on the subjects of

ornithology and oology ; and, as papers are

promised for the present volume by authors

of well known ability, it is expected that it

will even surpass Volume II in the value

of its contents. Collectors Avill find our

Oological department always replete with

notes on the eggs and nests of interesting

species and notices of peculiarities in nid-

ification and oviposition ; and in order that

such notes may be gleaned Irom all parts of

the country, we invite communication and
solicit such items in oology as fall under

the notice of correspondents. Items regard-

ing the discovery of the eggs and nests of

rare species are especially desirable.

As frequently as practicable, illustrations

of our little known or remote species will

be introduced, Avith full descriptions of the

birds, thus bringing the reader into connec-

tion, as it were, with a periodical ornithol-

ogy, always handy and as reliable as the

more expensive bird-books. As a speci-

men of the class of engravings we propose

to publish, we would refer our friends to

the one appearing in the present number.
Our Ornithological columns are not confined

exclusively to North American avi-fauna,

though preference is always given to native

species : many foreign varieties present such

an interesting field for study, and are so

peculiar in themselves, that they claim rec-

ognition even in a magazine of this kind.

We have therefore, made arrangements for

a series of rich engravings of some of the

most important exotic species, which we
shall present from time to time.

Naturalists and collectors in want of
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specimens of birds' eggs or skins, oological

instruments, and periodicals or books on

ornithology, Avill find on our last page the

ing the amount of matter given, with the

mere nominal subscription price, we hope
that a sufficiently favorable impression may

desired information, and those wishing to
j

be deduced to urge the subscription of ev-

sell the same, can address a very large class f eryone interested, and we would request that

Upper fig., Audubon\s Warbler ; Lower fig., Black-throated Blue Warbler. (See April No.)

of live collectors through our advertising
columns.

Reviewing the above considerations why
such a journal as this should be read by
every student of ornithology, and compar-

our subscribers induce their friends to aid

us in promoting our circulation. To five

or more clubbing together, a reasonable dis-

count will be given. We have had a plan

in view for some time, of enlarging to from
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twelve to sixteen paojes, and in order that

we may realize this, it is essential that onr

subscription list be increased.

Our late appearance is due to many agen-

cies, foremost among which was the delay

caused in publishing the collectors' Direct-

ory. We are now issuing two numbers a

month, which will enable us to soon be

again on time ; jneanwhile, it shall be our

aim' to improve in all departments as rap-

idly as possible.

How to Rightly Estimate the E-
conomical Value of Birds.

T. M. BREWER.

HAN this we know of no more im-

portant and certainly no more diffi-

cult undertaking. More than this,

Avhoever undertakes to decide, oif hand,

with only partial, imperfect and necessarily

incomplete observations will be pretty sure

to blunder in his conclusions. In the old

world several attempts have been made to

investigate this obscure and complicated

subject. Of these the most remarkable and
by far the most complete and exhaustive,

was made in France, several years since,

under the auspices and supervision of an
eminent savan, M. Flovert Prevost. The
commission of which he was the head was
appointed by the Emperor Louis Napoleon,
in consequence of applications for relief

against the ravages of insects brought to

the notice of the French government, and
coming from the vine-growers of Burgundy.
It seems that from year to year there had
been noticed a great decrease in the number
of small birds in that section of country,

followed by a rapid increase of insects, and
a wide-spread injury to the vines, the

diminution of the crops and a great injury

to vine-yards. The evil threatened to be-

come a calamity.

In this exigency the Parliament recom-
mended the appointment of a commission
to investigate the whole subject of the val-

ue to agriculture, in all its branches, of the

native birds. This was done, and for nine

years the members of this commission at-

tended to their duties in the most thorough
and exemplary manner—as thoroughly as

the circumstances permitted. It was deem-
ed best to make a long continued, most
thorough and persistent examination of the

contents of the stomachs of all kinds of

birds. This required the destruction of a

large number of all species, and a minute
and careful record of their work, and final-

ly a well considered resume of results and
conclusions. Some of these were very sur-

prising to the gentlemen themselves.

They began their investigations with the

belief that the insectivorous birds were, as

a matter of course the most advantageous.

But these opinions they were obliged very

greatly to modify. Many, so called insect-

ivorous birds were found to feed chiefly on
certain small insects that had no apparent

connection, good or bad, with agricultural

results. Others were found, all eminently

insectivorous, who fed principally upon in-

sects more or less beneficial to agriculture,

arboriculture and vegetation generally, de-

stroying parasitic insects and thus doing

harm instead of good. As a whole what
are generally referred to as specially and
peculiarly insectivorous, were not so strik-

ingly advantageous as at first had been taken

for granted. To be sure there were nota-

ble exceptions, as in the Swallow, who cap-

tures on the wing, the flies who produce the

pear slug, the currant worms and the gnat

maggots, but these were marked exceptions,

not the rule.

Their next great surprise was to find

that those birds which were found really to

do the most good, inasmuch as they alone

destroyed the insects most noxious to vege-

tation were birds hitherto of the worst re-

pute. The destructive cockchafer, which
both as a beetle and as a grub is the great

pest of Europe, was destroyed in immense
numbers by the Starlings, the Crows, Jays

and other birds of evil reputation. But the

greatest of all their surprises was the con-

clusion that the birds which must rank the

highest, as the most useful because it was
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the greatest destroyer of the worst kinds of

insects injurious to vegetation, was the

House Sparrow. Throughout the year its

food was found to consist very largely' of

insect-food and exclusively so during its

breeding season. It begins early to breed

and has many broods in a season, and all

the time it consumes itself, and feeds to its

young, insects of the most destructive kinds.

Next to the Sparrow ranks the Rook, a

bird in its habits and character most like

our Cormis americanns. The Hooded
Crows, the Common Crows, the Jays and
the Magpies, all of which rank high as de-

stroyers of noxious insects, were all more
or less obnoxious to the charge of being al-

so themselves destructive, and it became of-

ten a nice question how nearly their good and
their opposite propensities were balanced.

But the answer was not long doubtful when
it was satisfactorily demonstrated, that

though their undesirable actions were more
open to observations, they wei'e of much less

extent and moment than their benefactions.

So that now there is a general and grow-
ing disposition to protect and favor many
birds that half a century ago were under the

law and even had a price set on their heads.

The most prominent discovery of this

commission was that, in their season of re-

production, all land birds of every kind

consume insects and feed them to their

young. To this there were no exceptions.

Even Hawks were found to be largely in-

sect eaters, and Finches, and other birds

that usually eat only seeds change their own
diet when they are breeding and bring up
their young with larvae. Moreover, the

amount of food they consume at siich times

is enormous. Most young birds consume
in a day, more than their own weight of

insects.

These are some of the principal conclu-

sions reached by this memorable commis-
sion, and on which are based the protective

laws of France. They are suggestive and
ought to be better known than they now are.

The Least Tern in Oneida County,
N. Y.—It is with considerable pleasure

that we announce the addition to the birds

of Central New York, of the Least Tern
{Sterna antillarmri) ^ on the strength of a
single specimen shot at New Hartford by
Mr. F. J. Davis. Perhaps we shall soon
find that, even though Utica has no sea or

lake coast, its ponds and streams afford

good opportunities for obtaining Terns.

(jENERAL X^PICS.

Superb illustration next month.

—The National Spoi'tsmen's Convention
held in Syracuse was this year not as suc-

cessful a meeting as in former years, only

six members being present.

—A paper states that a nest of young
Robins were reared by a House Wren. The
parent birds had been killed and the Wren
took the matter under its control, feeding

its adopted chicks with much interest and
affection.

—We are pleased to know that the in-

troduction of the English Starling in the

Central Park, New York City, has received

favorable recognition. If by some means
this bird could replace the Sparrow, con-

cerning which so much has been written

and said, pro and con^ the country at large

would doubtless appreciate the change.

COERESPONDENCE.

I. J. Hyde, St. Louis.—If you will refer to

No. 7 of Vol. II, page 55, you will find the
desired information in regard to the Foolish
Guillemot.

Subscribers—will find on our advertising

page what back issues can be had. The num-
ber is limited ; those who are desirous of ob-
taining these should improve the opportunity.

g^^Supplements to Nos. 9-10 and 11, print-

ed on fine paper in pamphlet form, may be
obtained of us at 10 cents each.

A Fish Hawk has been kept in confine-

ment in Germany for eighty years.
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FOR EXCHANGE—Taken this season.

Fine set of eleven 465 ; set of five 130
and set of five 415. Ten sets, showing vari-

ation of 421 and three sets showing variation
of 337. Ten sets 23, 25 and full sets 15, 38,

44, 305, 387, 493, 495, 543, 689, 690, 692.

Jennie May Whipple,
Box 1143, Norwich, Conn.
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We can supply the following issues of this
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CURARE EGGS,^^
such as Nos. 13, 15, 17, 18, 25, 27, 51, 386, 394,

407, 626, 627, &c. for sale very cheap. Com-
mon eggs almost given away.

If you wish to purchase, send your address
on a postal card and a list will be sent you.
Will send 100 collectors' blanks with every or-

der of $ 2.50, or will send 25 cents' worth of
eggs bonus.

I will be happy to exchange with any gen-
tleman who may have anything in my Ihie

that I want. If you wish to exchange send
your list when you write. Address

Sanford F. Sherman,
New Hartford, Oneida County, N. Y.
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Black-throated Green Warbler.

This bird is quite common in the pine

and cedar groves of New York, where it

nests not uncommonly. The only nest

found in this portion of the state of which
I am cognizant, was found about four miles

from Utica, in June, 1874. It was situ-

ated in a large, thick, elevated wood, most-
ly of young trees, and was placed in the

crotch of a small moss-covered elm, not
more than ten or twelve feet from the

ground. Its build was loose and not at all

as handsome and elegant as some other

Warblers' nests I have found. It was made
offine twigs ofthe hemlock, fibrous roots, and
a few dried weed-stems, interwoven with
bits of birch bark and slender grasses. The
lining was of hair and very fine twigs. The
depth was not more than f of an inch, di-

ameter about 2^ inches. There was scarce-

ly any attachment to the limbs on which it

was placed, and I wondered it covdd with-

stand the weather. Before climbing to the

nest, I endeavored to obtain a glimpse of

the bird, but she was shy and flew off

through the trees, returning however with
feigned helplessness, when I shot her. The
eggs, which were three in number, (the

nest also contained an egg of the Cow Bird)
before being blown exhibited a faint pink-

ish color. T'wo of them were rather thick-

ly spotted and dotted with umber and lilac,

confluent about the large end. The third

was very finely spotted with lilac over the

entire shell. In shape they were regularly

oval, and measured .68 by .50 inch. In-

cubation had not begun, and had the nest

not been disturbed probably another egg
would have been added to the set.

A nest of this bii-d found in Massachu-
setts by Mr. Welch is described as being

composed of "fine twigs in small bits,

then of various soft, pliant, fibrous sub-

stances, composing the bulk of the nest, and
lined with fine grasses and rootlets. The
substance contains also a few feathers

and some downy material." The eggs of
this nest measured .72 by . 54 of an inch.

Mr. Samuels says that the nest is usually
constructed of fine grasses, fibrous roots,

fine strips of cedar bark and pine leaves,

and further says they are '
' entwined to-

gether strongly and neatly," Avhich it will

be seen, does not exactly correspond with
the nest first described. Nuttall's descrip-

tion agrees with that given above, but the

nest was placed lower down and in a jimiper
bush.

This bird seems to prefer thick, upland
forests, particularly of hemlock and pine,

where it obtains a subsistence of insects

such as it particularly favors. In the Mid-
dle States it arrives the first part of May,
commences building between the first and
tenth of June, and by the middle or latter

part of that mouth has full sets of eggs.

They use various devices to attract atten-

tion from the nest, such as flying helplessly

from twig to twig, fluttering along the

ground, and sometimes uttering distressing

cries. The female is not easily identified

a short distance away, as she is constantly

flitting about, and being similar to the fe-

males of some other Warblers, is ordinari-

ly difficult to distinguish. Avrs.

Nesting of thk Black-throated Blue
Warbler in New York.—While descend-

ing the West Canada Creek in Herkimer
County, along the bluif which forms the

east bank, we struck a knoll elevated con-

siderably above the adjacent hill, and which
was thickly covered with small bushes and
studded with a few oak trees. Naturally
our attention was drawn to these bushes

and to the moss and fine vegetation cover-

ing the ground. While examining a brier-

entwined shrub, we were attracted by the

passing of a small object. Hastening to

the spot whence it apparently came, we in-

spected the bushes and small vegetation for

nearly half an hour, but without success,

and were about giving it up when a bird

flew with a moth in its bill, into a stunted

scrubby oak near the edge of the bluff.
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We then had no difficulty in finding the

nest, which contained four young birds.

It was not more than two feet above the

ground, and was composed of first straws

and grasses, then fine pieces of twigs, a few

dried leaves, some small pieces of weed-

stalks, and lastly of hairs and a small quan-

tity of the soft, silky substance found in the

seed-pods of some kinds of weed. The nest

was placed against one of the two main
forks of the shrub, to which it Avas rather

well fastened ; it was not deep nor very

large. The young birds appeared to have

been about five days out of the shell. Not-
withstanding the female was very timid,

much more so than one would suppose un-

der the circumstances, we obtained without

the necessitiy of shooting, a fair sight of the

male, which soon appeared on the complaint

made by his mate.

It has often been supposed that the high

hills and knolls which cross Herkimer Coun-
ty in every direction, especially those bor-

dering the West Canada Creek, form the

bleeding haunts of many birds whose oc-

currence there is generally doubted, and in-

vestigation will probably show this War-
bler to be a regular summer resident there.

Nest and Eggs of Townsend's Fly-
catcher.

TN July, 1876, while rambling with my
-^ brother over the mountains of Summit
County, Colorado, it was my good fortune

to find, at an altitude of about ten thousand
feet, the nest of Townsend's- Flycatcher

{JMyiadestes townsendi)^ and as no de-

scription of its eggs has as yet appeared,
perhaps the following may not be uninter-

esting : The nest was very loosely, and, ex-

ternally, shabbily built of long dry grasses,

straggling two feet or more below it. It

was placed in the upper bank of a miner's

ditch (running from Bear River, above
Brekenridge, to the Gold Run and Bufifalo

Flat diggings), and was partly concealed

by overhanging roots
;
yet it was rendered

so conspicuous by the loose swaying mater-

ial of which it was composed, as well as by
that which had become attached to the over-

hanging roots during its construction, as to

attract the eye of an experienced collector

when yet some rods away. On nearing the

nest the bird immediately took flight, and
alighted on the topmost branch of the near-

est pine. Resting uneasily here for half a
minute, it then, in short, uncertain flights,

worked its way down the mountain side and
out of sight. Withdrawing to a convenient

cover, we had only to wait a few moments
for the bird to return, perch herself on a
branch a few feet from the nest, peer anx-
iously into it, and then quickly resume her
task of incubation. Moving cautiously a-

long the bank above the ditch, we tried to

capture the bird by placing a hat over the

nest, but, miscalculating its location by a
few inches, the bird eluded the stroke and
made good her escape, as she did also on

our second attempt to capture her. Again
retreating to cover, we waited for half an
hour for the bird to return, when suddenly
we espied it flying from branch to branch,
displaying by its restless motions more anx-
iety and suspicion than before, yet constant-

ly working nearer its home, which it soon
reached and settled quietly again to business.

After the last unsuccessful attempt to catch

the bird, a stick was placed on the bank di-

rectly over the nest, to mark its exact lo-

cality, and this time, moving with less haste

and more caution, we gained the desired

position, lay down on the bank, and taking

a hat in each hand quickly covered the

opening and secured the unfortunate bird,

and also the opportunity of giving to or-

nithologists an authentic account of the

number, size, and coloration of the eggs.

The nest contained four eggs, very closely

resembling those of the Shrikes. The
ground-color is dull white or bluish, thick-

ly blotched or freckled with reddish-brown.
The measurements of the three specimens
preserved are 1.01 by .66, .94 by .68, and
.88 by .66. ' Incubation had been going
on for about ten days, and unfortunately

one egg was destroyed in cleaning.

—

Wil-
bur F. Lamb, in JSPuttall Bulletin.
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THREE PAPERS ON THE BREED-
ING HABITS OF BIRDS.

I. NWIFIGATION.

NOT less interesting than the study of

oology, is the study of the nests of

birds aud of the buildei's themselves during

the time of nidulatiou. Let one take up
the subject of nest-building, inquire into the

multifarious designs, positions, and mater-

ials of the nests he finds, and make the

architects themselves a prominent portion

of his study, noting the circumstances and

stages of building, and he will be surprised

at the amount of interest furnished by a sub-

ject so much slighted by oologists.

All birds build nests, but some do not

construct such elaborate and iugenius ones

as others. It is often said of a bird that it

makes no nest, but this term is more figura-

tive than literal, for, as we understand it,

a nest is not only a receptacle and shelter

for the eggs and young, but is an established

home during the entire breeding season, and
resorted to during a greater part of the year

by the parent birds of many species, as a

means of protection from the weather.

Some birds, therefore, choose places and
situations for their nests that are already

adapted for occupation ; ethers do not ap-

pear to desire any construction Avhatever,

and still others make beautiful structures.

But those which call our attention most are

the odd and fantastic nests we meet with

in some species. Birds of temperate cli-

mates are not in the habit of building as

singular and odd nests as those of tropical

climates, nor do they, perhaps, expend as

much labor upon them, and the farther north

one proceeds the plainer the nests of all spe-

cies. This is noticeable to a great extent

at the extreme northern breeding limits.

Birds nidificate in trees, bushes, on high

rocks and on the ground. Birds of prey

generally build in high trees ; some howev-
er, as the Marsh Hawk, Turkey Buzzard,

etc., nest on the ground, others on precip-

itous rocks. Swimmers and runners build

mostly on or near the ground ; waders in

trees mainly. Some small birds nest on

trees, bushes, or the ground ; others in nat-

ural or artificial cavities or on the sides of

buildings. Concealment of the nest is the

great object with the majority of small

birds, but, although Dr. Jasper says, that

when nests are built in open places they are

constructed so as not to be observed, this

cannot be applied to all nests built in expos-

ed places, as the passage would infer, for

many small birds, such as the Woodpeck-
ers, Swallows, Blackbirds, Cuckoos, etc.,

certainly do not conceal their nests, allow-

ing however, that such is their intention.
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Concealment of the nest is effected mostly

by constructing it of substances of the hue
of the surrounding vegetation, and in this

we find the greatest ingenuity, if it may so

be termed. Collectors are aware of the

difficulty in finding a Humming Bird's nest,

though diligent and untiring search be made,
so similar is it to the moss or lichen-cov-

ered bough on which it is placed. In car-

rying materials for the nest, the approach

to the place is made only after careful scru-

tiny of the surrounding objects, and then

sometimes by an indirect and circuitous

way. In most cases, the failure to find the

nest is due to this cause, and one is oftener

misled thus than by the actual concealment

of the nest. Nowhere in the Middle States

does any terrestrial nesting bird breed more
commonly than the Bobolink or Reed Bird,

yet it is surprising how few nests of this

species are found, evidently because the bird,

instead of alighting upon the nest, approach-

es it through the grass, and when disturbed

runs a short distance before takino; Aving'.

Most of our Warblers are extremely appre-

hensive of evil, and, though their nest be

concealed almost beyond possibility of dis-

covery, they at all times are cautious in

their approach. Were it not for this, the

doubt as to the breeding of certain species,

especially some of the Warblers in portions

of the country, might be more satisfactori-

ly dispelled.

The stages of nest-building are those of

which we desire to know the most ; In oth-

er words, we are already aware of the gen-

eral composition of most birds' nests, and
where and about at what season of the year

they are built, but we wish to ascertain the

details of construction : how the process of

building is performed ; how long it takes to

build a nest ; whether nidification is accom-
plished by one or both sexes ; and finally,

the more minute particulars concerning the

methods of combining the materials, how
the substances attach to each other, and
whether concern or negligence is evinced in

their construction, and these are the most
difficult portions of our study. With the

nests of most of the larger species, such as

the Hawks, Herons, Crows, etc., and a-

mong the smaller builders, of the Cuckoos,
Jays, and others making rude structures or

nidificating on the ground, we are supposed
to be acquainted, inasmuch as rarely any
deviation occurs in their appearance. But
even though a coarse and plain affair, op-
portunities for ascertaining the length of
time required to complete the structure,

and whether one or both sexes nidulate

should not be slighted. Those which, how-
ever, employ the finest and greatest variety

of vegetable substances, are the ones which
demand our attention as Regards the labor

and patience involved in building. With
most species, the male bird performs the

office of supplier, while the female arranges
and puts together the materials ; witli other
species both sexes aid in building, but po-
lygamous birds take no part in nidification.

There are at least two distinct portions
to the nests of birds which nidulate in trees

and bushes, the foundation and the nest

proper. The basis however, is not neces-

sarily its bottom : some of our Flycatchers,

Thrushes and Warblers first establish a firm

support or skeleton nest of straws, pellets

of mud, leaves, or Iwigs, over and united
with which are the finer materials which
compose the nest proper. That of the

Blue-gray Gnatcatcher is an example of this

form of architecture,* wherein the lichens

Avhich apparently form the greater part of
its bulk, are in reality only an outer cover-

ing. Most of the Thrushes, the Pewee,
Cliff and Barn Swallows and other species

intermix the leaves, stems, straws etc. with
pellets of mud, thus insuring a solidity not
found in nests of double formation. In the

place of mud, many birds aid in strengthen-

ing the adherence of the materials with sa-

liva.

As soon as the nest is completed and be-
fore being occupied, those in which glutin-

ous substances are employed are allowed
from one to five days to become hardened.
It is also said that the Yellow Bird and some
of the Warblers leave the nest to the weath-
er, that it may become thoroughly firm.

*See "Bird Architecture," Vol. II, p. 41.
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THE SAND GKOUSE.
{Pterocles.)

BY FRED. J. DAVIS.

HE family of Sand Grouse consists of

five species, differing so fromthe.oth-

er Grouse as almost to merit the for-

mation of a different tribe of birds. They
inhabit the sandy plains and desert wastes

of northern Africa, southern Europe and
Asia. Their range in Europe is not so

extensive as in Africa and Asia, and con-

sequently they are more rare.

The characterfstics of the Pterocles are :

short body ; breast much arched ; and neck

of medium length. Tarsi and toes small,

the latter sometimes connected as far as the

first joint with skin ; the wing bones are

short, but quills long ; tail of foui'teen to

eighteen feathers, rounded or wedge-shaped
at the end in some species, the two centre

feathers forming a ' 'pin-tail ;" feathers are

short, rounded, and have a smooth appear-

ance, of nearly the same color as the earth

or sand in the regions they inhabit.

The most common of the Indian species

is the Common Sand Grouse or Indian
Rock Pigeon {Pterocles exustus). The
principal color of this bird is a beautiful

reddish cream, shading into yellow on the

face, cheeks, and wing-coverts, and a bright

green gloss on the back ; a narrow black

line passing across the breast from each side

of the throat separates the darker colors of

the lower breast and belly, from the lighter

shades of the upper part ; the tarsi feathers

and lower tail-coverts ai*e cream color

;

primaries black, all except the three outer-

most having the tip and inner web white
;

wing-coverts tipped with a line of reddish-

brown ; central tail-feathers of a yellowish

shade, and long and pointed, the outer Oi es

are dark brown striped with a lighter shade
;

the eye is brown, and tlie bare spot which
surrounds it lemon yellow. This Grouse
is thirteen inches long and twenty-three in

extent ; the wing seven and a half inches,

and the tail from five to six inches long. In

the female the markings are darker than in

the male ; head and throat grayish ; the

band across the breast lighter ; the belly

striped black-brown ; the central tail-feath-

ers of the female are only a little longer

than the rest.

This bird is common in all parts of India

except the wooded districts never occurring
in Lower Bengal and Malabar. It is com-
mon in central and western Asia and north-

ern Africa, sometimes occurring in Europe.
The principal habitation of this Grouse is

bare, open plains and ploughed or fallow

lands. They feed in the mornmg and drink

regularly between eight and nine in the

morning, often being collected in thousands
on the bank of some river or tank. In hot

w^eather they drink again at four o'clock p :

M. When flying they utter a loud call,

which may be heard at a great distance.

They are a wary bird and difficult to ap-

proach at all times, especially so when in

large flocks. They breed in southern India

from December to May,, and in northern

India later. They make no nest, but lay

their eggs upou the bare ground. The eggs

are three or four in number, nearly round,

and of a greenish color spotted thickly with

brown and lilac. It feeds on seeds and grains

and although somewhat tough when first

shot is excellent eating if kept long enough,

as it has a good game flavor.

The Ganga or Large Sand Grouse
(yPierocles arenarius) , is described as fol-

lows : Head reddish—gray, deeper on the

nape ; the mantle spotted light or dark yel-

low and gray, with a round yellow spot on

the tip* of each feather ; throat yellow, bor-

dered with a black baud on the lower part

;

breast reddish—gray with a clearly marked
streak of black or brownish-black on its

surface ; abdomen same color as the streak
;

primaries gray or grayish- blue, tip-

ped with brownish-black ; secondaries white

at the base ; some of the upper wing-

coverts unspotted ochre yellow ; lower cov-

erts white ; the two central feathers of tail

reddish-brown striped with black, the oth-

ers deep gray tipped with white ; tarsi feath-

ers brwonish-yellow. This bird is thirteen

and a half inches long, and twenty-six or
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twenty-seven inches in extent. The fe-

male is of a dirty yellow, the back and
mantle - feathers striped with brownish-

black ; under parts paler than in themale.

This bird inhabits northern Africa and
the southern countries of Europe, appearing

in great numbers in the cold season from
September to March. It drinks regularly

twice a day like the preceding species, fly-

ing in vast flocks from the extensive sandy
plains. It feeds soon after drinking, seek-

ing its food on the grassy lands and stubble

fields. From the shy disposition of this

bird, and the open character of the country

which it inhabits, it is very difiicult to hunt

with any success. It is much pursued,

however, as well for its excellence as a

game bird for the table, as for the sport of

its capture. It is often shot from a pit dug
in the ground with success. The flesh is

described as being somewhat hard and
tough, old birds probably requiring to be

skinned, yet it is a very fine bird for the

table. According to Adams, this species

excavates a hole in the ground and raises

a circle of dried grass around it, in which
they lay three and sometimes four eggs.

The flight of the Ganga is very strong and
rapid, often being prolonged to a great dis-

tance. The sexes flock separately.

The best known and probably most im-
portant of this family is the Large Pin-
tailed Grouse or Khata {Pterocles al-

chata) , which is slightly smaller than the

Ganga and more finely colored. The plu-

mage is principally of a sandy yellow ; the

brows and sides of the cheeks reddish-

brown ; throat and a delicate line passing

from the eye to back of the head, black
;

nape and back grayish-green, spotted with
yellow ; lesser wing-coverts grayish-crim-

son, their upper feathers striped with red-

dish-brown, yellow and deep brown
;
great-

er coverts grayish-yellow, edged with deep

brown ; lower throat reddish-brown ; up-

per breast brownish-crimson, surrounded
with a black line ; belly white

;
Quills gray-

ish with black shafts. Outer tail-feathers

striped yellow and gray on the outer webs,
whitish on the inner webs ; the two inner

feathers grayish, faintly mottled. The fe-

male resembles the male but is easily dis-

tinguished by the double line on the throat,

and by the whiter hue of its upper portion.

The male measures twelve and three-quar-
ters inches in length, and twenty-two and
a half in extent.

This interesting bird inhabits northern
Africa, western Asia, and Spain, Cicily,

and Turkey. According to Jerdon, it is

quite rare in India, only a few finding their

way across the Sutlej. It is said that this

bird swai-ms in countless numbers in Pales-
tine, and one author (Mr. Blyth I believe)

asserts, with considerable justice, that this,

and not the Common or European Quail

( Coturnix communis) , was the Quail
which the Israelites gathered. Colonel
Chesney states that it is a kind of Quail
about the size of a Pigeon, which at times
darkens the air with its numbers. It is

common in the central and southern parts
of the Sahara. The flesh is black and hard,
and is eaten only by the Turks and a few
other natives. We are told that the num-
ber of Khatas in the stony region beyond
the Jordan is above description. " Some-
times the whole plain seems to rise and fly

in masses, that appear like large moviuo-
clouds," and in the mountains of Edom,
they are so plenty that they are often killed

by the Arabs with sticks.

The Khata breeds among the rocks of
western Asia, northern Africa, and south-
ern Europe, laying four or five reddish-gray
eggs, marked with brown spots. They are
about the size of a Pigeon's egg and are
eaten by the Arabs.
The Striped Sand Grouse {Pterocles

Lichtensteinii) inhabits Arabia and some-
times occurs in India. It resembles the

preceding species in habits.

Pallas's Sand Grouse {Syrrhcqytes
paradoxus) represents a different group of
this interesting family. The first quill of
the wing terminates in a long bristle-like

point. The toes are short and very bi'oad,

connected by a fold of skin which when seen
from beneath, appears like the sole of a
foot without toes. [Contin. in Supplement]
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The Sand Grouse.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 15.

This bird is fifteen inches long, excluding

the long tail-feathers ; twenty-three inches

in extent, exclusive of the bristle-point of

the wing ; wing seven inches, and tail sev-

en inches in length. The top of the head

and a line passing over the side of throat

from the eye, dark gray ; breast yellowish-

ash, separated from the region of the head

by a streak of delicate black and white

lines ; belly brownish-black ; middle tail-

coverts light gray ; throat, brows, band over

the eyes, and back ashy-yellow, the back
marked with a deeper shade ; shoulder feath-

ers brownish-gray, with yellow edgings and
tipped with white. Quills dark ashy-gray.

. It is only until recently that we have been

able to gain any reliable information re-

garding the habits of this curious bird.

They inhabit southern Europe, Asia, and
Africa, frequenting dry, sand deserts, plains

and bushy or woody low hills. Except on
the desert plains where they collect to drink,

they are found singly or in pairs. They
feed on seeds, bulbs, and insects. No nest

is made, but the eggs are deposited on the

bare ground, to the number of two. These
are elliptical in shape, about 1^ inches long

by 1 inch broad, and are greenish-yellow,

marked with brown, sometimes in a wreath
or streak about the large end. When dis-

turbed this bird rises and flies a short dis-

tance, and alights ; if followed it is with

difficulty they again take wing. Some-
times however, they ascend to a considera-

ble height, descending with a circular sweep
upon tlieir feeding grounds.

These comprise all the species of the Sand
Grouse, of which not much is known. It

is a very interesting group of game birds,

and if studied on their native grounds by a
thorough naturalist, very much could be
added to what is already written.

A NOTE on the nest and eggs of the Al-

askan "Wren {^Troglodytes parmdus var.

alascensis) appears in Nuttall Bulletin.

Two Warblers.

fN our last issue appeared a beautiful

illustration of two of our interesting

Warblers, Dendroeca Audubonii
and D. ccerulescens, drawn from nature,

the precedence claimed by other articles

necessitating the postponement of the ac-

companying text.

Audubon's Warbler, a western species,

greatly resembles D. coronata of the east,

so much so that some authors are inclined

to regard it as variety coronata. It is

found in a great portion of western United
States, and may be defined to inhabit the

country encompassed by the middle of Ne-
braska on the east, Central America on the

south, north probably to the middle of Brit-

ish America. It is a very active bird, flit-

ting about here and there in the bushes and
trees in search of its insect food. In re-

gard to the habits of this bird, Townsend
says, that "the Chinook Indians know it

by the name of ^^out-sah,' and that it is

very numerous about the Columbia river,

arriving there in the middle of March, and
remaining to breed, but disappearing in the

end of June. In the beginning of October
it is again seen, with its plumage renewed.
Its voice so nearly resembles that of the

Chestnut-sided Warbler as to render it dif-

ficult to distinguish them. It keeps in the

most impervious thickets, and is always si-

lent when engaged in seeking its food."

Dr. Coues describes a nest found on Van-
couver's Island, as being constructed ex-

teriorly of rather coarse, fibrous strips of

bark and weeds, variously intertwined.

Mainly it was built of fine grasses, mosses
and some feathers and twine, and lined

with horse-hair. This nest was placed in

the crotch of a small tree, and was "ob-
liquely conical in shape."

The general color of Audubon's Warbler
above is gray-blue with black edgings ; be-

low black, toward the belly lighter ; a small

spot under the wings, the crown of the head,

rump and chin, yellow ; tail and quill feath-

ers blackish ; eyelids yellowish. Inbreed-
ing season the breast and belly are paler.
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Tlie Black-throated Blue Warbler inhabits

a wider range of country than the preceding

species, it being found plentifully in all the

states east of the Missouri, the headwaters

of that river, according to Audubon, being

its north-western limit. It is a very com-

mon species, chiefly migratory, and is found

in company with others of the same family.

In the fall it frequents groves of small and

stunted trees and bushes, generally prefer-

ring slopes and hill-sides, Mr. Gentry

states that its habits of feeding " are soli-

tary, mostly arboreal, and mainly restricted

to dense forests, where among the smaller

trees and bushes it gleans a scanty subsis-

tence. "When driven by necessity to the

taller trees, unlike its near congener whose

history we have just detailed {D. virens),

it never visits the topmost boi;ghs, but re-

stricts itself exclusively to the lower branch-

es." With the first portion of this state-

ment we do not coincide, for, in our exper-

ience, it has been found to be sociable,

feeding in company with other species with

great confidence, and searching among the

trees, and occasionally the leaves and moss,

on the ground. Mr. Samviels says that

those observed by him were in tall oaks and

chestnuts, "actively moving about through

the foliage, snapping at flies and other in-

sects."

The flight of this Warbler is short, un-.

dulating and not protracted. Often while

on wing, like the Yellow Bird, it will sud-

denly wheel sharply from its course and

alight with a tioic/i upon a sapling, from

which, after a preliminary quirk of the

tail and a glance around, it will continue

its occupation. Its food is not confined en-

tirely to insects : when the wild apple and

cherry trees begin to blossom, they fre-

quent these trees and devour the tender in-

ner portions of the blossom in apparent

preference to insects.

The breeding range of this Warbler is not

yet clearly defined, but it doubtless nests in

suitable localities in the United States at

least as far south as the forty-second paral-

lel. Its choice of breeding situations seems

to be wild and mountainous districts, pre-

ferably near a stream of water. Birds have
been shot in nearly all the New England
States and in New York durino; the nestino;

season, and in the latter state have been ob-

served repeatedly at that time. Audubon
desci'ibes a nest he found in Nova Scotia

as being composed of slips of bark, mosses
and fibrous roots, and lined with fine grass

overlaid with feathers. It was placed on
the horizontal branch of a fir tree, at a

height of seven or eight feet from the ground.

The same author says of the eggs :
" The

eggs, four or five in number, are of a rosy

tint, and, like those of most other Sylvioe,

scantily sprinkled with reddish-brown at

the larger end."

The male Black-throated Blue Warbler
is readily distinguished from any other

Warbler. Its upper parts are uniformly

grayish-blue lighter at the edges of the wing
coverts ; the sides of head and neck' from
the eye, the chin, throat and a narrow
frontal band, black, this color extending

nearly to the tail ; tail and Aviugs pale

black, all except the innermost feathers of

the former having a spot of white on their

inner webs ; under parts whitish. The fe-

male is dull olive above, yellowish beneath.

The Germantown Telegraph says :

"The Mocking Bird, hitherto almost ex-

I

clusively confined in its habitat to the

! Southern States, gives some indications of
. . ...

becoming migratory and visiting the noi th

in summer. A pair have recently been dis-

covered in Rochester, N. Y., wlwre they

I

have nestled and are raising a brood of

I

young. This may be, however, only an

exceptional case."

We have noticed that the King Bird

is a great fruit eater. The cherry tree is

one of its favorite haunts, where, after driv-

ing away the Robins and Orioles, it will

remain through the fruit season, and

though eating few cherries, it picks and

drops large quantities.
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Nesting Habits of the Worm-eat-
ing Warbler (Helmitherus

vermivorus).

BY C. J. MAYNARD.

LTHOUGH this species is quite com-
mon during our breeding season

^*;4-^ throughout the Southern and Middle
States, yet the nest is comparatively rare.

Indeed, up to the summer of 1871, the eggs

were scientifically unknown ; then a nest

was taken in New Jersey by Mr. J. H.
Batty. When I made record of this fact

in 1873, in the second part of my Birds of

Florida (page 47), this was the only spec-

imen in existence. I was at that time un-

acquainted with the breeding habits of the

bird, but have since had a good opportuni-

ty of observing the Worm-eating Warbler
in its summer home.

During the middle of June, 1876, I vis-

ited that portion of the Alleghany Mount-
ains known as the White Deer Range. I

was then in search of the nests of the A-
cadian Flycatcher {Empidonax acadi-

ciis), which abound in that section. The
valleys of these mountains are quite pecul-

iar, being in fact, deep, secluded glades.

Most of my collecting was done in White
Deer Valley, a most enchanting spot with

a murmuring stream winding through it.

shaded by pine and spruce trees, which grow
in the narrow valley bottom. Even at noon

time the shade here was veiy deep, but

when the sun fell behind the tops of the

mountains, which rose abruptly on either

hand, the shade was darkened almost into

twilight.

To one unaccustomed to wandering in

the deep woods, this spot would appear

gloomy in the extreme, but to me the dark
green ferns waving in shadow, the gray,

moss-covered trimks of the huge old trees,

the glimmer of stray rays of light upon the

flowing water, together with the other sur-

roundings formed a picture upon which I

could gaze without ever growing weary.

But the principal charm about it all was
the universal quiet which was almost un-

broken. The gentle min-mur of the stream

was ever present, yet that was a continu-

ous dreamy sound, resting rather than en-

livening.

On the 15th of June of last year I enter-

ed this lovely valley and sauntered slowly

up it, following Tiie course of the stream,

while I searched for the nests of the Fly-

catchers. I had gone two or three miles

without hearing a bird's song excepting the

low notes of the Empidonax acadicus^

when I was almost startled by the sharp

chirp of a small bird which I knew at a

glance to be a Warbler. I instantly went
nearer and saw by the stripes on the head
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tliat it was a "Worm-eating Warbler. I
was confidaut that it had a nest near, as it

exliibited great solicitude. I therefore as-

cended the hill a few steps, sat down and
waited. In a short time the female flew

to the ground within a few yards of me and
disappeared among the leaves. I at once
went to the spot and found a nest contain-
ing five young which 1 judged were about
a week old. When I came near the nest

the female ran from it, feigning lameness,
and acting almost as a Golden-crowned
Thrush would under similar circumstances.
The next day I found another on the side

of the mountain within a few yards of the

valley bottom. The following extract from
notes made on the spot may prove interest-

ing : " I am sitting within two feet of the

nest of a Worm-eating Warbler. The fe-

male is exhibiting great solicitude, frequent-
ly alighting within two or three feet of me
while she keeps up a continuous chirping.

The male does not venture so near, but al-

so appears uneasy. A moment ago I placed
my hand in the nest, when the female a-

lighted within ten inches of it. She did

not raise the feathers of her head, nor show
other signs of fear or anger, but only ap-
peared solicitous for the safety of the young,
of which there was but a single one, evi-

dently about one third grown."
Both of these nests were clumsily con-

structed affairs, built of leaves and lined

with pine needles. They were placed on
the ground, among the fallen leaves of the

previous autumn, without the slightest at-

tempt at concealment ; which was in per-

fect keeping with the unsuspicious habits

of the birds as recorded above. The nests

were almost as large as those of the Gol-
den-crowned Thrush. I afterward saw sev-

eral pairs which behaved in much the same
manner, and although I was certain that I

could find many nests I did not take the

trouble as I knew they all contained young.
The proper time to look for eggs is dur-

ing the first week in June, when I have
but little doubt that quantities may be taken
along the valleys of central Pennsylvania.
The following is a description of the eggs*

copied from Birds of Florida. "Eggs:
Rather elliptical in form, spotted and dot-

ted with reddish-brown, but more thickly

on the larger end. Dimensions of a single

egg in the collection of Mr. Ruthven Deane
of Cambridge, .73 by .56." This is one
of the eggs found by Mr. Batty.

Black-and-white Creeper,
(^Mniotilta varla.)

This is a rather common summer inhab-

itant of all New England , but more com-
mon in the migrations than in the breeding

season. It arrives here (near Boston)
about the last week of April, when it is

seen running up the trunks and larger limbs

of trees, seeking its food, which consists of

insects and their eggs.

They commence building by the last

week in May. The nest is built in the

woods, generally at the base of a rock, or

fallen tree {I'arely^ in the hole of a tree).

A nest I found this year, on the the 22d
of June, was placed at the base of a large

rock, and was built of leaves, grasses, and
strips of grape vine, and was lined with

horse hair. The eggs were five in number,
their color white with a creamy tin'^'e, and
were covered with spots and blotches of

reddish brown, thickest at the larger end.

The eggs average about .65 by .55 of an

inch.

About the 10th of September they start

for the south, and by the 20th of that month
none are to be seen. Wm. L. Giieen.

Longtoood^ July^ 1877.

The above account of the nest of this bird

confirms the statement of Nuttall, who says

a nest found by him, was "nitched in the

shelving of a rock, on the surface of the

ground." Dr. Brewer also says that in his

experience, it has always been found to

nest on the ground, which is evidently al-

most unexceptionably the case.

*See cut ofegg in outlme, Vol, I, No. 5.-Eds.
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Nest of the Burrowing Owl.—So
many have been the inquiries concerning

the nesting of this bird and its peculiar hab-

its, that we present below a few interesting

notes by those who have seen and examined
the nesting places. The following we quote

from Dr. Coues :

'
' I never undertook to unearth the nest

of a Burrowing Owl, but others have been

more zealous in the pursuit of knowledge

under difficulties. Dr. Cooper says that he

once dug two fresh eggs out of a burrow,

which he followed down for three feet, and

then traced five feet horizontally, at the end

of which he found an enlarged chamber,

where the eggs were deposited on a few

feathers. In his interesting note in the

American Naturalist^ Dr. C. S. Canfield

gives a more explicit account of the nesting :

' I once took pains to dig out a nest of the

Athene cunicularia. I found that the

burrow was about four feet long, and the

nest was only about two feet from the sur-

face of the ground. The nest was made in

a cavity of the ground, of about a foot in

diameter, well filled with dry, soft horse-

dunjr, bits of an old blanket, and fur of a

coyote that I had killed a few days before.

One of the parent birds was on the nest,

and I captured it. It had no intention of

leaving the nest, even when entirely uncov-

ei'ed with the shovel and exposed to the open

air. It fought bravely with beak and
claws. I found seven young ones, perhaps

eight or ten days old, well covered with

down, but without any feathers. * * *

The material on which the young birds

rested was at least three inches deep. * *

There are very few birds that carry more
rubbish into the nest than the Athene,' and
even the Vultures are not much more filthy.

I am satisfied that the xi. curdcularia lays

a larger number of eggs than is attributed

to it in Dr. Brewer's book (four) . I have
frequently seen, late in the season, six, sev-

en, or eight young birds standing around
the mouth of a burrow, isolated from others

in such a manner that I could not suppose

that they belonged to two or more families.'

'
' The same writer has some further re-

marks, so strongly corroborative of what
has preceded, that I will quote his words
again. Speaking of the hundreds, perhaps

thousands, of the birds he had seen in Cal-

ifornia, he continues : ' Where I have seen

them, they always live in the deserted or

unoccupied burrows of the ground squirrel

{jSpermophilus heecheyi). I came to the

conclusion that they were able to drive out

the tipermo2')hiles from their habitations,

but I am not certain of this. It is true

that there were, in that region,' a large num-
ber of unoccupied burrows wherever there

was a colony of Uperrnoj^hiles; so that

there was no lack of unoccupied habitations

for the Owls to take possession of. * * '
"

The above would go to establish the point

that the Burrowing Owl never excavates

its own burrow, but occupies those made
by the prairie dog and ground squirrel.

This is the point so often asked concerning

the nesting of this curious bird. Whether
it has been satisfactorily ascertained we are

unable to state.

We are promised a very interesting ar-

ticle on this bird, which, with an illustra-

tion drawn by one of our best artists of

bird-life, we shall soon publish.

Two instances of the breeding of the Red
Bird ( (Jardinalis virginianus) in Cen-
tral New York, have come under our no-

tice this year. Though there is nothing of.

particular importance in this fact, it might
be worth while to know whether the birds

in these instances were native or escaped

cage birds. The reason for the latter sup-

position is, because quite a number of these

birds have been taken in the past two years

most of whom bore marks of once having

been cagred.

It might be a very advisable idea for

collectors to be more moderate in gathering

Terns' eggs. Collections are overrun with

those of the Common and Arctic Terns.

Eggs of the Black Tern would be desirable.
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THREE PAPERS ON THE BREED-
ING HABITS OF BIRDS.

II. VIPOSITION.

"DEFORE the eggs are laid, the nest is

unoccupied for a short time after being

finished ; those requiring the most labor and
the use of materials which it is necessary

should be left to the atmosphere to toughen,

are often allowed to remain unoccupied for

from one to four or five days.

With the majority of birds, the deposi-

tion begins on the day of the completion of

the nest. At this stage the temperature of

the body of the female increases, and does

not attain its maximum heat until incuba-

tion is commenced. The period of deposi-

tion of the eggs varies with the species,

though with most birds they are laid at the

rate of one each day until the completion

of the set ; other species deposit one egg on
each alternate day. Some observers main-
tain that with many species considerable

reliance may be placed in the weather, as

to the frequency of deposition ; in other

words, if the weather be dry or moist, warm
or cold, the eggs are laid either daily or

duo-daily in accordance with the advantage

to be derived from certain phases of the

weather. However true this may be of

some species, it is not applicable to all, as

a regularity of deposition occurs with many
that nothing less than severe disturbance

would affect. A point of some interest is,

that, with birds which always lay the same
number of eggs in a clutch, the length of

time occurring between each deposition is

the same, allowing of course room for a

few exceptions. For instance, under fa-

vorable circumstances the Wood Thrush
always lays four eggs ; oviposition with this

bird takes place regularly, one egg being

laid a day. With many, especially some
of the water birds, great irregularity in

the number of eggs in a set is observa-

ble,, yet as far as can be ascertained, they

deposit them with no degree of uniformity

as regards frequency.

When more than one brood is reared in

a season by birds which commonly incubate

but once, the number of eggs in a clutch

generally diminishes with the number of

sets laid. Thus, a Wood Thrush will de-

posit four eggs at first, while a second lit-

ter* may comprise but three, and often a

*lN his "Birds of Eastern Penn." Mr. Gent-
ry states that but a single brood is reared by
this bird in a season, and mentions a nest tak-

en on the loth of July, as the "labor of birds

whose early eftbrts had been frustrated." Cer-
tainly the WoodThrusli very frequentlj^ rears

two broods in a season, as the circumstance
of finding sets of very slightly incubated eggs
in nests Avhich gave abundant evidence of
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third* of perhaps no more than two. Some
species, if deprived of all or a part of their

eggs, will continue to deposit new sets or to

replace the missing eggs under the most
discouraging circumstances. A moderate
illustration of the size of a possible litter of

eggs when they have repeatedly been taken,

is the instance of depriving a Downy Wood-
pecker of twelve eggs, the aggregate of two
sets. This habit, however, of continuing

to deposit eggs after the set has been bro-

ken is not common with all birds ; indeed,

the greater number when thus deprived de-

sert both nest and locality. Among this

number may be mentioned the Grouse fam-
ily, the Woodcock, and most of the IScolo-

pacidm. Birds that always rear the same
number of young, if not robbed of all their

eggs, usually continue to sit on the remain-

ing ones. A large number of species, not-

ably some of the Hawks, Sparrows, Owls
and sea birds, scarcely ever abandon the

locality of the nest, even though continual-

ly dispossessed of their eggs, but will con-

struct the nest within a short distance of the

first. The most striking example of this

kind is the takiug of seveu sets of eggs of the

Broad-winged Hawk, from the same local-

ity, in five successive seasons, but this year
the nest has remained unmolested, three

young having been reared.

From time to time, we have published

accounts of unusually large sets of eggs,f
which, in some instances impress us as be-

ing remarkable, especially as no precedent

can be found to establish such an occur-

rence as other than what might, with pro-

priety, be termed a deformity, not only in

their exceptional size, but from the fact

former occupation, and yet were new, would
go to prove. ^ The general impression of col-
lectors when* discovering fresh eggs late in
the season, is that the birds evidently were
late in building, and ornithologists generally
confine many birds to one litter, when in
reality they deposit from one to even three
sets in a season, not including, of course, re-
paired sets that eggs had previously been
taken fi'om.

* Figuratively

.

t See item on page 43 of Vol. I.

that in such sets are frequently found curi-

ously marked and misshapen eggs. As
often in forced deposits, these malformed
eggs are usually infertile. This jnay ex-

plain to many collectors, who have found

such eggs long after the young have been
hatched, the reason of their occurrence un-

der such circumstances. Not only in un-
usually large sets or forced repeated depo-

sitions, do we find deformed eggs, howev-
er, for they are met with more or less fre-

quently in many other connections. In a
litter of seven eggs of the Yellow-sfiafted

Woodpecker, was one that, though perfect

in other respects, was but half-shelled, the

remaining portion being enclosed in a thin

membraneous skin, apparently a continua-

tion of the shell. We still have in our cab-

inet an egg of the Yellow Bird of very sin-

gular form ; it measures about .75 of an
inch long by scarcely more than .18 inch

in width. The usual malformation in eggs
is deficiency in size, and which in most
cases is attended with clouded markings

;

the shell is rough and very frequently brit-

tle and thin.

As a rule, eggs laid in hollows and dark
places are white or light-colored, notwith-

standing the little credence that has been
given the assertion, and those which, from
the character of the nest are exposed,

are for the most part spotted, marked or of

a dark shade. A careful reflection will

show this to be applicable under all circum-
stances. Did space permit a more exten-

sive account of the details of oviposition,

much might be said in regard to occasional

deviation in color and markings ; the ac-

tions of different species when deprived of

their eggs ; and considerable could be ad-

ded to the already lengthy dissertations on
the habit of the Cow Bird.

We would request correspondents to en-

close items intended for publication in an
envelope instead of pasting them on a pos-

tal card. It would save both trouble and
the waste-basket.
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The Black-throated Bunting.
{Eusjnza americana.)

^DITOR OoLOGiST :— Last season I

sent you a few notes on the breeding

habits of this bird as observed by my-
self in this vicinity, and as you were kind
enough to consider them worthy a place in

your paper, I wish to add a few words on
the same subject this year.

The birds first make their appearance
about the 10th of May, and the observer is

made aware of their presence by hearing
the song of the male as he perches on some
fence post or hedge. After once having be-

gun to return from their winter home, they
rapidly increase in numbers until they are

the most prominent of our birds in this vi-

cinity. Nearly every bush in a hedge has
its Bunting, and their incessant muttering
(more like the complaining note of the

Meadow Lark in miniature than anything
I can compare it with) fills the air in all

directions.

They begin building about the middle of

May and soon have the complement of eggs
laid. The first nest collected this year was
taken on May 30 and contained four eggs.

The first part of the season they approached
more nearly the style of building attributed

to them by Dr. Cones, viz : on the ground
and in clumps of grass a few inches up.

All the nests found at first were in hedges
close to the ground, and completely hidden
in the long dead grass. Last year, of ten

or twelve nests found, all, with one excep-

tion were built in hedges in plain sight, from
three to five feet up. This year, on the

contrary, I found no nests in such situations

until the latter part of June, when the

hedges were leaved out, and it was extreme-
ly hard to see the nests.

I collected fourteen nests this year, all

but seven being found in osage hedges from
one to five feet up ; of the seven exceptions

one was found in a clump of grass, another

in a small cedar tree in a nursery, three

others in small fir trees near the rail-road,

one in a raspberry bush close to the track.

and one in the grass close to the road. The
nests contained from three to five eggs, the

average number apparently being four. One
nest contained four eggs larger than usual,

and spotted with light lilac spots. I have
seen eggs of this bird marked with well de-

fined spots of black, but this is the first set

I ever found which were spotted.

The materials used in the construction

of the nests are dried grass with occasion-

ally corn-husks and bits of paper, and dried

weeds ; the nest is sometimes lined with

black horse-hair, but is often without any
special attempt at lining.

I think the bird must lay two sets of eggs

in a season, as I found eggs nearly ready

to hatch on June 4, and fresh eggs on July
10 and 11. I also found nests with young
birds about the middle of June, and a nest

with young just hatched on July 9.

The bird is about as large as a Song
Sparrow. Back, brown with a few streaks

of black near the neck ; a yellow stripe ex-

tends from the bill over the eye, and a

white stripe begins at the eye and runs to

back of head; thioat white, with black

spot ; breast yellowish ; belly white, streak-

ed with black at sides. Female same as

the male, except the black throat spot.

Hoping that the above may be of some
interest to your .readers, I will close.

Peotone, Ills. " Euspiza."

New Birds.—The following birds new
to our fauna are described in the Nuttall

Bulletin ; Allen's Humming Bird i^Sel-

asphorus alleni) , by H. W. Henshaw

;

White-fronted Pigeon {Leptoptila albi-

frons), by George B. Sennett ; and a hyb-

rid Grouse called by William Brewster

Oupidonia ctipidim-columbiana.

Dk. Coues has entered into the task of

publishing a work on North American
mammals. We expect this will be a work

of great worth. It certainly will form a

book that has lonsr been needed.
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Fossil Eggs and Nests.

1 UITE an interest attaches to the geo-

logical remains of birds' eggs and
nests, and these are by no means un-

common in North America, especially in

the region of the north-western part of the

United Sttites. The coasts of California

and Washington Territory afford excellent

opportunities for obtaining these specimens,

which, though not properly belonging to an

oological collection, will often prove worthy
of attentive study in this connection.

In some places in California many eggs

have been found bedded in groups, evident-

ly once sets, completely fossilized and im-
bedded in the earth, in connection with pet-

rified rubbish. When unearthed, many of

these are inseparably attached to each oth-

er and the surrounding mineral substance,

and some, instead of being perfect in form,

are bent and dented into many shapes,

though generally perfectly sound in the

shell. The circumstance of finding these

eggs with the shells of invertebrates and
fossilized wood, induce many to suppose

that they formed a part of the great geolog-

ical shifts of many ages ago. Though of

imknown age, some of the shells are in

such a perfect state of preservation that the

chalky shell of the Pelican and Cormorant,
or kindred soecies can be distinguished from

the smoother and thinner shells of the Gulls

and Terns. In many cases, pieces of rock

had made their way through the softer earth

and, gradually pressing against the shell,

had bent it nearly flat or into other odd
shapes, without fracturing it.

The size of these fossil eggs varies from
that of a Pigeon or smaller upward. A
specimen presented us, supposed to be the

egg of a Gull, must originally have been

about the size of a small goose-egg. There
is, of course, a vast field for investigation

of these pre-historic (they probably are)

birds, and we shall possibly find that at

some future time enormous eggs will be

unearthed. Whether any of these fossil

eggs preserve their markings, is a point we
shall look for with some interest, though,

like most other geological remains, the prob-

ability is that they do not.

The presence of numerous small animals,

snails, worms and the like in the petrified

earth about, and a few small holes in some
of the shells, might indicate that the con-

tents of the eggs had been thus disposed of,

for, with the exception of occasional pro-

tuberances on the inside of the shell, there

is, in at least many specimens, nothing to

show that the contents had remained until

petrifaction had commenced. What ap-

pears to be petrified moss partially sur-

rounds the shells of some specimens, indi-

cating that this substance was used as a
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nest. Occasionally bits of wood will be

found in such juxtaposition as to appear

like a rude forna of nest.

The discovery of the remains of birds

near these eggs will probably determine, at

least approximately to what family these

curious objects belong, and then a disqui-

sition on this subject would be of incalcu-

lable interest.

Nest of the Chickadee.—Unlike most

birds nesting in holes and crevices, this

bird builds a complete and compact nest,

lining sometimes not only the bottom, but

sides of the hollow. The nest is made most-

ly of what seems to be the decayed or dis-

colored portions of moss, intermixed with

different kinds of live moss, pieces of dried

grass, hair, a little wool, and a small quan-

tity of wood-dust, the last evidently from the

bottom of the hole. The nests examined

were the same thickness in every part, and

neatly and strongly put together, the grass-

es and other materials which are interwov-

en seeming to give them firmness and solid-

ity. I do not think these birds always con-

struct nests in the hollows occupied by them,

for a cavity containing eggs was found this

year in Herkimer County (N. Y.), which

I learned on inquiry consisted of only a few

chips and hairs at the bottom. ]Mr. T. G.
Gentry says the nest is built of the fur of

small quadrupeds, the down of birds, dry

grasses and mosses, which are placed and

contracted into a purse-like opening when
the nest is unnecessarily large. The cavi-

ty selected is from five to ten or fifteen feet

up, and is generally of large size. Some-
times it hollows out its own nest, and quite

often lays its eggs in crannies or fissures in

rocks or other suitable situations.

The eggs are from five to seven or eight,

white, and speckled either with reddish or

black dots, thickest usually on the large

end. They are of about the size of those

of the Yellow Warbler. If disturbed and

the eggs taken, it will usually continue to

lay until the requisite number have been

laid. The birds commence to build quite

early in the spring, frequently in the mid-
dle of March. If they find no hollow al-

ready adapted for occupation they make
one for themselves, and this with the nest-

building proper takes them some time. A-
bout the middle of April, sometimes soon-

er, they commence to lay, and by the tenth

of May the young are hatched. Avis.

We have a letter from one of our best

observers of bird-life on the breeding of the

Great Northern Shrike, which, with other

interesting oological matter crowded out of

tliis issue, will appear in the next number.
We invite a perusal of the article, and

would request that collectors having oppor-

tunity for observing the nesting habits of

this bird would communicate the facts to

us for publication. A description of the

nest is also desirable.

Methods of Climbing in Obtaining
Nests.

BY W. H. BALLOU.

EN are born to climb as well as to

rule, and of the two, probably the

former occupation has the most rep-

resentatives. To those who are natural

artists in the science of obtaining eminence

in trees there probably will be few instruc-

tions here applicable. But to those, who,

like the author, are short-limbed and long-

bodied, or otherwise unfit or unable from

indisposition or adverse anatomical con-

struction, to soar up a tree, the instructions

herein will not come amiss.

On the whole climbing irons are a fail-

ure, for unless a person has stout nerves

and a strong brain he can make but little

headway. The feet get cramped and tired

oat, the legs become stiffened with pain,

and the shock to the system occasioned by

climbing is made doubly worse by the use

of the irons. Never attempt to use them
on a hard seasoned tree without bark, nor

a limbless tree that you cannot reach a-

Vk>^
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round ; ten to one if you do you will land

on the ground below before many feet are

consummated. If your nerves are not

strong, never look down, nor higher up

than is necessary to take one step above an-

other : keep the eyes familiar with all ob-

jects on a level with them, which will make
it seem that you are on the ground. Take
off the coat, but leave on a heavy vest or a

short coat without arms : this will in a

measiire protect the lungs from being strain-

ed and from other injuries.

Having prepared for the climb, it will be

next in order to see what nests there are,

that are liable to baffle all reasonable efforts

of obtaining. We have :

1st—Small nests, on or about the small

limbs of large trees.

2nd—Large nests, in huge, high trees,

limbless and dangerous.

3rd—Nests on sides of precipices, or oth-

er rocky positions.

These three classes cover the entire

ground ofgeneral climbing, and the remarks

on each are nearly applicable to all other

cases or minor divisions. In making oolog-

ical excursions it is necessary always to

have some implements along, such as rope,

hammer and nails, and some heavy spikes.

In treating of the first class, if the trees

are small the liinb on which the nest is

placed can be sawed off and the nest care-

fully brought to the person engaged . Where
the limbs are large and extend to quite a

distance from the tree, do not attempt to

saw it off, but fasten a rope of sutficient

length at the intersection of the limb and
j

tree and securely around the body under the '

arms, and clamber to the sinall part of the i

limb, Avhere, if the nest is on the end, the

limb may be sawed off and secured. I^his

is the most perilous climbing, and the idea

of keeping the eye on objects of the same
level must be rigidly kept in view. It is a

place, too, where all one's wits and strata-
i

gems must be brought to bear. The meth-
;

od showing how to get to that limb is treat-

ed under the second class.

Under the second class we have those

huge dead (usually) trees in which Eagles

and various other birds of prey erect their

strongholds. Probably of this class there is

no bird equal to the California Vulture for

defiance to the arts of man in its selection

of nesting places, which are usually on gi-

ant trees on precipitous cliffs. The quick-

est method of ascending such trees is by the

use of a rope of about an inch and a half

in diameter and six or seven feet long.

Pass this rope aroimd the tree and body and

tie it so that you fit nicely between
;
push

the rope up with you, keeping it about the

middle of the body. When you wish to

rest push the rope up as far as possible on

the opposite side of the tree and sit on it.

Another method is to make a ladder of

the tree by nailing slats up the entire dis-

tance or by driving in heavy spikes. Ei-

ther way is often well worth the trouble of

employing, and will enable one to climb

any tree. There is but one safe way of

reaching nests on the sides of precipitous

cliffs, and that is by being let down on a

rope or in a basket. A gaff hook should

be carried with a long light handle, to draw
nests or limbs up to one.

In reviewing these methods, it is done in

hopes of bringing out views from all par-

ties, and it is hoped that a goodly collec-

tion of methods may be obtained.

]\Ir. Ballou of the Northern Lake Sur-

vey party writes from Toledo: "On the

Big Chicken Reef shoal, of Hen and Chick-

ens group of Islands, Lake Erie, five-hun-

dred eggs of this species (the Arctic Tern)

were taken per diem for a period of twelve

days. On the Old Hen island seven-hun-

dred, on the Little Chicken island, three-

hundred, and on the Chick island, one-hun-

dred eggs per day were averaged for the

same length of time. These eggs were tak-

en by the survey party and people of the

Bass Islands. They made very palatable

dishes. Six-hundred specimens were pre-

served. One-hundred of these presented

colors ranging from pure white to burnt

umber, and in size from a Blue Bird's egg

to a hen's egg of the usual size."
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THREE PAPERS ON THE BREED-
ING HABITS OF BIRDS.

IIP INCUBATION.

TNCUBATION is commenced on the day
-^ of the last deposition, and at this stage

the body of the sitting bird is at a temper-

ature of 96° Fahrenheit, the greatest

warmth required. "J^he female, and also

the male to some extent, now begin to lose

their feathers, which accounts for the large

number of poorly plumaged birds found

during the breeding season. The male

does not in all cases lose its feathers at this

time, as, with many species incubation is

performed by the female alone, it being this

process that loosens them. When both sex-

es incubate, they observe a systematic mode
of relief, the female usually sitting from
the afternoon of one day till the forenoon
of the next, when the male relieves her
while she is absent in search of food. When
incubation is performed by the female alone

she remains in the nest until the young are

hatched, the male in the meantime feeding

ler.

According to Dr. Jasper, the eggs, from
the beginning of incubation are turned near-

ly every day. If this be so, the Sandpi-

pers and other birds which universally lay

their eggs in the same position,* must nec-

essarily exercise considerable instinct and
care in their removal in order that they as-

sume their original position. Observation
would convince us that in the case of some
species, this does not apply, for, on several

occasions, when on repeated visits to nests

containing less than the anticipated num-
ber of eggs, their position was carefully

noted, and in a large number of instances,

when observable, the prominent blotch that

appeared uppermost at first, was observed

in the same place until the last, though in-

cubation had continued several days.

Many species utilize the heat of the sun

and of vegetable fermentation for incubating

their eggs ; some species, the Apteryx for

instance, sit under instead of over their

eggs ; others like the Cow Bird and Euro-

pean Cuckoo, do not attempt to facilitate

the hatching process, but lay their eggs in

the nests of other and usually smaller spe-

cies. The length of time required for in-

cubation varies generally with the size of

the bird and the thickness and toughness of

the shell. Humming-birds' eggs require

about ten days, those of most Warblers e-

leven or twelve, of Sparrows twelve, of

Blackbirds about fifteen, of most Hawks
and Owls three weeks, and of the Eagle

* The Sandpipers always deposit their eggs
with their small ends in the center. This is

also noticeable with a few other Limicolae.
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four weeks. Unless a very uniform de-

gree of heat is applied, it requires eggs in-

cubated artificially somewhat longer.

It is needless here to enter into a minute
explanation of the progress of development

of the embryo, as that has already been

fully detailed and illustrated by several au-

thors ; but an outline of the stages of incu-

bation, however, may to the interested, be

of advantage : In the center of the yolk,

enclosed in a little sac called by scientists

the memhrana vitelli, is the germ or fu-

ture chick. The warmth imparted to the

egg calls the germ into activity, and though

gradual, the progress of its development is

:ery rapid. Until about two days after in-

cubation is commenced, all that appears to

the naked eye are numerous small blood-

vessels and a globular mass of yellowish

substance, which eventually forms the em-
bryo. This soon takes shape, and on the

third and fourth days the embryo is pos-

sessed of recognizable form but is still im-

perfect, the head and eyes apparently being

farthest advanced. The albumen now be-

gins to assume a neutral position, and on

the fifth and sixth days the forming bones

of the chick obtain strength. The shell

being always permeable by air, during the

process of incubation admits a certain quan-

tity to the space at the larger end of the

egg. Consisting largely of oxygen, the air

of this space rapidly expands and stipplies

the embryo in its confinement. The de-

velopment of the head is most rapid, the

brain, nerves, and vascular portions being

distinguishable long before the feet and
wings are formed. From the sixth to the

tenth day, the muscles and quill feathers

begin to form, and from this time the feath-

ers, bill, and claws rapidly gain strength,

until at the exit of the chick their shape is

almost entirely developed. The chick is

not assisted in freeing itself from the shell

by its parents, but eifects its own libera-

tion. How the release from the shell is

accomplished* has been copiously discussed

in a previous issue of this journal, and re-

* Vide pages 51, 59 and 63 of Vol. II.

quires no supplementary details. Birds who
deposit their eggs with regularity rarely fail

to produce the full number of young, i. €.,

to hatch every egg. The young generally

remain in the nest until able to fly ; but

some species, the Sandpipers, Ducks, etc.,

leave the nest as soon as hatched, and are

immediately possessed with the power of

running or swimming. As a rule, the young
are not clothed in full plumage until the fol-

lowing year.

The nest is not always occupied a second

time ; indeed, the greater number of birds

build a new nest every year, and a large

number of those which raise two bi'oods in

a season construct two different nests. Most
birds of prey simply repair and add to the

structure of the preceding year, but all spe-

cies if not disturbed, will with their young
nest in the same locality year after year,

and one wdll often find within an area of

two or three rods perhaps a dozen Vireos'

nests.

JIoiv our Journal is Appreciated.

It gives us pleasure to note the interest

taken in Thk Oologist, and we cannot re-

frain from presenting some of the compli-

mentary notices we have received. Wm.
Brewster, Esq., of Cambridge, says:

i "I am very much pleased with your publi-
cation and heartily wish it the success that it

; so fully merits."

i

Mr. D. 8. Bryant of San Francisco, an

j

enthusiastic naturalist, writes :

" It is j ust what our young naturalists want

.

You will get new subscribers from Oakland."

Mr. C. J. Maynard, of Newtonville,

Mass. , writes us :

"I have with great pleasure observed the
steady improvement in your little journal.
You have now arrived at a point where it is

truly deserving of praise."
i

Were it not for space, we should pub-

lish others, all of which are reflected in the

above few testimonials.

Subscriptions can commence at any time.
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Peculiar Habit of the Bower Bird
of New Guinea.

HE various habits practiced by birds

in their daily life, and their often pe-

culiar economy, render our feathered

friends, to the observant naturalist, the

most interesting of beings. Each family

has its own customs ; often a genus is known
by some especial habit, and not infrequent-

ly a species can be recognized by some cu-

rious manner it may have of carrying itself

among its fellows, or a particular finish it

may give to its nest. As 1 have noticed

that among your contributors there are

many keen observers of bird life, it has oc-

curred to me that perhaps it may not prove

uninteresting if I give an account that has

but lately reached Europe of the strange

habits of a certain bird in New Guinea,
which will read perhaps more like fiction

than sober truth, but of its perfect accura-

cy, there is no reason whatever to harbor

a doubt. It has been for a long time known
to ornithologists that a certain genus of birds

{chlcmiyodira) existed in Australia which
were accustomed to erect structures in the

shape of tunnels. These were built of reeds

and twigs, and were sometimes a couple of

feet, perhaps more, in length. 'J'hat these

could not answer in any way for incubation

was evident at a glance, and it was a puz-

zle for a long time what use they could be

put to by a bird. The ground in front of

the so-called "bowers" was usually covered

with shells of different kinds, bones, and
frequently feathers of various colors, gen-

erally very bright ones. After patient

watching, it was ascertained that the only

reason the birds erected these "bowers" was
to use them as play-houses^ and the little

creatures were seen amusing themselves by
chasing each other in and through them in

a sort of feathered game of " tag," and the

shells and feathers were only so much or-

namentation to their play-grounds. That
they were not nests, was sufficiently proved

by finding a proper structure with the req-

uisite eggs, placed by the birds in a tree.

Some three years ago, when engaged upon

my work on the Birds of Paradise (to which
family these "bower-builders" belong), I
received from the Director of the Royal
Museum in Leyden, Holland, a dull-color-

ed curious-looking bird, which had lately

been obtained in New Guinea, and which
I at once saw belonged to a genus hitherto

unknown. It was evidently a relative of
the "bower bird," differing essentially,

however, by characteristics not necessary
to describe here, and I made up my mind
it would also build a " bower," though of
course what kind of a structure it might be
I could not even conjecture, and besides

mentioning my belief I was obliged to pub-
lish my book without further details. With-
in the past three years, however, some very
adventurous Italian explorers have been in-

vestigating New Guinea, mainly in search
of natural history specimens, and one of
them, Signor Beccari, found this little brown
bird, which I had called Amblyorius inor-
nata^ and also discovered its "bower."
This is a most extraordinary affair, and
consists of a perfectly circular cabin, built

principally of the dry twigs of an epiphtous
orchid {^Dendrohiurti)^ measuring a little

over three feet in diameter, and supported
by a single centred pillar. Before the en-

trance is a beautiful garden, of rather lar-

ger dimensions than the cabin, made of the

greenest moss, and ornamented from time
to time with brilliantly colored flowers and
fruits, such as flowers of a lovely species of

Yaccinixmn. This wonderful habit of the

bird is so well known to the Malay hunters

that it is called TahauTxCibou or Gardener
by them. No more interesting fact has
been learned in field ornithology for many
years, and it is wonderful to know that a
bird, for its own amusement, has the instinct

and ability to build a house with a central

support for the roof, and then the taste to

beautify its surroundings with gaily cokn-ed

flowers. In respect to this particular spe-

cies it proves two things, that skill is inde-

pendent of strength, and that one need not

be handsome to appreciate beauty, for the

bird does not possess a single gay-colored

feather in its body. D. G. Elliot.
In Forest and Stream and Rod and Gun.
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H. 0. HOUGHTON AND COMPANY, corner Beacon and Somerset Streets, Boston.

HURD AND HOUGHTON, 13 Astor Place, New York.
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Scientific.

A SPECIMEN of the coati mondi was re-

cently taken in Texas by Dr. J. C. Merrill

of Fort Brown. It is a species new to our

mammalia.

The four new genera of mammals from

the Eocene period, recently discovered and

elaborately described by Prof. O. C. Marsh,
have contributed much valuable additional

material to the extended theories on evolu-

tion. Prof. Marsh is now pursuing his in-

vestigations in the north-west.

The summer schools of natural science

of Harvard and Cornell Universities prom-
ise to aiford excellent facilities for the study

of zoology. The latter institution will

make the tour of the Great Lakes, obtain-

ing collections of such as the route pro-

duces. It is expected that the geological

investigations will be especially interesting.

7 cents per brevier line ; 50 cents a square.
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good, and nothing will be admitted to any depart-
ment of the paper that may not be read with pro-
priety in the home circle. It is the aim of this

journal to become the medium of useful and re-
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within the scope of the paper. As an advertising
medium there are none better.

C. J. Maynard & Co.
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A Collecting: Tour in Florida.

^ARLY in the sprinff of 18— , my
friend Thomas Stearns and myself

o*>p started on our long looked for and
long expected oological tour to the forests

of the '• Everglade State." After experi-

encing innumerable ditficulties, perplexities

and annoyances, we at last reached Fort
Dulaney, from which it was our intention

to proceed up the Caloosahachee River to

Lake Obichobee. Having secured the ex-

perienced services of two trustworthy, re-

liable and respectable negro boatmen, who
went by the euphonious appellations of
" Old Dan" and "Grizzly Bert," we start-

ed. Our boat was of the best construction,

our well-stocked supply of provisions was
superior, both in quality and (juantity, and
our expectations were aroused to the high-

est pitch of excitement. The morning was
all that heart could desire, when we ten-

dered our adieus to the kind and consider-

ate friend who had so generously extended
to us his unbounded hospitality during our
short sojourn at Fort D., and rowed slow-
ly up the river to the lively and inspiriting

songs of our dusky guides, who pulled care-

lessly along with the utmost tranquility and
" .mng froid."

Although in this expedition we secured
many and valuable specimens of the small-

er birds and eggs, from a want of space,

we shall confine ourselves to enumerating
only the larger and more interesting varie-

ties. Our first day was comparatively un-
eventful atid we encamped at evening on
the beautiful and verdant banks of the gent-

ly-flowing Caloosahachee and prepared for

a day's woi-k on the morrow. The first

beams of the morning sun aroused us from
our fragrant couches of fresh hemlock
boughs. A walk of about two hours under
the guidance of " C^rizzly Bert" brought
us to an almost impenetrable swamp, where
our wildest expectations were destined to

be realized. As the flapping of innumera-
ble wings awoke the solitude, and clouds of

Herons rose and darkened the air, Thom-
as, nearly wild with excitement, fairly

slirieked '' come on Muldoon," and with
shouts of exultation and expectancy we rush-

ed forward and all three of us were soon en-

gaged climbing trees in quick succession,

and descending each and every, time laden
with the pea-green beauties. The eggs
were those of the Snowy and Yellow-crown-
ed Herons, and we secured a great super-
fluity of the eggs of these two species. By
this time, the day being well nigh spent,

we returned to camp and rt-:.ted our weary
limbs preparatory to the morrow's advance.
All day long we toiled slowly up the river,

stopping from time to time as the nest of a
Snake Bird or Brown Pelican on the bank
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canght the piercing glances of our guides.

Our progress was seriously impeded by fal-

len trees and the rich luxuriance of tropical

vegetation, An occasional alligator, bold-

er than his companions, would now and then

bar our way and only retreat after a fierce

onslaught. The night we passed as the

preceding, and in the mr niug, after a brief

survey of the surrounding country we re-

sumed our onward course toward Lake O-
bichobee, the goal of our expectations. One
more night we encamped upon the banks of

tlie stream, and in tlie morning we were
fortunate enough to secure the nest and eggs

of the Mississippi Kite. Having sliot the

female bird, " Grizzly Bert" ascended the

tree, wliicli was an enormous live oak, with

great ditficulty, and on his descent with the

eggs we resumed our journey, reaching

Lake Obichobee at about sunset. 'J'he en-

suing days saw us busily employed from sun-

rise to sunset in securing and identifying

birds and eggs of many species, among
which were the White, Blue, Snowy and
Louisiana Herons, the Crying Bii'd, Snake
Bird, Brown Pelican and Flamingo, togeth-

er with the Common and Purple Galliuules.

In speaking of the two species of Galliuule,

there v\ ;is a swamp at the northern end of

the lake wliere both bi'ed in immense num-
bers. Having secured as many of the spe-

cies abt>unding in these parts as we required

for our private collections, we wended our

way homeward well satisfied with the re-

sult of our expedition. Though since then

1 have made many trips to difi'erent sections

of country, I can confidently affirm tliat,

for collecting purposes, both in regard to

the number and variety of oological speci-

mens, Florida stands unsurpassed, and if

any of our young friends meditate a trip to

the Everglades of Florida, we advise them
to seek out at Fort Dulaney ''Old Dan"
and "Grizzly Bert," whom we are confi-

dent are the persons most competent to aid

them in their researches.

G. H. MULDOON.

The Towhee Bunting, Pipilo ery-

t]irophtJiab)ini<. — This pretty and well

known species, although quite common in

Massachusetts and the other southern New
England States, is rare in the northern ones.

It arrives here (near Boston) about the

first week in May, sometimes earlier. It

is first seen in the low, swampy thickets,

or in the "scrub," very often that growing
on hillsides (the "scrub" is a low bushy
growth of trees, chiefly of oaks, which
grows usually on dry and hilly lauds), and
here the Chewinks busy tliemselves, gener-

ally near the ground, where they search

under the leaves and decayed vegetation

for their food of seeds and insects.

They commence buihling by tlie last week
in May. The nest is placed on the ground,

generally near a bush, or I have found it

sometimes in a little hollow in a bank near

the road-side. It is built of grasses, straws

and fine roots. The eggs are four in num-
ber. Their ground color is a grayish white,

and the whole surface is covered with dots

and points of reddish-brown. The average

dimensions of several specimens in my col-

lection, are about .94 by. 76 of an inch.

Tiieir most common note is toioliee^ toio-

hee. About the first week in October the

old birds and their young leave on their

southern migration. Wm. L. Green.
Zioiigicood, Mass.

Valuable engravings of eggs in Sept. No.

Quite a number of collectors complain

that their cabinets are infested with an in-

sect of destructiue nature. The cause of

their appearance is in most cases inexplic-

able, and it seems difficult to get rid of them.

We would reconmiend the free use of cam-
phor ; it is an enemy to the larvae, and no

insect will stay long where it is kept.

^p^SuBSCRiBERS wishing to obtain back
numbers to increase their files, can be fur-

nished the following issues : from No. 4,

Vol. I, to date. Many of these contain

beautiful illustrations of birds and eggs.
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More About the Great Northern
Shrike.

HTHE following letter from Mexico, N. Y.
-*- we take the liberty of publishing en-

tire :

—

In the February number of The Oolo-
GIST I noticed an article on the "nesting

of the Great Northern Shrike in this State"

at the close of which you requested collect-

ors to furnish any information on the sub-

ject which came into their possession. Since

that time, facts have come under my ob-

servation, Avhich, I think, fully substantiate

the statement made, viz : that the North-

ern Shrike breeds in this State, and partic-

ularly in the northern counties. In the

month of June, on the 7th inst., I had

brought to me a young male of the Great

Northern Shrike {Collurio borealis). It

was shot about three miles from this vil-

lage, and not far from Lake Ontario. I

was told by the person who procured the

specimen, that a pair of Shrikes, or Butch-

er Birds as he called them, had nested, and

raised a brood of young near his house, and

that the bird he had shot was one of the

young. He afterward brought me one of

the parent birds? and another of the young.

The young were hatched about the first of

May, and when brought to me, were com-
pletely feathered, the tail, of course not

having attained its full length. T\iQ per-

son furnishing tliis information is in every

way reliable, and I think the case is au-

thentic. I have observed the Northern
Shrike here in January, and have noticed

that it generally became more abundant
from that time to April, and although I

have never discovered a nest, 1 do not doubt

'that several will yet be found in this and
other sections. I hope the facts given a-

bove, may throw some light upon the sub-

ject, and that more may be learned of its

breeding place or places.

John A. Severance.

The Nesting of the Wood Pewee.—
Almost every person who lives in wooded
districts is acquainted with the Wood Pe-

wee ; but to find its nest is a pretty diflRcult

matter, and unless seen when building, or

while the parent birds are taking care of

the young they are not often found. A
question on which many ornithologists dif-

fer, is whether th'" bird raises two broods

of young the same year ; if so are they

raised in the same nest?

A young collector near Brookville, Ind-

iana, during the past summer closely ob-

served a pair of Wood Pewees that had a

nest near his house, and he says they raised

two broods of young, one about the first of

June and the last about the latter part of

July. They were both raised in the same
nest. He says, taking tliis fact in connec-

tion with other observations, he believes the

Wood Pewee regularly raises two broods

of young each year.

Now let us hear the result of the obser-

vations of other collectors on this point.

OOLOGIST.

Several excellent articles on oology are

forthcomino'.

Identification of Eggs.—Too many
of our young collectors ignore the import-

ance of thorough authentication of birds'

eggs. The fact is, most of the rarer kinds

cannot be named imless the parent bird has

been seen or taken, and while in the field

the excitement involved in hunting for birds'

nests tends to diminish one's care on this

point. In this relation too much cannot be

written, nor too much care taken. Dr.
Coues says :

" As the science of oology has

not progressed to the point of determining

from the nests and eggs, to what bird they

belong, in even a majority of cases, the ut-

most care in the authentication is indispen-

sable. To be worth anything, not to be

worse than worthless in fact, an egg must
be identified beyond question ; must be not

only unsuspected, but above suspicion."

Finding a Song Sparrow's egg somewhat
differently marked and proportioned from
the typical egg, might lead an amateur col-

lector to believe it to be that of a very diff-

erent species unless the bird be seen.
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THE INTRINSIC VALUE
BIRDS' EGGS.

OF

fTlpIE true way of determining the real val-

ue of a bird's egg is according to its ge-

ograpical scarcity or abundance. While
some varieties are of little worth because

of the great quantities that may be collect-

ed in some localities, others are valuable

on account of their comparative scarcity in

all localities, notwithstanding that the ac-

cepted current value often set upon them
is inequable and disproportionable. For
example, the current worth of the eggs of

many inland birds, called common, Avhicli

are distributed over the range of the coun-
try, and do not breed in any one locality

more abundantly, relatively speaking, than
in another, and in no one place in multi-

tudes, is merely trivial in comparison to

that of the eggs of many sea birds, of which
some, even of the rarer species, are much
more common than many of our abundant
inland birds. The intrinsic worth of the

e^g of the Florida Heron is not more than
half that of the Gg^ of the Hairy Wood-
pecker ; there are, strictly speaking, from
perhaps fifty to a hundred or more of the

former to every one of the latter, and their

nesting places usually cover acres of ground.
Relatively, the egg of the Turkey Buzzard
is worth about one-third that of the Yel-
low-bellied Flycatcher ; and were the val-

ues of the eggs of tlie Swan and Fox-col-

ored Sparrow compared, those of the latter

would be found worth the more. It will

be seen that these comparisons are made
entirely independent of the accepted nomi-
nal value ; they do not refer us to the dif-

ficulty experienced in obtaining them, nor
to their representation in cabinets, but to

their worth as to actual abundance or scar-

city. In some cases it would be imprac-
ticable, as in the instance of many other

similar articles, to determine the market
value of an egg in exact, or even approxi-

mate correspondence with its real value as

a specimen. It has been customary when
it is found that a number of rare eggs may
be obtained under favorable circumstances,

to offer them much below their intrinsic

worth in order that cabinets may be sup-

plied, and that those who require them for

study can procure them at a reasonable

price ; nevertheless their actual value has

not diminished in the least, and they are

equally as desirable as if offered at their

real value. The same may be said in re-

gard to bird-skins, though allowance, of

course, is to be made for the fact of the less

difficulty in obtaining most of them : many
birds whose eggs are almost unknown
to science, are among the commonest in

collections.
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It is sometimes ascertained that cevtaiu

species whose apparent rarity had been al-

most proverbial, really occur in remote

portions of the country in sufficient num-
bers to be called common, and whose breed-

ing grounds, previously totally unknown,
are found to affiDrd ample means for secur-

ing a large number of specimens. The
eggs of such species must certainly be val-

uable and very desirable, but nominally,

they in some cases, are worth less than

those of many of our better known, though

rare, species. Many of our birds with

whose habits and characteristics we are

more or less familiar, but of whose nests

and eggs nothing is definitely known, nidi-

ficate continually in close proximity to us.

Such are some of the Warblers, Sparrows,

Saudpipei's, etc. ; and probably the eggs of

no other birds are as desirable or valuable

as of these. The intrinsic and nominal val-

ues of such specimens cannot be confused,

nor, indeed are they as easily confused in

any case, as in that of birds frequenting

certain localities and positions in numbers
year after year.

The Black-necked Stilt.

Some of our subscribers seem to have
the idea that our journal is not large nor
elaborate enough. To such may we be al-

lowed to say that there is no jcHxrnal pub-
lished on this or any other kindred scien-

tific subject, that gives as large an amount
of subject-matter for the subscription price.

It is impossible for us to furnish a larger

magazine at the terms we now ofi"er, unless

we have a sufficiently large subscription

list to warrant it. If our readers will aid

us in extending our circulation, we shall

endeavor to enlarge and elaborate our jour-

nal in accordance with the patronage re-

ceived.

We have in process of publication a pre-

mium list and table of attractive inducements
to subscribers, which will be mailed as soon
as issued to those who wish them.

Do not fail to obtain the September issue.

HIS handsome bird, though not well

known to most young ornithologists,

presents many interesting character-

istics. It is found throughout the United
States, usually commonest about lakes,

marshes and ponds, though it is sometimes
seen and breeds in flat upland situations,

usually, however, not far distant from a

body of water or a marsh, to which it re-

sorts for its food. Its appearance often

strikes the observer as particularly impos-
ing among its nearer relatives, and surely

its deliberate movements Avould imply a

lofty bearing. When alarmed, if not bad-
ly frightened it straightens up, earnestly

elevating its head, and poising its body for-

ward on its long stilt-like legs, in which at-

titude all its commanding peculiarities are

exposed. Its food consists of the various

insects and minute animals found in and
near water.

Dr. Cones, speaking of their imsuspicious

nature, draws a vivid picture of the cap-

ture of several of these birds. He says :

'' Thus I remember to have approached, on
one occasion, within a dozen paces of a
large flock, with no other artifice than
stooping a little and walking quietly and
slowly. The'-birds had observed me, of

course, as the grass was only a few inches

high and the ground perfectly flat, but they

stood motionless, looking with more of cu-

riosity than fear. It was a picturesque

group ; still as statues the birds stood in

the water, raised only a little above it, on
their firm, though so slender, supports,

their trim bodies drawn up to full height,

and their large, soft eyes dilated in wonder.
In an instant, however, as if they had but
one mind in common, a thought occurred,

and quick as the thought they were ofi*.

A flash—a report—the leaden pellets fol-

lowed after ; the thinned ranks kept on,

with piteous cries, while the stricken ones
dropped heavily into the water and lay mo-
tionless, or fluttered helpless with broken
wings, vainly essaying to dive. I had to
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wade into the water to secure the speci-
|

mens, which, however, was of little conse-

quence, as I was already wet and muddy
to the waist

;
picked up the dead ones from

the crimsoned water, and had an exciting

chase after the wounded. It was painftil

to witness their struggles, and I almost

wished they could be restored to the health

and pleasure they had enjoyed up to the

last moment. But the mischief was not to

be undone, and it was the part of mercy
then to put those still living out of their

pain. I'his I did, and, resolving to use all

my specimens to the best advantage and

take no more innocent lives, I left the Stilts

to their peaceful occupations."

Like tlie generality of sliore birds {Z,wi-

icolce), the Black-necked Stilt is not even

a fair swimmer, as its toes are devoid of

webs, and it will in all cases when possible,

shirk immersion. The flight is strong,

well sustained, and even, and, it will be

seen from the construction of its wings,

very swift. When performing prolonged

flights it sometimes rises to a considerable

height in the air, but the usual elevation is

a few rods above the earth.

The nest is simply a collection of leaves,

straws and grasses, sometimes, though not

frequently, lined with a small quantity of

any suitable softer material. Wilson says

that they "are at first slightly built of

grasses, and afterwaixl elevated and strength-

ened, as the birds lay and set, by the ad-

dition of dry twigs and various other ma-
teri.-v'*-." This statement is evidently dis-

credited- by authors generally ; and concil-

iatory to it Dr. Coues observes: "It is

certainly imusual for nests to be worked

upon after incubation has commenced, and

probably those that Wilson describes were

not then fitted for the reception of the eggs.

But we know, also, that the stress the moth-

er bird may be under to deposit an egg may
sometimes demand hasty di-oppiug, even

before her nest is as elaborately finished as

it would otherwise have been." The eggs

are four in number, pyriform, and average

1.75 inches in length by 1.20 in width.

The ground color is a very dark buff or

light umber, often approaching a drab

;

over this are scattered blotches of deep

chocolate -brown. Both sexes incubate.

In the alkaline regions of the west the birds

breed together in large numbers. Wheth-
er the Stilt is hunted as a game bird, or is

at all desirable for tlie table, we have no
immediate account, but it would naturally

be inferred from its rank among its fellow

waders, that wei-e it accessible, it would
prove worthy a position among the game
birds. It first makes its appearance in the

Middle and New England States about the

first of March, and begins its southern mi-

gration in the middle of September ; during

the latter part of tliis month it is most nu-

merous on the lakes and marshes, and es-

pecially the Atlantic coast.

Dr. Jasper makes several interesting ob-

servations on the migrations of birds. He
says :

"• Singing birds make their passages

or migrations every fall. Aquatic birds

set out on their passages long before the se-

verely cold weather sets in. A majority

of the birds of North America, and of

Northern Europe and Northern Asia, mi-

grate in a more or less southern direction
;

those in the Eastern hemisphere journeying

southwesterly, and those in the Western
hemisphere eastwardly, according to the

prospect for finding plenty of food and a

good wiutei'-harbor. Rivers, valleys, and

mountains serve for guidance to migratory

birds. Sometimes the birds fly in pairs

and sometimes in large flocks. The shy

and feeble travel by night, the bold and

strong both day and night. Before they

set out, they grow restless and w^ander a-

l>out, as if prompted to travel by an irre-

sistable impulse."

An enormous fossil bird called Llthornis

r}Ht/htv,-<, supposed to be from the Eocene

period, was recently discovered in England

near Shepey.
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Ornithological Notes.

Game birds of every species are plentiful

this year. Ruffed Grouse are probably

more abundant in the Middle States than

they have been in the past five years.

An albino Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo bo-

realis) was taken at Brighton, Livingston

County, in Mich., a short time since. Ex-
cepting the primaries and tail and some
few dark feathers on the back, the bird was
entirely white.

The following item iu the Forest and
Streaui may be of some interest to the cu-

rious : ''A bantam hen belonging to John
Logan, near Mount Holly, some time ago,

discovered a s'itting Partridge in a field, and

driving its hen from her nest, took po.«ses-

sion of the eggs herself. She now proudly

cares for fifteen young Partridges."

Mr. W. H. Ballou sends us the follow-

ing items : On the southern coast of Lake
Erie, west of Sandusky Bay, Turkey Buz-
zards and Ravens are often seen, but sel-

dom east of that. The former are found

in flocks of twenty or thirty iu the woods
behind the great marshes, and the latter oc-

casionally iu pairs along the beach. These
marshes are also the breeding groiuids of

immense numbers and varieties of water

birds Mottled Owls {Scops asio)

are exceedingly sought after and killed by
the fifihermen of Maumee Bay, Ohio. They
are picked and used as bait in catching cat-

fish during the summer. The fishermen

state that during this season of the year

they are very tender and flavored sufficient-

ly to meet a cat-fish's idea of a square meal.

The fish, however, are just as eagerly sought

after by the good people of Toledo, and the

Owls rlo doubt take sweet vengeance in

clawing over the offal of the fish left by the

fishermen, during balmy summer evenings.

[We should judge by the foregoing that

these Owls were in great excess in the a-

bove mentioned locality. Were it not so,

a law against this practice might contribute

considerable toward the protection of Ohio's

birds.]

The Extinction of Birds.—A recent

number of Harper''s Weekly contains an
item relative to the extinction of certain

birds :
'

' The fact of the extinction of many
formerly well - known animals by human
agencies is well established, and according

to Pelzeln, this fate is now impending upon
quite a number of species, at least of birds.

Referring to the fact of the disappearance

of the Great Auk, or Northern Penguin, of

the ^pyornis of Madagascar, of the Dinor-
nis of New Zealand, of the Dodo, etc., he

adduces sundry additional instances as less

known. Among these are the JVotornis al-

ba, or White Rail, of Norfolk Island, a spe-

cies of Gallinule, and the Por^ihyrio Stan-

ley I of Lord Howe Island. Of a second

species of JVotornis from New Zealand Mr.
Walter Mantell obtained two living speci-

mens, the last, it is believed, of the race,

with quite a number of their fossil bones.

"Of the Nestor Parrot {Nestorproduc-
tus) of Gould, from Phillips Island, no liv-

ing specimens are now supposed to exist.

The last one known was a cage bird in Lon-
don in 1851. Quite a number of specimens,

however, are in public museums.
"According to later advices, the Sickle-

bill bird of the Sandwich Islands (Drepa-
nis pari/iea), the leathers of which were
used for the production of the royal robes,

is no longer to be found living. The Star-

ling of the island of Reunion {Freyiliqnis

varlus) has not been seen alive within re-

cent years, although several specimen- vere

obtained by Professor Savi in 1844.
" The Labrador Duck ( Ca^nptokmnus

labradoi'ixs) of America is ranked among
nearly extinct species, and is said to be

more poorly represented in museums than

even the Great Auk. There is, however,
good reason ttf believe that this bird is still

abundant in the arctic seas, and that it may
yet be brought in in considerable quantities.

"The Dodo Pigeon of the Samoan Is-

lands {Didif/K'Nlus), the Apteryx and the

Stringops of New Zealand, and the Forest

Rail
(
Ocydronius sylvestris ) of Lord

Howe Island, are also believed to be very

nearly extinct."
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COTUENIX COMMUNIS IN AmEKICA. The
experinieut of inti-oflueing the Eui'opean

Quail into the United States, promises from
present appearances to be a great success.

Several pairs have been turned out in Ver-
mont and Massachusetts by well known
sporting gentlemen. On being let loose,

they immediately paired, and thus far sev-

eral nests and young have been "found, which
points favorably to the probable acclimati-

zation of the species. The European Quail
is somewhat smaller than our common Vir-
ginia Partridge ( Ortyx vir(/!nl(i)Of^)^ and
is considered of high quality as a game
bird. Unlike its American congener, it is

a migratory species, and whether it will

obey its natural instinct of passage, is a

question jipon which much of the success

of the trial depends.

JlcLverttserrteixts.
7 cents per brevier line ; 50 cents a square.

Brewster & Knowlton,
No. 18 Arch Street, Boston, Mass.
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On the Nesting of the Savannah
and Yellow-winged Sparrows.

)OTH of these birds breed more or less

commouly iu all the Middle Atlantic

and New England States, as well as

throughout the United States generally.

The former is probably the commoner of

the two, but its eggs and nest seem not to

be quite as well known. The reason prob-

ably is, that it conceals its nest more eiFec-

tually than the other, for the situation se-

lected, has in our experience been mostly

meadows and other fields of tall grass. The
Yellow-winged species has been foimd to

nest principally in elevated and stubble

lands, such as pastures overgrown with

weeds, thistles, bushes, etc., more in the

manner of the Grass Finch. Both breed

about the same time (from May 20 to June
20, though nests with full sets of eggs of

the Yellow-winged species have been taken

as late as August 1, which would indicate

that two broods are reared), and build their

nests of about the same material, but the

Savannah Sparrow has been observed dur-

ing the breeding season, to be on the whole,

more shy and retired.

The Savannah Sparrow ( Passercuhcs
savanna) commences building on the first

of May, usually selecting a dry and moder-
ately elevated field, not necessarily far from
human habitations : indeed, it will as of-

ten nest in an orchard as in a remote field.

The nest is rather deeply impressed iu the

ground, and is ingeniously hidden among
the grass. It is constructed of di-ied grass-

es, often very strongly twined together, lined

with horse-hair, and occa,sionally a few
feathers. It is rather deep, symmet-
rically hollowed, and withal, handsomer
than the nests of the commoner Sparrows.
It may be placed sometimes near the base

of a tree, a collector here stating that he

had found a nest in this position. The eggs

are four, ovoidal (some few specimens,

however, are nearly spherical, one set of

such having come imder our notice) , and as

far as can be seen from the heavy blotches

of chocolate-brown which cover the entire

surface, have a dull, grayish-white ground
color. Average specimens measure . 78 inch

long by .60 inch in width. When alarmed,

the bird glides silently off through the grass

before taking flight, and instead of betray-

ing the pi'oximity of its nest by flying ex-

citedly about, and uttering cries of lamen-
tation, it sits quietly on a neighboring fence

or bough until the intruder is gone, and
the collector is either wholly unaware of

the existence of the nest, or is misled as to

its true situation. This is probably the

cause of so few authentic eggs of this bird
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in amateur collections. And, instead of

settling directly upon the nest, it alights on
the ground a short distance away and ap-

proaches it through the grass. In the sum-
mer of 1874, while crossing an orchard, a

Savannah Sparrow suddenly rose up from
the grass a dozen feet or so to the left, and
flew into an apple-tree a few yards distant.

At first, the supposition was that she had
a nest near by, but her unconcerned demean-
or dispelled this idea, and we were about

leaving the spot without taking further no-

tice of the circumstance, when, accidentally

looking down, the grass seemed to be slight-

ly parted in one place, which suggested a

search, and we were shortly rewarded by
finding the nest with four eggs, not more
than two or three yards from where the bird

rose. The bird still remained silently in

the tree, and had it not been for the chance

discovery of the exposed spot in the grass,

we should not have found the nest.

The Yellow- winged Sparrow (^Cotur-

niculus passerim(s) prefers the rough, pas-

ture lands for nesting, differing considera-

bly in this respect from the preceding spe-

cies. The concealment aflx»rded by a this-

tle or weed and its attendant clump of grass,

a natural hollow in the ground, or even

sometimes the lower twigs of a bush, are

taken advantage of for nesting purposes.

It builds its house of straws, grasses, the

slender stems of the smaller weeds, and lines

it with the ordinary list of hairs, fibrous

roots, and occasionally pieces of grape-vine.

It is usually rather well concealed, but its

position is not at all difficult of discovery

under ordinary circumstances, for, if ap-

proached too near, the bird will suddenly

flutter off, sometimes with a twitter and

alight a short distance away. The eggs

are four or five in number, ovoidal, and

measure on the average, .76 by .60 inch.

The ground color is dull white, covered Avith

red splashes and spots, collected in many
specimens about the large end, and dimin-

ishing in size thence to the small end. (See

engraving.) Nidification is begun during

the first of May, and incubation follows in

eight or ten days. We once found a nest

with three eggs of this bird and one of the

Cow Bird, late in the season, in a state of

decay ; the reason to be attributed to their

condition was probably the sacrifice of her

eggs by the Sparrow, to evade the develop-

ment of the foreign egg. The finding of

one nest of the Yellow-winged species in a

suitable locality is generally indicative of the

proximity of others, and in this respect it

partakes of the characteristic of the Grass
Finch, to which in many of its habits it

corresponds.

Mk. D. D. Stone, in answer to a re-

cent article in this journal on methods of

obtaining eggs from trees, says: "Have
just read 'Methods of Climbing,' by Mr.
W. H. Ballou, and think it would be very

encumbering to lug through the woods all

the toggery connected with his climbing

outfit. For my part I am satisfied with a

GOOD jKilr of dimbhiy irons, which I can

use to good advantage." The views of

collectors in regard to this subject will prove

acceptable.

Collectors would confer a favor by

sending us oological items, together with

notices of any peculiarities in nesting they

may have observed. This would add to

the interest of our oological columns, and

serve as a means of informing collectors up-

on the oology of different localities. Sketch-

es of rare eggs and nests, and oddities in

the same are desirable, and will if credita-

ble be given a place in our columns.

Two illustrations of rare eggs will be

publislied in our next number. Do not fail

to obtain a copy.
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Memoranda of Eggs Collected in

1877.—The following is a brief abstract of

dates on wliich eggs were collected this

year in Oneida County, N. Y., at Bangor,

Me., and at Chicago, Ills. :

Oneida County, iV. Y.

Red-shouldered Hawk,
Common Crow,
Robin,

Broad-winged Hawk,
Red-tailed Hawk,
Great Northern Shrike,

Meadow Lark,

Purple Finch,

Belted Kingfisher,

Crow Blackbird,

Sparrow Hawk,
Spotted Sandpiper,

Bobolink,

House Wren,
Red-winged Blackbird,

Wood Thrush,
Black-billed Cuckoo,
Yellow-winged Sparrow,
Common Rail,

Blk'-th't. Green Warb.,

Bangor, Me.

April 28

28
28

28
30

May 5

16

17

17

18

24

25
28

30
June 2

..2

9

15

July 10

27

4 4*

Ruffed Grouse,

Red-tailed Hawk,
Robin,

Red-shouldered Hawk,
Common Crow,
Cooper's Hawk,
Great Northern Shrike,

Killdeer Plover,

Wilson's Thrush,
Yellow-billed Cuckoo,

Chicago, Ills.

April 16

25

27

28
30
1

5

28
1

5

May

June

Hairy Woodpecker, April 30 2 eggs.

Robin, 30 44
Black-capped Titmouse, May 9 6

Least Flycatcher, 10 2

Orchard Oriole, 23 4
Baltimore Oriole, 23 5

Black-throated Bunting, 25 4
Bittern, June 1 4
Spotted Sandpiper, 11 3

Cow Birds' Eggs.—Collectors interest-

ed in the history of the Cow Bird, frequent-

ly find themselves in search of a cause to

account for the hatching of the Qgg of this

bird, sooner than those with which it is de-

posited. The mystery is rather heightened,

when it is considered that the egg is in gen-

eral larger and thicker-shelled than its nest-

mates. Perhaps the theory advanced by
Mr. Gentry may add light to the subject.

He states : "Experience has taught us that

a setting of eggs is sometimes longer in

hatching than others. The difference of

time is evidently due to variation in the

amount of heat to which the eggs are sub-

jected. New the egg of the Cowbird being

perceptibly larger than the others, would
receive more heat from the body of the fos-

ter-mother than the latter's own, for the

obvious reason that it would be in closer

proximity to the source of heat. This in

our judgment will satisfactorily explain its

much shorter period of incubation. Were
the eggs hatched by their rightful mother,

it is probable that the period Avould vary

but a trifle, if any, from that of the Rusty
Blackbird."

A CURIOSITY in the shape of a green hen's

egg was recently '
' collected" in New Hart-

ford, N. Y. It was of the usual size and
form, but was minus the usual proportion

of yolk.

*Number of sets taken on the same day.

Illustrated Oology.—We have been

informed that the publishers of Dr. Jasper's

Birds of North America, propose to issue

under the direction of Dr. Brewer, of Bos-

ton, a series of parts on North American
oology, to be illustrated by colored plates

of all the eggs known to the present time,

embracing upwards of seven-hundred spe-

cies and varieties. This is a great enter-

prise, and it is sincerely hoped the project

will meet with success. The parts, to the

number of about ten when the work is com-
plete, are to be sold by subscription at one

dollar each.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF SIGHT
AND HEARING IN BIRDS.

A VERY prevalent impression among
many people who have remarked the

extraordinary shyness of certain birds, is

that they have an over-acute sense of smell.

The Common Crow is credited by most

farmers' boys, and by many farmers them-

selves, with an unusually well developed

olfactory organ, asserting in inost positive

terms, their susceptibility of the scent of

recently discharged gunpowder. The Great

Blue Heron is also supposed by many who

have hunted it, to have a very high sense

of smell, and it does sometimes seem as if

it could not be otherwise, for the methods
employed in approaching this bird are in

many cases so stealthy and covered, that

it appears impossible for the bird to have
perceived the movement except by scent.

But this is not the case. Birds are pos-

sessed, as a general thing, of a very feeble

olfactory perception, but to balance this,

its sense of hearing or sight or both are more
than ordinarily developed. It was for a long

time supposed that the Vulture possessed

very great powers of scent, but the observa-

tions ofAudubon and others have proven that

it is by sight this bird perceives its prey. We
cannot of course, assert an immoderate de-

ficiency in their perception by scent, for a

few experiments with a confined rapacious

bii'd will show that it is considerably devel-

oped, though in an inverse ratio with its

more perfect sight and hearing.

The sense of hearing is secondary in most
birds to that of sight, and when both the

auricular and olfactory organs are not as

well developed as iisual, the sense of sight

is very acute. The Crow is provei'bially

timid of the sight of a gun, and if its glis-

tening barrel be seen through the foliage of

a tree or bush, it is off at once ; but on sev-

eral occasions, our gun having been recent*

ly discharged, and giving out an almost in-

tolerable odor of gunpowder, by using pre-

cautions against being seen or heard, we
have approached within easy range ofCrows
that had been repeatedly harassed and fired

at. It cannot be denied that certain rapa-

cious birds, notably the Hawks {Falcoii-

idce), have a well developed hearing, for

the different and multiplied artifices inef-

fectually employed for the destruction of

these birds, indicate that some other acute

sensibility than that of sight must have been

predominant. The faculties of sight and

hearing in birds might to many who have

pursued them seem unreasonably highly de-

veloped by the foregoing, but one consider-

ation is, that many birds, at least the larger

ones, employ much of their time in guard-

ing themselves from injury, and these fac-
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ulties, being constantly exerted to catch the

least indication of danger, lend to them an

increased sense of perception. Thus one

is often surprised when approaching a bird,

to see it suddenly take flight in an alarmed

manner, while still quite a distance away,

though it did not seem possible a movement
so silently executed could have been per-

ceived.

The sense of sight is very highly devel-

oped in birds, the object of which is readily

perceived, for most of the larger species are

obliged to seek their prey from great dis-

tances, and the smaller ones, especially the

Flycatchers, discern the most insignificant

insects on the wing with an almost incred-

ible rapidity ; but in the case of the former

and also frequently of the latter, we may
detract somewhat from the unusual keen-

ness of sight, from the circumstance of the

advantageous view that may be obtained of

even the smallest moving objects, from a

considerable elevation above the earth.

Birds have the power of adapting the focus

of their eyes to the distance of the object,

and the arrangement of the eyes of noctur-

nal birds is such that they can distinguish

their prey better in the dark than in the

lio;ht.

Extracts from the Field Book of

1877.

We would request correspondents who
send us eggs for examination or identifica-

tion, not to send written matter in the box-
es unless letter postage is prepaid upon
them, for the payment of additional post-

age devolves upon the recipient. We also

would never advise the use of paper or card-

board boxes in which to send eggs, as they
usually get broken and the eggs destroyed.

Many valuable specimens are thus broken,
and blame attached to some person for the

accident. Either a cigar box or strong tin

box, are the best handy receptacles for eggs
that are to be sent by mail.

Pamphlets containing a description of

the Rose-breasted Grosbeak by Audubon,
with an illustration of the bird, can be ob-

tained at this office on receipt of ten cents.

tHOUGH my field book is more of a
success this year than it was last, it

'^ is not quite as complete as it might
have been. I have arranged it into depart-

ments, under each separate head of which
1 place the appropriate notes. Thus, one
division is "Flight," another "Food,"
"Eggs and Nests," "Arrival," "Depart-
ure," &c., with room for miscellaneous i-

tems. One department, that in which I

have recorded the most, is designated "In-
cidents of Habits," being a collection of

such observations as have come more par-

ticularly under my notice. I have made a

few extracts from the field book, which in

one way or another may be of interest to

the collector.

1 was prospecting through a pleasant

glade in the lower part of one of the beau-
tiful glens for which central New York is

so noted, and silently admiring the rich song
of a Wood Thrush, while, with an idea of

the suitableness of the place for the nests of

the Thrushes, I examined the bushes and
clumps of fern leaves here and there. I

had marked the spot at the end of a large

log, that from the circumstance of a bird

flying out, gave me the impression there

might be something to be gained by a search

of the place. I had just stooped to part the

twigs, when, right from under me flew out

a female Eufl^ed Grouse, with a loud whir-r.

It immediately threw itself into a position

of utter helplessness, that to me indicated

that she had young, which I could not, of

course, see, as they had concealed them-
selves. The lamentations and seeming in-

ability to either run or fly on the part of

the Grouse, were admirable imitations of

real suffering. She would limp with body
close to the ground, feathers ruffled, and
wings and tail widely distorted and out-

spread, throwing up her head and ut-

tering the most distressing cries. Had one
not seen the bird who never before heard
its wail, the impression that a dog had
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strayed from its owner and was whining
pitifully would have possessed him. I wish-

ed to see and hear more, so I sat down up-

on a log and awaited her movements. Soon
she commenced to cluck, for all the world

just like a common hen, and utter a soft,

soothing and assuring purr. She kept this

up for several moments, hopping about on

the ground, then flying into the cedar bush-

es ; then she stopped. Soon she clucked

again, louder and with a tone of calling.

I heard a slight rustle among the leaves a

rod or so away, and caught a glimpse of a

little form as it darted under a leaf; then

it ran a little farther and darted under a

bush, when I lost sight of it. Another
little figure at the second call of the hen,

appeared from under a piece of decayed

bark to my left, and darting about from ob-

ject to object, was soon amid the leaves and
grass, lost to sight. I watched, and though

the hen clucked ten or twelve separate

times, I could not perceive any other chicks.

I suppose they must have been concealed

under the grass and leaves farther away.

One afternoon, while engaged in prepar-

ing some eggs, I heard a peculiar twittering

in the direction of an elm tree a few rods

distant. As the cries continued and were
new to me, I laid down my eggs and drill

and approached the tree whence they issued.

Suddenly a Robin, followed closely by a

Least Flycatcher made its appearance, and
alit in the tree under which I Avas first

standing. The Flycatcher acted as if bent

upon driving the Robin from the neighbor-

hood, for it would dart at and fly about in

a very singular manner. Soon the Robin
again took flight, vigorously pursued by the

Flycatcher, until, deeming its enemy con-

quered, the latter returned to the elm tree.

The cause of the disturbance I suppose, was
the too close proximity of the Robin to the

nest of the Flycatcher, and which, from the

subsequent behavior of the latter and its

mate, must have been near by. I was
considerably surprised to see the Robin, a

bird nearly three times as large as the Fly-

catcher, attacked and driven ofi'by it.

I was told the following of the Golden-
winged Woodpecker by a young man who
lives a short distance out of the city. I

had always supposed this family of birds

untamable, having tried myself to keep sev-

eral alive but without success :- He had
found a nest of this bird with six eggs,

and, leaving them, returned a short time

after, finding but five eggs. Some time

later he revisited the nest, and saw
two young birds sitting near the edge of the

hole. These flew off", and on rapping a-

gainst the tree, one flew from the nest.

Thinking perhaps there might be another

in the nest, he clambered up part way and
rapped again on the tree, at which another

flew out. There happened to be one re-

maining in the bottom of the hole, which
he secured and took home with him. It

soon began to recognize its home becoming
very familiar, and is now so tame that it

is at liberty to fly where it chooses, but in-

variably returns home. It will fly about

on the hands and shoulders of its master,

and manifests great affection for him. He
feeds iton grubs, caterpillars, bits of bread,

etc. Avis.

Regarding the pursuit of the Lyre Bird

(yMenura superhcC) in Australia, Mr. G.
Bennett says : " Of all the birds I have ever

met with, the Menura is far the most shy

and difficult to procure. While among the

mountains I have been surrounded by these

birds, pouring forth their loud and liquid

calls, for days together, without being able

to get a sight of them ; and it was only by
the most determined perseverance and ex-

treme caution that I was enabled to effect

this desirable object ; which was rendered

more difficult by their often frequenting the

most inaccessible and precipitous sides of

gullies and ravines, covered with tangled

masses of creepers and umbrageous trees :

the cracking of a stick, the rolling down of

a small stone, or any other noise, however
slight, is sufficient to alarm it ; and none but

those who have traversed these hot and suf-

focating brushes, can fully understand the

labor attending the pursuit of the Menura."
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Ornithological Notes.

Four large Loons or Great Northern

Divers have recently been caught in this

vicinity. Three of them were caught alive.

They were found in small creeks, in shal-

low water, and were RctnaWy Jished out by
the hands of the capturers. I suppose this

to be explained from the well known fact

that Loons rise from the water with great

difficulty, and are much more expert in

diving than in flying, J. A. Skverance.
Mexico, A". Y.

Not long since Mr. F. J. Davis shot a

White-bellied Swallow over a pond near

this city. The bird fell into the water, and

a second Swallow, probably its mate, soon

made its appearance, and, after sailing a-

bout with loud cries, flew down and bore

oflT the dead bird before it could be recover-

ed. This is not only an occurrence of which

we never before heard, but it is an addi-

tional example of the sustaining power of

a bird's wings.

Carnivorous Woodpeckers.—A cor-

respondent of the American Naturalist

speaks as follows of a novel habit of one of

our commonest Woodpeckers: "During
that summer a friend raised a large num-
ber of black Cayuga ducks. It was noticed

that while the birds were still very young
many of them disappeared, one after the

other, and the bodies of several were found

with the brains picked out. On watching

carefully to ascertain the cause, a Red-
headed Woodpecker was caught in the act.

He killed the tender duckliug with a single

blow on the head, and then pecked out and
ate the brains. Though my friend was an
enthusiast in protecting the birds and squir-

rels that came about his premises, this prov-

ocation was too much." The Woodpeckers
were speedily shot.

—

Forest and Stream.
This note is of some worth to those who

make the food of birds an especial study.

A writer in the America?i Naturalist has

discoursed the peculiarities of certainWood-
peckers, and makes especial mention of their

habit of catching flying insects.

It is often amusing to observe the ef-

forts of young Sandpipers to escape discov-

ery, and they will sometimes so completely

fatigue themselves that the naturalist, if he

has kept the bird in view, can easily cap-

ture it. When discovered they will attempt

to hide themselves under leaves, decayed
timber, and if near the water, will plunge

in and swim beneath the surface for a long

distance. During the latter part of June,
while collecting, myself and a friend came
suddenly on four young Sandpipers feeding

with the old birds, on the edge of a stream.

Not having any other means of escape, they

all dove into the water and swam under the

surface for the opposite shore, but as the

place was shallow and their course easily

traced, we crossed the stream, and when
they emerged our presence frightened them
back. We kept the poor creatures going

back and forth under water several times,

to find out to what limit they would go in

seeking concealment, until one of them,
completely fatigued, finally landed, and be-

ing scarcely able to stand, suflTered itself to

be taken up. The others being allowed to

come out of the water, ran for protection

under th projecting roots of a tree . Avis.

Ti-iE Canada Flycatcher was observed

several times during the last spring, to re-

sort for its food to the blossoms of fruit

trees. It evidently destroys the blossom,

for an examination of some of the attacked

flowers proved their inner portions to have
been eaten, or plucked for the purpose of

searchino' the base of the blossom.

CORRESPONDENCE.

E. W. Prentiss.—Yes, many birds which
are supposed to perform excellent service to
the farmer and gardener, are also noxious in

a degree; and many whose reputation for

evil is well known, do much good, though a
great deal of it is not observed. The only
way to arrive at the real good or bad done
by a bird, is to make its life a careful study,
and to inquire into the nature of its food by
examination of the stomach at different sea-
sons of the year. We would refer you to the
article in the March number by Dr. Brewer.
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Nesting of the Rose-breasted
Grosbeak(?)

WHILE out collecting on the 20th of
May, 1871, my attention was attract-

ed by two male Grosbeak's quarreling ; they
were soon joined by a female, and with her
help, one of the males was before long driv-

en away. The pair now flew to a tree,

where I soon discovered a nest, so, after

shooting them I ascended the tree to secure
the nest and eggs. Much to my surprise, I

-found the eggs to be different from any I

had previously found. The nest was built

in a large, maple tree, about twenty-five feet

from the ground, and was composed of slen-

der twigs lined with fine grass ; the eggs
were four in number, measuring lx.75 in-

ches ; the ground color was pure white^
marked with small spots and dashes of
brown. Again, on the 14th day of May,
1873, I took a nest with similar eggs, but
the nest was entirely different, being com-
posed of very coarse grass, and was a large,

bulky affair, measuring outside, nine inches,

inside, three inches ; depth outside, five in-

ches ; inside, two and a half inches ; built

on a clump of bushes about three feet from
the ground.

—

Adolphe B. Covert, in the

Forest and Stream.
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Wilson's Phalarope.

tHE nesting habits of this bird are not

very well known to collectors, for the
"^^ reason perhaps, that they breed in is-

olated and unvisited localities. It really

is a rare bird in most of the Atlantic States,

and but few or no authentic instances of

their nesting here are on record. Their

breeding ground seems to be the great re-

gion of the North-west, though even in that

part of the country but few collectors have

taken any eggs or found their breeding

places. According to authors, the nest is

built much like those of the other birds of

its family and sub-order, and its breeding

characteristics are much the same. The
nest is a matted collection of marsh vege-

tation, placed in the grass of a lowland prai-

rie or boggy field, frequently near the wa-
ter. Dr. Coues avers that they breed in

company with various relative water birds,

Curlews, Godwits, Coots, Ducks, which
would show that they prefer marshes bor-

dering upon some body of water. They
doubtless breed in companies, and are prob-

ably to be found where there are suitable

bogs, in all parts of the North-west.

The egg of this Phalarope is very simi-

lar in contour and general mai'kings to

those of the Sandpipers and Plover, which
birds the Phalaropes, indeed, resemble.
The number is usually four. They may
be described in general as follows : Shape,
a moderate and regular pyriform, with a
blunt large end ; color, either an amber-
brown or a buff-brown, varying somewhat,
darker or lighter, in different specimens

;

the whole surface covered with spots, dots,

and blotches of deep umber or chocolate-

brown, distributed somewhat evenly over
the surface, although the majority of spec-

imens, as in the case of nearly all spotted

eggs, exhibit more or less heavy confluent

splashes on the greater end : a few speci-

mens will perhaps, be covered with fine dots

and but few large markings ; average size,

from .85 by 1.20 inch, to .95 by 1.30 inch.

The specimen from which the drawing
was taken, was obtained under peculiar cir-

cumstances. A female bird was brought
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alive to the house of the late Mr. C. P. Da-
vis of Utica, from Illinois, and remaining in

the room over night, deposited the egg up-

on the floor. The specimen is rather odd-

ly figured, the bulk of all the markings be-

ing collected in one large blotch upon the

crown of the large end, the remaining mark-
ings being distributed over the surface in

fine spots. It measures .93 inch in breadth

by 1.28 inch in length. It^ ground color

is a very light grayish-brown.

If any of the readers of The Ooi.ogist

can give any additional information on this

subject, I should be glad to see it pub-
lished. Fked. J. Davis.

Large-billed Water Thrush.

The Large-billed Water Thrush breeds

in many parts of the United States. It is

seen about the borders of lakes, rivers, and
ponds, principally in marshy and wet places

covered with a heavy growth of bushes and
dwarf trees. It is found commonly in tlie

south, where many of the nests of this bird

have been secured. Some have nested in

the New England States. Drs. Coues aud
Prentiss have observed this 'Jlirush repeat-

edly in the District of Columbia, and think

it breeds there, from having obtained birds

in June.
,

From a southern collector I have learned

that the nest is placed either on the ground,

or in a low bush very near the ground, and
is built of dried leaves, roots a little mud,
some pieces of weeds, and grasses. The
foundation of the nest is rather solid and
large. The nest is not quite as deeply hol-

lowed as those of Wilson's and the Wood
Thrush, but is otherwise nearly like them.

If placed on the ground, it may be looked

for under a bush or tuft of rank grass, or

near a decayed log or heap of rubbish. If

in a bush, it is usually but a few inches

from the ground, and as it at all times is

greatly like the surrounding pale objects, it

is rather diiUcult to find. Besides, if fright-

ened the bird usually gets noislessly oiF the

nest and runs on the ground for some dis-

tance, but again approaches through the

bushes, where it may sometimes be discov-
ered, as it keeps up the jerky motion of the
tail, which betrays it at times when it might
otherwise remain well concealed.

The eggs I believe are four. They are
difi'erent from any eggs I ever saw. Four
specimens from North Carolina measure
.70 by .57, .70 by .58, .70 by .58, and
.71 by .59. They are pure white, ovoid,
and spotted almost exclusively on the large

end, with light reddish brown. All the

specimens are just alike except the slight

difference in size, and I should think they
were as a variety, less liable to differ in

shape and color than the eggs of any spe-

cies I know of. The cut does not perhaps,
do justice to tlie egg of this bird, for it is

always very handsome and delicate, both
in tint, spotting, and shape. Avis.

A Spotted Yellov^^-bird's Egg.—We
have been handed an egg taken from a Yel-

low-bird's nest this

summer, that in our
estimation, is woi'th-

; y of notice in the col-

umns of The OoLO-
':.GiST. In respect to

form, size and general appearance it is like

every other Y^^llow-bird's egg", but is speck-

led distinctly, with a large number of fine,

pale reddish aiid lilac points on the greater

end. Some time ago, in one of the first

numbers of this journal, we gave an item

on the " Variation of Eggs," in the course

of which a very singular egg of the Yellow-

bird was figured and described, it being one

of a set of five exceedingly diminutive spec-

imens, taken from a nest in an alder bush.

We really would not part with our spotted

Yellow-bird's egg for twenty times the val-

ue of an ordinary specimen.
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Nest and Eggs of the Olive-backed
Thrush.

{Ihrdus sioainsonii.)

T17HILE on a collecting tour in the White
'

' Mountains I stopped a few days at

North Conway, in company with Mr. H.
T. Hobart of Passaic, N. J. On July 11,

a week from the day we arrived there, we
started in the early morning to go up Moat
Mt. fishing for trout. Late in the after-

noon we commenced to descend tlie Mount-
ain, and it was about half way down that

we came across the subject of this para-

graph. Mr. Hobart first saw the nest with

the bird on it, 'and pointed it out to me.

The locality was a swampy thicket. T'he

nest was built about nine feet from the

groimd in a young hemlock tree very near

the main stem. When I ascended to the

nest, the female sat so close that I nearly

captured her with my hand. When she

flew from the nest, slie lit on a branch a

few feet distant, watching with silent anx-

iety, for she made no complaint.

The nest was made of the same materials

as the Wood Thrush uses, but was a trifle

smaller. The eggs were of a deep green-

ish-blue, and marked with distinct spots

and dots of reddish -brown. They were
three in number, and measured .93 by .64

inch, .93 by .63 inch, and .92 by 63 inch,

Unfortunately we had no means of securing

the birds. C. Algeu Hx\wes.

Our correspondent, Mr. Ballon, sends

us the following: " It would seem from a

previous note on the subject* that Sterna
macroura is by no means backward in pop-

ulating the country. The numbers also

given were sufficient to shock most people,

but it was the beginning of a tale of which
there is no end. They were found breed-

ing all through the summei', and on the 10
of September a visit was made to a solitaiy

island in Lake Erie, known as the Middle
Sister, where simply vast numbers of fresh

laid eggs and young birds were seen and

*See page 29, No. 4 of the present Vol.

some of the latter taken. The lateness of

the season, which must have been prolonged
through the equinox, would indicate a hard-

y nature and daring.

"Opposite Cairo, Ills., a somewhat sim-

ilar instance occurred to my personal knowl-
edge. Llere as late as the 8th of Novem-
ber, in 1876, the Red-headed Woodpecker
was found breeding plentifully. However,
the heat was almost fierce there at the time,

and it may have been an accidental circum-

stance brought about by a condition of the

weather."

Collecting unper Difficulties.—Ear-
ly in March, before I had fairly commenc-
ed collecting eggs, I chanced upon a nest

and six eggs of the Common Crow (G. a-

mericana) , but unfortunately my horse was
out that day, and 1 had borrowed a young
wiry mustang, just taken oflT the rau<>e and

almost too tliiu to make a shadow, but all

the fire of his illustrious ancestry flashed

from his vicioxis eyes. I was charged to

" be careful," but became so lost in the large

set of eggs, that I tied them up in my hand-

kerchief, gathered up the rein, placed the

left foot in the stirrup, and holding the white

handkerchief in my right hand, I rested the

fore-arm just behind the saddle and made a

leap : just at the same instant the nuistang

placed his head between his fore-legs, ai'ch-

ed his back beautifully, and made a spi'ing

which sent me through the air on a "'flying

leap," and landed me some distance away.
Picking myself up, I looked about, and

such another mess of eggs I never saw !

Young Collector.

From Mr. Ballon, who has explored a

large portion of the shores and islands of

Lake Erie, we learn that the only nesting

place of the Herring Gull about the Lake is

Point aux Pelee Isle. In the Adirondack
Mountains of New York it is a very com-
mon bird, thousands breeding on the rocky

shores of the numerous lakes of that re-

gion. They also nest commonly on Lake
Ontario and the St. Lawrence river.
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but proved to be only an Indigo Bird. But
why such a nondescript and varied song?
The trait, if so it may be termed, must
have been confined to this bird : it could

not have been inherited from others of its

tribe. In the case of the Song Sparrow
and perliaps some other species, a percep-

tible deviation from tlic song frequently oc-

curs, but as this bird has naturally several

versions of its song, any slight irregularity

would not attract attention. With such

birds as conform to a certain song or note,

the Indigo Bird for instance, even a slight

wandering from it, is strikingly noticeable,

and when it comes to 1)0 so varied, and xu-

tered with such a ditl'erent impulse, as in

the case mentioned, it is all the more sin-

gular and inexplicable. Dr. AVheaton has

met with the same peculiarity iu the Song
Sparrow, having shot the specimen he men-
tions before he knew wliat species it was.

Young Meadow Larks will occasionally de-

liver singular notes, and the House Wren
and Pnrple Finch at times modify their

songs, and add to them a uumbei' of foreign

notes.

The engraving of the egg of the Yellow-

winged Sparrow, which appeared iu the

August number was unavoidably misrepre-

sented, both in draughting and in printing.

We hope it will not be taken as an exam-
ple of future illustratious of eggs.

CHANGES IN THE SONGS
BIRDS.

OF

"VrOT long since, we w^ere struck with the
-'-' peculiar song of a bird in the outskirts

of a deep wood. It was unlike anything

we had ever heard, and a due search for

the songster, sliowed it at first glance to be

an Indigo Bird {Gyanospiza cyanea), al-

though a repetition of the curious notes im-

pressed us it must be an altogether differ-

ent species, and thinking that perhaps it

might be a very interesting, as w^ell as prob-

ably rare, form, it was immediately shot,

Dk. Brewer desires us to state that he

has made no arrangements and contemplates

none with the publishers of Jasper's work
on birds, iu regard to an illustrated North
American Oology. No proposals have been

made to him by that house, and he would
not be at liberty to entertain any. He is

not without the hope and expectation of

aiding in the issue of an illustrated work
on the eggs of the birds of North America,

in a style worthy of the subject, but exact-

ly by whom published or when it would be

presumptive to announce. Dr. Brewer's

private collection of eggs now numbers 651

North American species, including several

that other ornithologists regard as varieties.
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Peculiarities in the Migrations of
Crows.

( Corvus ainericana.)

BY W. II. BALLOU.

T the juuction of the Ohio and Missis-

sippi rivers, there are two species of
|

birds during the winter season

which, more especially than others, assem-

ble in vast flocks, and appear abundantly
|

able to procure the necessaries of life. Each '

species claims its special side of the river,
^

and is rarely seen, at any time, upon the

other. Of these, the Robin predominates

on the Kentucky side, and the Crow in

Missouri. Eastern Missouri, too, seems

in a better condition to sustain Crow life

than elsewhere. Here are vast i;orn-fields

in winter-time, the stalks of which are un-

gathered. The Missourian appears to have

no use for them, and consequently they are

allowed to remain standing with a goodly

percentage of the ears on them. Amid these

fields the Crow may pluck an honest living.

Upon the tall and weather-toughened stalks

they may rest at night and feed by day.

In early morning the sleeper is awakened

by a vast discordant roar ofcawing, screech-

ing, and other harsh sounds. Rising to find

out the cause of such disturbance, the spec-

tator sees the very heavens blackened with

Crows as far as the eye can penetrate. As-
cending, circling and vibrating, the multi-

tudinous throng reels to and fro, as if in

praise to God, or yet to generate an appe-

tite for breakfast. The Crow seems here

to partake of the habits of his associate the

Vulture, for often during the day they are

seen together in cliques, in common part-

nership with dogs, pigs, &c., busily snarl-

ing over water or weather toughened car-

casses of long dead beasts, fishes or reptiles.

Nor does southern Illinois completely es-

cape invasion of these hordes of visitors.

The remains of the donkey, at rest upon the

field, are vigorously attacked by the carrion

fiends, regardless of his toughened constitu-

tion, or the condensed state of the cross-

grained, leather-like propensities of his flesh,

imtil the bones are faithfully whitened by
winter rains* and frosts and sun heat.

Following these birds in their spring mi-
grations northw-ard, we find them on the

shores of our Great Lakes in supreme be-

wilderment at the waste of water before

them. Here, then a hesitancy occurs, which
usually lasts for a period of three days be-

fore they are encouraged to pursue their

migration to the opposite side. Standing

on the shores of Lake Ontario, in a central

portion, say in Mexico Bay, the observer

watches with peculiar interest, the stream

of black objects that seem to swarm past

toward the east, seeming to hold harsh

conversation on the prospects of a safe flight

across. In course of a day, possibly, most
of them, still fearful, are seen wending their

way back in quest of unexplored regions for

passage across, Avhich, no doubt is finally

effected at Niagara river, and various nar-

row passages. Investigation disclosed thht

during this wandering, they were not in

quest of fish or other food, as the period of

migration occurs before the departure of

the ice from the Lake, and they are seldom

known to alight or eat while on these flights.

Evidently, then, the breadth of the water,

the uncertainty of getting safely aci'oss, and

; the dread of encountering storms upon the

Lake with no choice of alighting, causes

bewilderment and subsequent search for a

narrow crossing. The arrival on the Can-

I

ada shores is celebrated with vociferous

i
cawing and demonstrations of rejoicing.

I

Then occurs a general raid on Canadian

I

winter grain fields by these—shall we say

i

Fenians? Not so, else our neighbors cross

I

boundaries to punish the idvaders.

*Snow at this point is a limited curiosity.

It is now a good time to take notes on

the migrating birds in different localities.

If strict observation is made of the flocks

that pass over all portions of the country,

collectors will be surprised to find that many
species cross their territory which had never

before been suspected to occur.
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A Conflict for Possession.

T^T^HERE there are bird-houses erected
^' for the accommodation of the many
and more social species that inhabit our

cities, contests for possession are_ of frequent

occurrence. I witnessed an interesting en-

counter a year or so ago, which in a round-

about way involved disputants of four dif-

ferent species. A pair of White-bellied

Swallows had taken up their quarters in a

box of eight compartments, and had in-

trenched themselves with a newly-begim
nest, when two pairs of Purple Martins

made their appearance, and, alter inspect-

ing the other bird-houses about, concluded

that the one occupied by the Swallows would
suit tliem best ; but the small owners perch-

ed on the top of their box and would not al-

low the Martins to come near them for

some time, until one, braver than the oth-

ers, alit on the little stand before one of the

holes and went in. Then began a noisy

conflict, which drew quite a number of

spectators, for the occurrence was witness-

ed on Sunday. "J'he Swallows darted at

and harassed their larger opponents with

great vigor, and finally, after about an hour

of clamorous controversy, the Martins left

the locality, whether from defeat or dislike

of the situation I did not know. Then the

Swallows, doubtless exulting in their vic-

tory over the intruders, commenced bring-

ing more material for the nest, but were

disturbed again by a pair of Blue Birds that

had occupied the box the pi'evious year.

They would not allow these new-comers
even to inspect the empty compartments,

but the former tenants did not immediately

give up, and the Swallows were bixsily oc-

cupied at intervals in attempting to drive

them off. Finally, after nearly two days

of occasional skii-mishes, the Blue Birds re-

tired and took up their residence in a little

rustic box in a remote part of the garden.

The Swallows were troubled again in a few

days by a pair of House Wrens, and these

they found their strongest rivals, for though

not openly equal to charging the house, they

loitered about the place for a few days, and
when the Swallows were away in search of

material, they entered and took away parts

of the nest to form their own, located some
distance away. However, the persevering

Swallows did not give up, but promptly laid

five eggs and reared their young in security.

Avis.

The Missouri Sky-lark in Texas,

SEVERAL times during the first week in

October, while passing through a flat

prairie with short grass, I flushed a small

bird, which from its flight and white tail-

feathers I thought must stand near the ge-

nus Plectrophanes^ but as it was too early

for any of that genus, I wondered if it was
not Baird's Sparrow, which I had never

detected here and was on the lookout for.

On October 8tli, having my gun with me, I

succeeded in killing the only one I found,

and saw at once that it was more nearly

related to Anthus than Plectrophanes, and
upon closer examination it proved to be un-

doubtedly Neocorys sprxiguei, (Ai\d.) Scl.

Although collecting almost every day from
the 8th to the 15th, no second specimen was
taken until the 15th of October, when I se-

cured two more ; one on the same flat prai-

rie, and the other on a prairie ridge with

some rocks and tall grass. The first two
w^ere taken on the wing, while the latter

was killed on the ground. I had good op-

portunity of observing its movements, and
was a little surprised at not being able to

discover the see-saw motion of the tail, so

readily discernible in Anthus ludovicianus.

Another item worthy of note is that only,

one hird has ever ieen seen at one place, since

Dr. Coues has noted that during August
and September, he found them in flocks,

on the north boundary of the U. S.

It is strange why collectors have never

noted this bird's winter habitat in Texas or

Mexico, as it is evidently a regular mi-

grant or winter resident of these sections.

Gainesville, Coohe Co., Texas.

G. H. Ragsdale.
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Ornithological Notes.

by w. ii. ballou.

Eastern Limit of the Pigeon Hawk.
—While surveying the southern shore of

Canada, from the mouth of Detroit river,

eastward, Falco columharms was found

in early September, '77, ranging along the

shore in flocks of seven and eight, and mak-
ing prey of the many bats, frogs, birds, fish

and small mud-turtles which were cast up-

on the beach in a weakened condition by

storms. They disturbed no dead objects,

but used such for bait in securing live game,

such as rats and mice which fed on the car-

rion along the shore. It was amusing to

see their endeavors to catch the unwary of

the numerous small flocks of waders. In

one instance the Hawks suddenly darted

from the underbrush upori a flock of Sand-

pipers. The birds simultaneously dove in-

to the lake and upon the disappearance of

tlie disappointed hunters, appeared upon
the surface some distance from the shore.

I have counted ten flocks of these Hawks
within a mile, each with a separate hunt-

ing ground.

Passing along through Colchester, Kings-

ville, &c., we at last arrive at the termi-

nation of a point of land extending some
fifteen miles out into the Lake, called Point

aux Pelee. Here is the eastern termina-

tion of the habitat of the Pigeon Plawk in

any numbers. They are, of course, found

east of this place, but I doubt if there are

as many in the Middle States in a week, as

may be seen here in an hour. That tlieir

numbers are a legion here is evident. This

point extends within a few miles of an is-

land of the same name, which runs many
miles in a southern direction ; in a few
miles again is Middle Island, tlience Kelly's

Island, and finally the State of Ohio on the

south, so that there is a chain of land ex-

tending almost entirely across the Lake, with

the exception of a few narrow channels. At
this Point, then, migratory birds are sure

to collect preparatory to their passage across

the Lake. It is a vast roadway over which
birds of passage are sure to travel. Con-

gregated at this Point, our little Hawk and
his partner the Sharp-shinned, are found

simply in a swarm, attacking the migra-

tory birds as they stop to rest, and secur-

ing an easy and an abundant prey. I can

not recall a single instance of noticing a

specimen on the whole range of Lake coast

on the southern shore, from Toledo to Og-
densburg, or on the Canada shore east of

Point aux Pelee.

Birds and Wild Eice.—The crops of

wild rice in different places are immeuse.
In the memory of man no sucli crop ever

grew. The marshes hundreds of miles in

area, extending from Sandusky Bay, Ohio,

up the Detroit river and again at Point

Pelee are flowing with this choice morsel

of food for graminivorous birds. A good-

ly poi'tion of the Black-bird tribe, in enor-

mous flocks, are occupying these areas dur-

ing the present fall. 1 have noticed in the

marshes of northern New York when there

was something of a crop of rice, that the

Red-wing tribe staid quite into January,
until tlie crop was consumed. On the

strengtli of this I predict that many of them
will remain north during the entire present

winter.

An Albino.—The museum of tlie North-
western University, at Evanston, Ills., con-

tains a white Bhick Bird. It is evidently

a female Red-wing. It is pure white, with

the exception of a faint coloring of buff' on

a portion of the bai;k. I am of tlie opinion

that the union of its parent was with the

Snow Bunting {Pkctrophaues /tiv(flh).

It was shot from a flock of migrating Black
Birds in which there were said to be others.

[If any of our readers have an opportu-

nity, it would pay them to inquire into tlie

cause of albinosis. Several theories have
been advanced, but we believe no entirely

satisfactory explanation of the phenomenon
has yet been given.

—

Ed.]

I-^^We are promised an interesting ar-

ticle on one of our rarer rapacious birds, to

appear soon, with a large illustration.
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The Butcher Birds and House Sparrows
are great enemies, and when the former be-

come pressed for food in winter, they bokl-

ly enter the cities and attack the Sparrows
and make great havoc among them. In
Boston, and also in Albany, N. Y., we
hear the Butcher Birds were particularly

troublesome, and it became necessary to

endeavor to check their attacks. So far

we have noticed no trouble of this kind,

though both the Shrikes and Sparrows are
abundant here during most of the year, par-

ticularly during winter and spring. From
the number of Cedar Birds and others that

winter in tlie city and vicinity, we might
venture that they form a good part of the

Butcher Bird's food.

^/Iclverttseiixervts

.

7 cents per brevier line ; 50 cents a square.

NEWA NI) DESIRABLE EGGS.
;The following just received:

Green-crested Flycatcher, . . . 50c

White-throated Wren, ..... 60c
Blue-gray Guatcatcher, .... 25c
Savannah Sparrow,. . . . . . 30c
Brewei-'s Blackbird, 25c
Leach's Petrel, 25c

These are all first-class specimens, and
ivill he sent postpaid on receipt of price.

S. L. WiLLARD & Co., Utica, N. Y.
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A Queer Nesting Place.

' AVING had ample opportunity dur-

ing the past few weeks, to observe

tlie habits of the English Sparrow,
I have obtained some knowledge which is

new to me, and may be of interest to oth-

ers, since this little foreigner has lately been

so much talked about, 'pro and con. On
the 10th inst. I noticed a small flock of

these birds in a tree, directly beneath my
window, and, watching them, I saw one
suddenly dart out, pursue and capture, an

insect on the wing, as a true Flyratcher

would have done it. Others of the flock

presently did tlie same thing. I think this

bird has more of the habits of the Insediv-

ora, than is generally supposed. On the

12th I noticed a pair of Sparrows flying

about the eaves of the house, evidently look-

ing for a nesting place. At length they dis-

covered a hole in the wall whei'e a brick

had fallen out, leaving an aperture of about
four by seven inches. This seemed to suit

them exactly, and by niglit they had near-

ly filled the cavity with straws, pieces of

bark, &c., forming a rude and commodious
nest. As I look out of my window now,
I see the female demurely sitting on her

nest, doubtless engaged in the process of in-

cubation, for honsc'-keepi7}(jis quickly begun
with the Sparrows. By consulting my jour-

nal, I find that the same species was ob-

served breeding by me, in Mexico, N. Y.,

on the 23rd of last March, so that doubt-

less it breeds at least eight months in the

year. On the 13th I also saw them nest-

ing in the houses erected for them in the

park in this city, [Syracuse] where they

are very numerous, so I concluded the a-

bove case is not an exceptional one. I hope

that otliers will contribute their observa-

tions, so that the complete history of this

bird may be published and understood.

John A. Severance.

Nest of the Bkown Ckeepek.—To-
gether with several other interesting oolog-

ical items, Mr. Egbert Bagg, Jr., of this

city has handed us one concerning the nest-

ing of the Brown Creeper in this State,

which we think of sufficient importance to

publish, since the fact has been generally

discredited. A nest was found in Herki-
mer County, which contained two young
birds and two eggs, the latter being in the

possession of the collector Mr. Frank Car-
penter, or of Mr. Bagg. The nest was
placed in a crotch formed by the partial

falling away of a piece of bark from the

tree ; we did not ascertain tlie description

of the nest, nor the particulars of collec-

tion. The Brown Creeper has been repeat-
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edly shot in various portions of the State,

in June and July, and the fact of its nest-

ing in suitable places is very probable.

A Little Experience with King-
fishers' Nests.

Two Nests in One.—While out collect-

ing specimens one morning in the latter part

of August, while stopping at Bethlehem
(White Mts.), N. H., I chanced upon an
old Downy Woodpecker's nest. It was
about four feet from the ground in an old

birch stump, on the edge of a large patch

of woods. As I was going past it, I knock-
ed the butt of my gun against the stump,
when I thought I heard a slight noise with-

in. On going back, I put my fingers into

the hole and tore away the bark, when out

sprang a beautiful brown mouse of some
kind, which on reaching the ground ran
under the stone wall that was quite near.

He had built a nest of cedar bark in the

hole, and in it were six young mice. As
I lifted the nest out to examine them, what
was my surprise to see two bird's eggs un-

der it, lying on some grass and featliers at

the bottom of the hole. I took out the eggs

and replaced the mice as carefully as pos-

sible. There was no difficulty in identify-

ing the eggs to be those of the White-bel-

lied Nuthatch (^Sitta carolinensis) . They
were of a rosy white, and covered over the

entire surface with tine dots and spots of

red. Dimensions were .79 by .60 and .79

by .59. Why the mouse ever allowed the

eggs to stay there as long as they did, in

my mind is a question. Reader.

[The little brown mouse our correspon-

dent found in the Woodpecker's nest was
a jumping mouse (jaculus hudsonius, Bd.),

commonly known as the deer mouse. These
little creatures often take up their abode in

abandoned Woodpeckers' and Chickadees'

nests, but the finding of the eggs and young
mice together, is indeed, a curious note.

Doubtless the Nuthatch had chosen the hole

for its own, and, after having laid two eggs,

was driven away by the too close proximi-

ty of the mouse.

—

Ed.]

TU'HAT collector has not had the pleas-
'

' ure of digging out a Kingfisher's nest

some five or six feet in the solid earth, to

find emptiness or young birds ? The col-

lector who has not, seems to me to be a
great exception to the rule, for as a gen-
eral thing, a Kingfisher's burrow is one of
the first nests the collector finds, as it is

one of the first hunted for.

The thump upon the sod above the hole

usually brings out the old bird, and the en-

thusiastic youth, with visions of the prov-

erbial uuhatched chickens in his mind's eye,

begins lustily to use hands, feet, and any
other available object to dig away the earth.

When about three feet of the work are ac-

complished, and the hole is exposed to the

eye for a foot or so further in, he looks

long, and strains his eyes till they ache, in

endeavoring to get a sight of the eggs. Ah,
they are there, their glistening whiteness

too plainly betraying their position to the

anxious collector. Another foot of the hole

laid open, and the youth looks again long

and steadily, pressing his face against the

earth until a recognition of his countenance

would be quite dubious, and shifting him-
self about until his collar and arm-sleeves

contain a quart of terra firma. But the

eggs are thei'e, at least six or seven of them.

The work is hard, especially under a broil-

ing sun, but the enterprising naturalist is

bound to have those eggs. Another foot

is laid bare, and another look is taken into

the hole. The hand and arm are carefully

introduced, but the coat-sleeve is in the

way : the coat is taken off to prevent fur-

ther annoyance. Then the arm goes in a-

gain, but despite working around and grind-

ing the earth into the ears, eyes, and mouth,

the eggs cannot yet be reached. After en-

larging the hole a little more, the collector

strains his nerves to get at the eggs. He
experiences a depression near the end of

the hole, and feels something soft : that is

the nest—the feathers, and the esgs cannot
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be much farther iu. In his eageruess, the

youth reaches three iiiclies farther than he

ever did before or, ever couki again, losing

his foot-hold on the bank, and placing him-

self in an unsupported and possibly critical

position. He reaches the nest and hauls

out the whole atfair. There is nothing in

it : evidently it is not yet finished, and when
driven out, the Kingfisher was very likely

engaged in arranging her materials. What
he supposed to be eggs was simply the ends

of a few white feathers. A sadness and
sullen despair pervades the subsequent

movements of that collector, for the re-

mainder of the day, unless the discovery of

another nest of some kind redeems the lost

laboi".

The i'oregoing reflects fully the experi-

ence of the writer, who, he feels obliged to

say, has been singularly unfortunate in ex-

cavating Kingfishers' nests, for out of more
tiian two dozen taken at different times dur-

ing the nesting season, all but thiee or four

contained either young birds or nothing.

Avis.

barn, close to the holes left there for their

ingress and egress. The same nests, he
says, are used every year.

Habit of the Ciiiimney Swallow.—It

would not be an exaggeration to say that

one fourth of all the Chinmey Swallows
breeding in the central counties of New
York, build their nests in out-buildings.

Nearly every barn within a radius of sev-

eral miles in Herkimer county, contains

from one to six or eight nests, and as the

young return with the old birds every spring

quite a colony is formed in a short time.

In some portions of the country, these birds

are known to nest only in chimneys. Most
farmers in this section know the bird, from
its habit of nesting in barns, as the Barn
Swallow, and the true species of that name
also goes by the same appellation. We
were told by a gentleman, who takes an in-

terest in observing the birds on his farm,

that occasionally the Chimney Swallows
would fix their nests upon the rafters, in

the apex of the roof, precisely in the man-
ner of the Barn Swallow, but that they us-

ually fastened them up in the end of the

Which was It?—A collector informs

us that last spring he found a Woodpecker's
nest in the top of a tall decayed tree. As-
cending to ascertain whether it contained

eggs, he found two holes, one of which was
on the further side of the tree, directly op-

posite the first hole. On tearing away a

portion of the decayed wood, both apertures

were seen to connect and lead into one nest,

in which he found four eggs. On descend-

ing, a Golden-winged Woodpecker flew in-

to the tree, and presently entered the near-

est hole ; the eggs were evidently hers. A
week or so after, happening to pass tlie ti-ee,

our informant bethought himself of the

nest, and was about to climb the tree, when
from the further hole flew a Red-headed
Woodpeckei". This was puzzling, but he

ascended to the nest, found two eggs, and
descending, awaited the actions of the bird.

He had not waited long when two Red-
headed Woodpeckers came, and one enter-

ed the nest. She soon came out and the

other went in, he too coming out hastily.

They both remained in the tree a short

time, then as if by common consent, both

flew off; nor did they come back while our

informant was there. A month ')r so there-

after, young Fliekei's were perceived about

the nest. Our informant does not know to

a certainty which species deposited the eggs

he took on both occasions, but he believes

them all, from their similarity, to have be-

lontred to the Flicker.

Between now and the first of March,
1878, if our friends will aid us in augment-
ing our subscription list, we shall publish

several interesting illustrations of rare

birds' eggs, of even a better class of repre-

sentation than heretofore. We need the

co-operation of all ornithologists in making
our journal useful and interesting.
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"IT is very singular that our scientific acad-

eniies and persons interested in ornith-

ology do not evince more interest in the re-

searches of our practical but little-known

naturalists. Some of the most valuable

contributions to our general and local avi-

fauna- have been made by remote natural-

ists and collectors, wlio have also been the

means of communicating items of rare in-

terest and deserving merit. Such natural-

ists, instead of being permitted to pursue

their studies and investigations with the us-

ual congratulations and praise, should be

pecuuiarily encouraged, and aided by citi-

zens generally who are interested in oruitli-

ology ; and this can be done by purchasing

the frequently exti'emely rare and merito-

rious specimens for cabinet use or orna-

ment. We regret to say that very many
of these little known but practical ornith-

ologists are disregarded and neglected, while

honors, botli verbal and pecuniary, are con-

ferred upon more noted persons for knowl-
edge obtained by closet study, and which
does not, in very many cases, reflect near

as much practical and sound information,

as the observations of tlieir unlettered fel-

low-naturalists. AVe received a call from
a gentleman not long since, who is an ar-

dent naturalist, and who has spent much
time in diligent study and research in the

natural history,' and especially the ornithol-

ogy, of the West Indies and Floi-ida. He
has a large collection of birds, reptiles,

and mammals, both preser\ed and alive,

among which are some species that few if

any collectors in this country possess ; and
the birds, numbering perhaps one hundred
and fifty species, are many of them excep-

tionably rai"e. Several individuals and col-

leges have been appealed to to purchase these

collections or a part of them, to defray the

expenses of collection and transportation,

but, notwithstanding the great oppor-

tunity and the deserving assistance of the

collector, the most encouragement received

has been sympathy and praise. Why do

not our colleges and schools employ such

men to obtain the specimens they desire for

them, thereby not only stimulating the in-

terest of the collector, but indirectly push-

ing his investigations to a degree of vigor

which may later on form the foundation of

invaluable intelligence concerning new and

little known birds, instead of going to the

expense of fitting out and paying a person

to collect miscellaneously, and then, per-

haps, to furnish unsatisfactory information

on the subject, from lack of proper inter-

est? It requires not only position and

learning to enable one to render service in

the study of ornithology, but a keen and
permanent interest must be felt ; in fact,

one must be '' born to it."
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We are frequently asked if it is necessa-

ry subscriptions should date from any par-

ticular time. Though we believe it is bet-

ter, both to subscribers and to ourselves,

that subscriptions should date from the

commencement of the volume, it is, of course

optional with the subscriber Avhen he desires

to commence. We are also constantly ask-

ed if we can supply all the back numbers
of this journal. In reply, we would state

that we are unable to furnish any back num-
bers prior to June, 1876. l^-^Any of our

subscribers having copies previous to that

date, can obtain a liberal price for them by
sending; to this office.

Collecting Bird-skins.

Mr. W. H. Ballou, of Evanston, Ills.,

invites collectors to send him the data of

eggs collected this season, including the

number of species and specimens, with ac-

companying items of date and approximate
locality. His purpose is to compile a table

showing the progress and amount of oolog-

ical collecting done thi-oughout the country,
|

and the idea is a very good one. In behalf!

of Mr. Ballon we would ask that collectors
!

send the information as above detailed, as-

suring our readers that by so doing they

will confer a favor which will be duly ap-

preciated ; and if sutficient encouragement
is given the request, the wliole will form a
valuable contribution to The Oologist, to

be published in tabular form. Let Mr. Bal-
lon receive an unanimous response.

Though we are at all times willing to

exchange for desirable specimens of birds'

eggs, we would request our numerous cor-

respondents to be lenient in their offers of
duplicates. We cannot possibly exchange
for specimens we do not want, and when
our correspondents make us proposals, we
beg they may offer some desirable species,

for otherwise needless correspondence oc-

curs that may. be avoided.

Patronage will bring improvement.

GOOD collection of bird-skins is to

the student of bird history and char-

acter, an acquisition of considerable

value in more ways than one. The oolo-

gist need not necessarily confine his inqui-

ries to birds' eggs, for a great amount of

information attaching to, or rather connect-
ed with, the study of birds' eggs, may be
adduced from their skins. The trouble and
inconvenience of procuring and preparing
bird-skins are obstacles ever present in

forming a cabinet, and yet a little perse-

verance and practice will in a short time
effect much, and inculcate an interest that

usually in the end renders all ditBculties

easily surmountable.

Much of the success of a newly started

collection of bird-skins depends upon the

equipment and advantages of the naturalist.

One cannot make a good bird-skin without
the proper tools and necessary acquaintance
with the art of a portion, at least, of tax-

idermy, no more than he can shoot the

specimens without a weapon and amuni-
tion. All, however, that is really neces-

sary in the way of implements, are a sharp
scalpel or thin-bladed knife, a pair of scis-

sors, and the preservative arsenic, with cot-

ton to give form to the skin. Obtaining
the specimens and getting them home un-
soiled and uninjured, requires patience and
care, for what with blood-stains, mudded
or wet plumage, severed legs and wings,
and other minor embarrassments, one has
quite enough to attend to. Inconvenience
in carrying the specimens while in the field

contributes not a little to the disagreeable

side of collecting. The student should have
a collecting box or basket, made as nearly

as possible adapted for carrying specimens
;

a game-bag is for continued and rough use,

hardly an advisable receptacle, as the birds

are subject to pressure and the quills are
liable to be broken. Cotton, and plaster

of Paris or any other absorbent, should be
taken along, the former for stopping the

nostrils and mouth, the latter for applying
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to wounds. The birds should be skinned,
j

if possible, as soon as the collector reaches

home. Care and patience are necessary in i

this operation, for a poorly prepared bird-
j

skin, aside from possible mutilation in shoot-

ing, will command but little attention, nor
;

unless of considerable rarity, will it be vir-

tually of any value.

In forming a collection of skins, quite a
number of amateur naturalists expend much
time and labor in hunting for rare speci-

mens, the want of success in obtaining these

often compelling an abandonment of the

project, whereas, by shooting and prepar-

ing such specimens as opportunity offers,

a foundation may easily and quickly be laid

for an extensive cabinet ; for the student

can, from the commonest species, learn the

distinctive charactei-istics of the genus, fam-

ily and order to which they belong ; and

for anatomical and osteological examina-

tions, they are equally as good as the rarer

species. Here the question of the utility

of bird-skins is brought forcibly into view,

coupled later on with more or less diversion

and entertainment. Specimens of the same
species procured in different localities, at

different seasons of the year, furnish .ma-

terial for extensive inquiiy, especially in the

case ofmany of our little known birds which

undergo a change of plumage at different

ages and in different localities. Those whose
opportunities afford a comparison of certain

Cirds with varieties of the same species, of

both sexes, in all the stages of plumage, en-

joy an advantage that should not be neg-

lected ; a collection gathered for siich an

object cannot fail to possess more than or-

dinary value.

The arrangement of a collection of bird-

skins, both for study and exhibition, is a

matter of choice to the collector. Some ar-

range them in flat cases, made to fold up

when not in use, into a compact cabinet

;

others place them in drawers, the smaller

ones at the top ; others still keep them in

boxes, the different species of each family

by themselves in the same box, and so on.

The cabinet furnished with drawers of va-

rious depths is generally conceded to be the

best form of receptacle, as the specimens,

collectively and individually, are easily ac-

cessible. Then as fast as obtained, the

skios can be placed in the drawers with the

species of the same family without trouble.

Labelling the birds themselves, and also

the drawers containing them, is advisable
;

indeed, it is necessary to label the skins, for

the items relating to the date and locality

of their collection, collector, measurements,
plumage (season), etc., are in studying

them, quite indispensable. The drawers

may be labelled with the groups in general

they contain.

It is always a good idea to measure not

only the body and wings, before skinning,

but to take also the measurements of the

rejected body. A band of paper or twine

passed over the body at the shouldei's, be-

fore skinning, will give its circumferance,

and in filling the skin preparatory to plac-

ing it in the cabinet, this band will be of

use in determining the proper fullness, tho'

from this, it will not be inferred that the

body should be, or need be, solidly filled,

for it is unnecessary. From the commence-
ment to the end, a record should be kept of

field movements, with observations on the

scarcity of certain birds at different times,

and the prevalence of others, the probable

causes for the same, and any items of im-

portance that occur to the collector.

Heavy storms will frequently bring to

light little known birds in immense num-
bers. Probably never before was as large

a flock of Night Hawks seen in Oneida

County as passed over the city of Utica on

the 12th of September. The afternoon was
dark and cloudy, and a heavy gale appeared

about three o'clock from the west. Long
before it had fairly reached the city, the

birds began to come. At first one and two

appeared at a time ; then they came by

fives and sixes ; the number increased until

hundreds could be seen flying before the

gale. They kept pouring past for upwards

of an hour, when they ceased as suddenly

as they had appeared.
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The Chuck-will's-widow.

fyiHE name of this species is ttiken from
it.< cry, whicli it utters ^Yith great elear-

uess, repeating the note chuck-will's-widow

loudly and distinctly six or seven times in

succession, then stopping and repeating it

again. It is to the southern parts of the

United States of America that this bird pays

its annual visit, coming from Mexico, and
perhaps still warmer ch'mates, where it so-

journs during the winter. Luisiana, Flor-

ida, and the lower portions of Alabama and
Georgia, are the distri(''ts in which it chief-

ly abounds. Ravines, swamps, and exten-

sive pine-ridges are alike resorted to by the

Chuck-will's-widow, its food abounding e-

qually in all those places, which also tilfbrd

it ample means of safety dui-iiig the day.

It principally roosts in the hollow of decay-

ed trees or prostrate logs, and often in com-
pany with bats, which cling to the sides of

the cavities. '' When surprised in such

situations," says Audubon, "instead of try-

ing to effect their escape by flying out, they

retire backwards to the farthest corners,

ruffle all the feathei'S of the body, open the

mouth to its full extent, and utter a hissing

kind of murmur ; when seized and brought
to the light of day, they open and close their

eyes in rapid succession, as if it wei'e pain-

ful for them to encounter so bright a light

;

they snap their little bills in the manner of

Flycatethers, and slmftle along as if extreme-
ly desirous of making their escape." Dur-
ing the hours of dusk they are all anima-
tion, and display the most rapid and varied

evolutions in the air, wliceling, sweeping
along, mounting and descending with ad-

mirable ease and grace. The mode of in-

cubation resembles that described of the

other species, and the manner of perching

is the same. The young, and also the eggs,

if meddled with, are moved to another spot.

"Wheii the Chuck-will's-widow," says Au-
dubon, "either male or female, for each sits

alternately, has discovered that its eggs

have been touched, it ruffles its feathers,

and appears extremely dejected for a min-

}

ute or two, after which it emits a low mur-
muring ci'y, scarcely audible to me as I have

; lain concealed at adistauce of 18or 20yards.

;
At this time I liave seen the other parent

reach the spot, flying so low over the ground
' that I thou^fht its little feet must have touch-

;
ed it as it skimmed along. After a few low

\

notes and some gesticulations, I have wit-

I

nessed each take an egg in its large moutli,

j
and both fly ofl' together, skimming closely

I

over the ground, until they disappeared a-

j
mong the branches and trees. But to what

[
distance they remove their eggs I have nev-

er been able to ascertain, nor have I ever

i had an opportunity of witnessing the i-emov-

i
al of the young. JShould a person coming

\
iipon the nest when the bird is sitting, re-

frain from touciiing the eggs, the bird re-

turns to them and sits as before : this fact

I have also ascertained by observation."

;
The Chuck-will's-widow arrives in Georgia
about the middle of March, and in Virgin-

,
ia eai'ly in april, and immediately gives no-

j

tice of its ari'ival by its evening call, num-
': bers keeping up the chorus during the hours

: of twilight, and through the night, if it be

clear. They leave the United States to-

' wards the latter end of August. The col-

ours of the plumage of thi» elegant bird con-

:
sist of yellow, ferruginious, and blackish

brown, blended and luingled togeliier ; the

head and back are dark brown, minutely

mottled with yellowish red, and longitud-

inally streaked with black : the wings jire

l)arre(l with yellowish red and brownish
black, and minutely sprinkled with the lat-

ter colour. Tail similarly barred an<l sprink-

led : the inner webs of the three outer feath-

ei's white. Under parts blackish, sprinkled

with yellowish red : a slight baixl of whit-

ish across the fore part of the neck.

—

jWus-

j

eum of Animated Nature : Knujlit^ 1843.

Several intei-esting letters are published

in the Forest and Stream on the flnding of

a supposed new species of Quail in Marj'-

land. They may be, as the editor of the

above paper suggests, some of the European
Quail recently imported.
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Nest and Eggs of the Olive-sided
Flycatcher (Contopus borealis).

[URlNGlast July, Mr. C. A. Ilawes

and myself were following the alter-

nate sandy coves and rocky headlands

characteristic of the south shore of Massa-
chusetts Bay, when, penetrating iuLo the

woods crowning these miniature promon-
tories, we alarmed a Green Heron, which
took flight, and circling around, returned,

and alighted in a small oak tree, a few rods

distant. On proceeding to the spot and ex-

amining the neighboring trees, we saw a

Wood Pewee's nest on the branch of a

small birch ; but it being so late in the sea-

sou, we supposed it to be a deserted one,

and continued our walk. However, on re-

turning home, we noticed the old bird perch-

ed on an adjacent limb. I immediately at-

tempted to ascend, but the frailty of the tree

compelled me to return. The bird attack-

ed us with great bravery, flying close to our

faces and even trying to dart at our heads.

Mr. Hawes, on the ground, noticed the

bird and pronounced it to be the rare bird,

the subject of this article. Being of lighter

weight than I, he ascended and procured

the nest and contents. It contained three

eggs, resembling the Wood Pewee's, but

the back-ground was more of a pink hue,

and the spots on the larger end tended to a

reddish-brown. The eggs were, however,
smaller than a Wood Pewee!s, although

tSamuels, in his admirable woi'k, asserts

them to be larger. The nest had only white

and gray lichens on its surface, was per-

fectly circular, was more compactly built,

and was larger than a Wood Pewee's difer-

ing from it only in these respects. The
agg in my collection is about .71 of an inch

in length, and .52 of an inch in breadth. I

may add, alluding to the bravery of the lit-

tle bird, that it is also known as the Tyran-
iius horealis of Swainson.

Boston, Mass. G. Stuart Smith.

Moke about Sparrows' Nests.—On
reading the article in the October No., on
" A Queer Nesting Place," it brought to

my mind an occurrence that happened last

spring. While out collecting, I found a

Robin's nest which contained three eggs.

I procured the eggs and on visiting the nest

ten days later, I found that the nest had
been deserted by the Robins, and that a

pair of English Sparrows had taken up their

abode there. I did not know that the Eng-
lish Sparrow had the habit of using other

birds' nests. S. Cunningham.

[And this bird also has the not very ad-

mirable habit of destroying other birds' nests

for material wherewith to build its own . EdT
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A Kingfisher Defends her Home
Bravely.

TI/^HILE out collecting one day, I came
' upon the nest of a Belted Kingfisher

in a soft loam bank. Of course the first

move was to thump on the ground, to as-

certain whether there Avas a bird in the

nest. After several hard thumps no bird

appeared, so we did not know whether it

was best to dig it out or not. Finally we
came to the conclusion that we would risk

it. Accordingly we doffed our coats, and
procuring some sticks, fell to work. The
day was hot, and we worked hard, until

we had gotten iu about four feet and a half

;

then we took a look into the darkness of

the hole, but could see nothing. This was
not encouraging, but we were in earnest,

and I rolled up my sleeve and thrust my
arm into the hole, but withdrew it again

about as lively as I cohld, as the female bird

was still on the nest, after all our efforts to

drive her out by thumping on the ground
and digging to within an arm's length of

her. When I put my arm into the hole,

she pecked me so that the blood caine, as

if I had cut me with a knife. We then de-

termined to see to what extent her mater-

nal love would lead her to expose herself.

We dug away more dirt, and thrust a stick

in. She would come part way out of the

hole and attack the stick very furiously,

then retreat to the nest. This was repeat-

ed many times, and we thought she must
have young birds. Determined to find out,

we dug almost to the enlargement of the

nest, and still the faithful bird refused to at-

tempt to escape, but defended her home all

the time. Such fidelity in a bird I never

saw before. At last, with the aid of a

glove, I was enabled to grasp the bird and
lift her off the nest, when, to our great sur-

prise and joy, we saw five white eggs,

which the mother had so gallantly and fear-

lessly defended. We took the eggs, which

all proved to be fresh, and the brave bird

was allowed her freedom, for which she

thanked us with the rattle peculiar to the

species. Was not her defending the eggs
rather remarkable, at least much more so

than had they been young birds ?

E. Brooks Gleason.

Recipe for Mending Eggs.—The fol-

lowing has been kindly sent us by Mr. Dick-
inson, of Mass. It claims a place among
the best for efficiency and practical use :

After the pieces are in place, and held to-

gether by wet tissue paper, take Venice tur-

pentine and white wax, melt together, pour
into the egg a small quantity, move the egg
so as to form a thin coating inside the shell

;

when cold, the egg will be perfectly mend-
ed. Here is another method. It is also

a good one : Melt ordinary carpenters' glue
;

gently press open the cracked portion of the

egg a trifle, and with a fine camel-hair

brush moisten the edges with the glue
;
press

together for a minute or so, at the same
time removing any glue which may show,
with a damp cloth . Valuable eggs so mend-
ed are for ordinary purposes as good as any.

Spizella Soc. Nests on the Ground.
—In June, 1873, a Chipping Sparrow's

nest was found by the side of a road in Mad-
ison County, N. Y., containing three eggs

of this bird and one of the Cow Bird. It

was firmly imbedded in a depression in the

ground, and partially hidden by a tuft of

grass. My atteutioQ was called to the spot

by the sudden fluttering of the bird from the

nest, and never having heard that this spe-

cies nested on the ground, the discovery of

this instance was quite a novelty. The
nest, to all appearances, was constructed

of the usual materials : straws, grasses and
a few fine roots, and lined with the same
material ; it differed only in the matter of

the lining which is usually hair. The eggs

were like others of this species in coloring

and size. The bird seemed unusually wild,

and though manifesting much distress, kept

some distance away. Avis.
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We shall entertain our readers iu next

number with an article on "Albinism," by
Mr. C. J. Maynard. As this subject is

one over which there has been and is no
,

little controversy, and one also containing

much interest, we triist our readers will

find in this paper a valuable addition to the .

facts and theories advanced by other ob-
j

servers and experimenters.

On the Nesting of Picus viilosus.

fTHE rough wooded country of Herkimer
County, N. Y., affords many suitable

|

nesting places for the Hairy Woodpecker, '

and with its neighbor and congener, the

Downy Woodpecker, it is rather common '

in the nesting season. Its particular re-

sorts are the steep, forest-covered side hills

and I'idges, where the predominating trees

are hemlo(;k and spruce. Observation of

the habits of this bird at all seasons of the

year, has led us to believe that it is much
commoner about districts of this character

than elsewhere, and the uumbeidess punc-

tures fotmd on the trunks of the hemlock,

would indicate the common visitation of ei-

ther this bird or the Downy Woodpecker to

tliis tree for food, and the more frequent

observation of the Hairy Woodpecker in

the act of searching the bark, would indi-

cate its predominance over P. puhescens in

localities where that tree is most numerous.

The tall, decayed stumps of time-worn

hemlocks form apparently the object of this

bird's search for the purposes of nesting,

for as age and decay attack them, not only

does the wood become more yielding than

that of many other trees, but the heavy up-

per limbs part at the base, leaving often a

partial aperture which there is little difficul-

ty in enlarging
;
yet, probably the greater

number of nests are entirely excavated by

the birds, as they are usually positioned

directly beneath a projecting limb. In an
upland wood of small extent, composed
mostly of decayed trees, four nests were
found in a short time, in proximity to each

other. The only other species found nest-

ing in this wood, after a two days' contin-

ued search, was the Downy Woodpecker,
while in an adjacent patch (about two miles

distant) of nearly the same character, with

exception that tlie predominating trees were
not evergreens as in tlie former wood, the

Yellow- shafted and Red-headed Woodpeck-
ers were the only Ficidce to be foimd. All

the nests of the Hairy Woodpecker found
wei'e very high up and in almost inaccessi-

ble trees. Tliough the birds were detected

in all these cases in entering or emerging
from the nest, the only one of the four to

which access could be had, Avas in the top

of a hemlock tree of huge dimensions. This
nest contained four young l)irds, to find

which instead of eggs, as every collector

v>'ho has had any experience knows, is no
little disappointment. The nest was quite

deep, and had no lining whatever ; the young
appeared to rest upon simply the chips and
wood-dust in the bottom.

Near the village of Fairfield, in Herki-
mer County, a wooded ridge of considerable

length, bordered on either side by a deep

gully, was found for several seasons to be

a favorite resort of the Hairy Woodpeckers,
and the abundance of standing dead timber

probably increased the favorableness of the

place for breeding purposes. A majority

of these decayed trees had a number of holes

in their trunks, which, from the frequency

of the birds and the absence of other Wood-
peckers—excepting the Downy species

—

were probably in a great part, nesting places

of the Hairy Woodpecker. Eggs were ob-

tained from two of these holes, three from
each, and judging the date on which they

were taken to be about the beginning of the

season of oviposition, it is probable that the

eggs are deposited as early as the first or

middle of A^jril. The eggs taken measured
on the average .88 by .71 of an inch, were
ovoid in shape, glossy white, thick-shelled

and semi-transparent.

If space permits, we shall publish in our

next one or more engravings of rare eggs.
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tain portious of the body, to the utter dis-

regard of others equally as important. As
an example he mentions and illustrates the

repeated and often unnoticed misrepresent-

ations of the legs and feet of birds. There
really is much sense in that criticism ; the

ridiculous shortness or length of shank fre-

quently seen in pictures of birds, when it

should have been just otherwise, calls for-

cibly to mind the necessity of expending
study and care upon even this portion of

bird portraiture.

Devoted to Birds and Birds' Eggs

THIRD PUBLICATION YEAR.

S. L. WILLARD, EDITOR,
Assisted by able Associate Editors.

TERMS:
Forty cents a Year in advance, postage paid.

Items on Ornithology and Oology solicited.

^^Those wishing to dispose of birds' eggs
or skins Avill find The Oologist the best
means of communicating the tact to a large

class of collectors of any paper published.

Specimen copy for stamp.

Address all communications to

THE OOLOGIST,
Oneida Stkeet, Utica, N. Y.

The announcement of a new work on the

Upland Game Birds and Water Fowl of the

United States, is made by Messrs. Scribner,

Armstrong & Co. It is to be issued in ten

parts, each part to contain two colored plates

22 by 28 inches, and accompanying text.

The popularity of the publishers and the au-

thor, Mr. A. Pope, Jr., is a guaranty that

the work will be a masterly production.

NOVEMBER, 1877.

We have received copies of the Janus

^

Southern Poultry Journal, Field and
.Forest, Chicago Field, Fanciers' Jour-

nal, and several ornithological catalogues

and pamphlets, which lead us to the con-

clusion that scientific and natural history

literature are becoming more and more pop-

ular in this country. An article in the sec-

ond above mentioned journal, entitled " Il-

lustrations," is in some particulars, worthy

of attention. The author brings to notice

the great error committed by many design-

ers, in portraying bird-life, of expending

over-care and partiality in representing cer-

A Tablet of North American Oolo-
gy.—In response to many inquiries which
reach me, as to just what information is

required concerning each collector's work
of the season, I would suggest the follow-

ing convenient method of arrangement

:

Date
I

Name or No.
|

Loc. I No. Eggs.

Jun. 10
I

Pewee, (135) |
Ava,Me

(
4 eggs.

It is desirable that every collector in the

United States should make a response to

the request, whether the number of eggs

collected be one or ten thousand. Rare
eggs should have a history attached, that

all interesting points may be fully develop-

ed. W. H. Ballou, Evanston, Ills.

We would request correspondents to write

contributions intended for The Oologist,

on one side of the paper only. It is also

advisable always to number the sheets, in

order to avoid confusion. A number of in-

teresting papers are unavoidably delayed

for publication in the next number.
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The Shore Lark.
(Eremophila alpestris.)

n'his species is an inhabitant of North

America, breeding in the north, and

is found in the United States during

migrations.

There are two varieties recognized by

Dr. Coues,viz : leucolcema a.ud ch'ysolce7na,

of these the latter is described as smaller

and brighter and is found from the south-

western Territories southward to New Gra-

nada ; the former is no smaller than typical

alpestris, but is much paler in color. The
following from Birds of the North-west will

show wherein it differs :
'

' Little or no yel-

low about the head or throat, and the black

markings narrow. Upper parts grayish-

brown, with little or no pinkish tinge ; the

feathers with only obsoletely darker cen-

tres." The typical form is very abundant

here during the winter, beginning to arrive

from the north about the first or middle of

October, and leaving quite early in the

spring. The}' associate quite freely with

the Lapland Longspur {Pledrophanes lap-

ponicus), and are also found in flocks of

from twenty to fifty or one hundred. It is

just possible, as is the case with many oth-

er northern breeding birds, that a few pairs

may breed here, however in this article,

when speaking of the eggs and nest, 1 re-

fer to var. leucolcema*

.

They frequent pastures, and are also

found in the roads, where they run about

in the tracks made by the horses, picking

up whatever they can find that is palatable.

Their food consists of weed seeds. When
feeding in the roads they do not seem at all

wild, and will not fly until approached with-

[*The relations of the three Eremophiloe
referred to, are, we should judge, somewhat
complicated as far as distinction is concern-
ed. The variety leucolcema according to Dr.
Coues is " resident on the dry interior plains

from Iowa and Minnesota westward." The
finding of its nest on several occasions in north
eastern Illinois by our correspondent is there-

fore a note of interest.

—

Ed.] \

in a few feet, when they will fly a rod or

two and alight again, and seem very loth

to leave.

While out collecting on Feb. 24, 1877,

I fired at one of this species, which was
feeding in the road. As I pulled the trig-

ger, I unaccountably raised the muzzle of

the gun at least two inches above the bird
;

at the report it rose a foot or two in the

air, and lit again in a clump of grass at the

side of the road. Going up to where it

was, I loaded up my gun and stooped to

pick it up, when, with a sharp chirp, off it

flew. In wet, stormy weather, they are

very restless, moving about almost contin-

ually ; occasionally numbers of them will

rise in the air, and alight again in nearly

the same place. Sometimes one will rise

in circles until lost to sight, uttering at in-

tervals its song, which consists of two sharp

chirps and a long trill. While feeding they

frequently utter two or three sharp chirps,

something like the note of the Chipping

Sparrow, but much louder and clearer.

When feeding in the pastures it is very dif-

ficult, indeed, almost impossible to see them,

their plumage agrees so well in color with

the dead grass, the first intimation of their

presence being the note of alarm as one

springs, from almost under your feet, fol-

lowed by a confused twittering and flutter-

ing of wings, as his companions fly off.

After they are once marked down, it is

I

much easier to find them than the Lapland

Longspur.

The first nest I collected I found on the

ground in a pasture, April 15, 1877. The
nestwas placed in a depression in the ground,

built of grass, the top being flush with the

surface, and was much more compactly built

than is the case with many ground building

birds. This nest contained four eggs, far

advanced in incubation. The female was
on the nest, and only left Avhen I was close

to her ; indeed, if she had remained close

I should not have found the nest at all ; she

flew a few yards away, and alighting, be-

gan to smooth her feathers, betraying no

solicitude for the safety of her treasures.

May 24, I found another nest containing
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three eggs, with chicks nearly hatched,

nest same iu construction as the above.

July 2, a nest was brought to me contain-

ing three eggs far advanced in incubation.

This nest was found in a cornfield in the

same situation that the Lark Fincli (Ghon-
destes grammaca) chooses. The nest was
not as elaborately constructed as previous

ones, and seemed to have a little mud in

its construction.

There is no doubt in my mind that the

variety breeding here is the leucolcema, as

the markings on the head and throat agree

with Dr. Coues' description. The birds

shot in the winter vary, in the color of these

markings, from a bright yellow to almost

pure white, but in the summer I have nev-

er seen any but those with white markings.

The eggs are of a clay-color, thickly

sprinkled with small spots of light brown,
thicker at the large end, on some specimens

forming a sort of wreath. The birds be-

gin to lay about the 10 of April, lay from
three to four or five eggs, and raise two
broods a year. A nest of this species was
found this year on March 4, containing four

eggs ; a nest of the Prairie Chicken with

three eggs was found on the same date, the

earliest instance of eggs being found that I

have heard of. 'Jliree days after a severe

snow storm covered the nests up.
" EUSPIZA."

The Great-crested Flycatcher.
(^llyiarchus crinifus.)

fyiHIS very irregular and I am inclined to
-^ think, rare summer visitor, arrives in

middle New England during the first two
weeks in May, and wanders into all these

States. According to Nuttall, this species

is nearly unknown in the Eastern States,

and yet I have found several pairs breeding

in North Conway (White Mts.) , N. H. He
is equally pugnacious with the King-bird,

yet unlike his brother, he resorts to the

more thickly wooded portions of the coun-

try, and seems to shun the vicinity of man.
Woe betide the poor bird, that happens to

come anywhere near our hero's nest, for

he is first terribly scolded, then driven from
the neighborhood. He feeds upon insects

which he catches in the manner of a true

Flycatcher.

The nest is usually built iu a hollow tree

or deserted Woodpecker's hole. One very
handsome nest which I found was built in

an old Flicker's hole in a dead poplar stump,
twelve feet from the ground, on the shore

of Echo Lake (North Conway). The nest

was composed of moss, hair, grass, wool,

and fragments of cast-ofi' snake skins, which
latter article seems indispensable for the

nest of this bird, as one is seldom found
without it. The nest contained four young
birds, which, when taken from the nest,

pecked fui-iously. While I was examining
the young ones, the adult birds manifested
the greatest concern for the welfare of their

progeny. They flew around and at me,
sometimes coming within a few feet, and
uttering at intervals of a few seconds, their

scolding, pee'-wip^ pay-wip. At times the

young ones would try to answer the call of

their parents, and when this was heard by
the old ones, they seemed perfectly frantic,

and would fly quite close to my hands. An-
other nest which I found in the same town
was built in a Downy Woodpecker's hole

in an apple tree, in an orchard, about nine

feet from the ground, and was composed of

the same materials as the former. This
nest contained three young birds.

About the middle of September they leave

for the south. C. Algkr Hawes.

Some Hybrids ; No. 1 .^Invited by a

friend to visit what he called a remarkable
freak of nature, we passed into the extreme
northern limits of the city of Chicago to an
obscure saloon of a German. Here, splen-

didly mounted and in a fine case was a feast

to the eyes of any naturalist : an Owl, half

of the Snowy and half the Great Horned
species. It was a most wonderful bird.

Massive legs and feet of snowy white ; a

head nearly white, with ear-tufts not over

an inch in length ; wings on the outside.
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like the common Bubo, on the inside like

the Nyctea
;
portions of the buck and breast

alternately like one and then the other spe-

cies. This bird presented a picture of im-

posing grandeur, which I never witnessed

before in the realms of ornithology. And
it brings up questions of grave interest to

us, as to where this bird was brought to

life, whether in the Arctic breeding regions

of the Snowy Owl, or in the common re-

sort of Bubo virginianus, among us. Four
years ago, no less than twenty farmers and

hunters wha lived there, testified that the

Snowy Owl bred in the dense marshes of

northern New York bordering Lake Ontar-

io. I laughed at the idea then, but here

comes in just a possibility that it might be

so. The saloon keeper stated that for five

years they endeavored to shoot this bird,

but without avail, imtil one day they sur-

rounded and caught him. It was further

stated that when first known it was a young
bird, and that the nest where it was hatch-

was known—but we may believe just as

much as we choose of this. I once saw a

young Snowy Owl shot in the North Woods
of New York, which was not six months
old, but whether it was born there, or came
from the boreal regions, is still a mystery

to me. However I shall be pleased to con-

gratulate any gentleman collector who may
find them breeding on this side of the Great

Lakes.

No. 2.—I am the fortunate possessor of

this instance. The bird is a cross between

the Prairie Hen (^Cupidonia cupido), and
the common hen. It made its way into

the Chicago market, and I speedily bid it

off. It has a head, bill and feet of the

Prairie Hen, with general color various

shades of yellow. I am not so much sur-

prised at this solitary instance of the cross-

ing of these two birds, as 1 am that there

are not more instances of it. It is no un-

common sight in Illinois to find flocks of

the common hen and Prairie Hen together

in the field, a quarter of a mile from the

barn-yard. Hence why not more instances

cf hybrids. W. H. Ballou.

The Prairie Chicken in California.
—A fact of great interest to our sportsmen
has recently been noticed in connection with

the Prairie Chicken. The absence of this

choice bird of the great western prairies a-

mong the feathered game has often been felt,

and one or two efforts have been made by
individual enterprise to introduce and accli-

matize him. They have not been success-

ful, and the possibility of producing this de-

sirable result has remained in doubt. The
bird is solving the problem for us. Starting

from the plains of Nebraska, it has followed

the overland railroad westward, its appear-

ance being noted from time to time in locali-

ties along the line where it had never before

been seen. Gradually it followed westward
until it reached Battle Mountain and Win-
nemucca, on the line of the Central Pacific

in Nevada. From these points it extended

its wanderings northward into Surprise Val-

ley, in Northeastern California, and is now
spreading through the valleys extending

down from Mount Shasta. Its diffusion

over the whole State is now believed to be
only a question of time and reasonable for-

bearance on the part of gunners. — Sa7i

Francisco Sunday Chronicle.
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Nesting of the Mocking Bird (Mi-

mus polyglottus.)

HIS bird is so rare in New England
that it might as well be included in

the list of accidental visitors ; it is,

however, occasionally known to breed here,

as Mr. Allen has several times found the

nest in the vicinity of Springfield, Mass.
The time of breeding varies greatly ac-

cording to locality. For instance, Wilson
says, " In the lower parts of Georgia, he

commences building early in April, but in

Pennsylvania, rarely before the tenth of

May," and Mr. Allen found the nest and
three fresh eggs in June. While visiting

at the smaller towns along the St. John's

River, Florida, 1 found this bird one of the

commonest there. Everywhere he was to

be heard, and although he seemed to prefer

the vicinity of the farm house, yet I have
often met him in the deep woods and swamps
miles from any habitation. On the 7th of

January, while walking in a small patch of

woods, near Jacksonville (Fla.), I startled

a female from a young live-oak tree, by
happening to brush against it. She at once

began a terrible scolding and was presently

joined by the male, who added his cries to

hers, and darted about and near me so much
that I came to the conclusion they must
have a nest near me, in defiance of the ex-

treme earliness of the season, although for

the last three weeks, it had been very warm
weather. I consequently looked around,

and at last into the young tree from which

the female had flown, and to my extreme

surprise, there was the nest and three eggs.

During the rest of my stay in Florida, I

was continually on the lookout for nests,

and succeeded in finding one more of this

species, with two eggs, on the 10th of Jan-

uary. Both of these nests were within three

feet of the ground, and the latter was plac-

ed in a wild grape-vine, entirely concealed

from view. I discovered it in the same
manner as the other one : by the bird's dis-

tress.

The nests were coarse and bulky, and
hardly differed from northern specimens.

They were composed of, first, a layer of

twigs and stems, then a layer of dead leaves

and weeds, and lined with fine twigs, root-

lets and Spanish moss. The eggs of the

two nests had the same general appearance,

and were of a grayish-blue, marked with

spots and blotches of brown and ferrugine-

ous and obscure lilac ; they measured .96

by .71 inch for the largest measurements,

and .91 by .66 inch for the smallest. The
female sits fourteen days, and two broods

are reared in a season.

To recount here all of his notes or at-

tempt to describe his exquisite song, would

be simply a work of supererogation, altho'
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to say the least, one is surprised to hear,

from the tliroat of one bird, an imitation of

most of the denizens of the forest.

C. Alger Hawes.

The Influence of Selfishness on
Oology.

BY W. H. BALLOU.

"DROBABLY one of the most remarkable
obstacles with which oological progress

has to contend, is the selfishness of its dev-

otees. Not the wealth of Croesus, not the

wisdom of Solomon, nor even the logic of

Aristotle, can convince your average oo log-

ical friend that your eggs are genuine, that

they were collected in specified localities,

that it is possible that the nests from which
they were taken could exist on such a class

of trees, at such a height from the ground,

or in fact could be in a tree at all. It is

in consideration of these facts and others

still worse, which will shortly be brought

to notice, that an endeavor will be made to

show Avhy oology is below par and recog-

nized as a distant science.

The astronomer that discovers an aster-

oid or comet, announces Avith a telegram

that is far too slow, the news that sets in

commotion the scientific world. The geolo-

gist, after a wearisome search, that involves

extraordinary labor in dangerous lands

and fatal exposure of health, opens to view

fossiliferous remains that give to the ar-

chaeologist and paleontologist a missing link

in the history of the past. Reference might

be made to the explorer, to the botanist, and

to other specialists, who eagei'ly place be-

fore the world the results of years of toil

and research. Yet how difficult to obtain

from the modern oologist the information

that ought to be imparted in the interests

of science at the earliest opportunity !—in-

formation that would assist to establish the

particulars and features of the oviposition

of birds. So and so has found such a nest

with so many eggs, one of the few discov-

eries of the kind known. If he should tell

how and where he made the discovery,

someone else might injure his honors by a
like circumstance. It is even difficult to

learn of a collector with whom he made his

exchanges and procured certain eggs. It

would result of course, in the inquirers

making similar exchanges. The stern ne-

cessity of putting down such depressing

practices is seen at once. No other science

Is so demoralized ; no other .science has so

many skeptics ; nor does any science have
so many obstacles to overcome. The time
has come to assume dignity and position.

The time has now arrived to band together,

to concentrate action, to lay aside jealous-

ies, and in short to make known every iota

of knowledge that will be of benefit to oth-

ers. It is a fact, most deplorable indeed,

that while in other sciences vast volumes of

works are being compiled, involving tre-

mendous capital over minute facts even,

oology stands without a representative

work in the literature of our country. The
fact is, oology is below par. A letter from
a prominent scientist emphasizes the state-

ment that at its present state of existence,

the term oology is not only superfluous, but

utterly objectionable. The assertion must
remain a fact until this branch, as it is call-

ed, is pushed forward by bold minds to an
unquestionable basis, and to a position of

equality with its cotemporaries.

The study of the structure of the rot;k in

which a fossil is found is termed geology
;

but of the fossil itself, paleontology. When
the egg is shown, to be a golden one, per-

haps its critics may be led to say : the stud-

y of the bird that laid the egg, is called or-

nithology, but of the egg itself, oology. In

spite of all that may appear ludicrous in the

figure, it is necessary to attain that stand-

point. The only road to it is by the way
of honesty, the calling of eggs by their

right names, the abolition of skepticism,

and a promptness in calling the attention of

the public to all developed facts.

Induce your oological friends to sub-

scribe, and thus enlarge our scope.
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Nest and Eggs of the White-eyed
Vireo (Vireo noveboracensis).

rPHE White-eyed Vireo is the smallest of

a very interesting class of Flycatchers.

It is mostly found in low thickets and

swamps. The first nest of this species that

I collected Avas on June 10th, 1877, at

Longwood, Mass., in a maple tree about

thirty feet high. ' From its height I at first

supposed it to be a nest of the Red-eyed

Vireo ( Vireo olivaceus) , neither of the par-

ent birds being present, but when ascending

to the nest, they soon put in their appear-

ance, flying close to my head with startling

rapidity, so that at first I could not note

them, but after a while the female alit close

to me, scolding violently, and it was then

that I recognized the species. The nest

was a large, firm structure, measuring out-

side, Si inches in diameter, and 2i inches

in depth, and was composed of grape-vine

and cedar bark, feathers, horse-hair (which

formed the lining), dried grass, pieces of

the outside of hornets' nests. The nest

contained four eggs, of an almost oval form,

slightly larger at one end. The ground
color was almost pure white, spotted at the

larger end with small irregular blotches of

dark reddish brown, and they measured
about .73 of an inch in length and .51 in

breadth. This species feeds on insects and
various kinds of berries. It measures five

inches long and eight inches in extent.

W. E. Sawyer.

Nesting of the Maryland Yellow-
throat.

A'
S Mr. C. A. Hawes and myself were
passing throiigh a very bushy and

swampy field, he espied amid the thick fo-

liage of a small shrub, a piece of wool, of

which we did not take notice, until, pro-

ceeding farther a bird which we took to be

a Yellow Warbler {^Dendroeca cestiva) plac-

ed himself in front of us, scolding and chat-

tering with vehemence. Mr. H. pronounc-

ed it to be a Maryland Yellow-throat, and
we supposed the wool to be the foundation
of his nest, and abstracting some wool from
our egging-boxes, we placed it in .conspic-

uous positions near it.

On visiting the place a fortnight after-

ward, we beheld in the bush a most beau-
tiful nest, of which I present you a rough
sketch* (if Mr. Editor will allow me room)
which contained four eggs.

The nest was composed of the softest

grasses, intermixed with leaves and hair,

and was lined exclusively with our wool,
but probably the bird usually lines it with
soft grass or hair. In the body of the nest

are several twigs to give it a firmer sup-

port on the branch on which it was placed.

The nest cavity is about IHnches in depth,

and the nest as a whole, is a most beauti-

ful structure 9i inches long and three inch-

es wide at the top.

Tlie eggs are slightly larger than a Yel-
low Warbler's, more enlongated, the spots

being darker and arranged in a rough cir-

cle around the larger end.

After being deprived of its eggs and nest,

the bird commenced building a new one in

an adjacent bush, but it was discovered by
others before its complement of eggs was
laid. The bird was hardly distinguishable

from the surrounding foliage, but when once
dist;erned, it seemed to be of a very joyful

temperament, hopping about amid the

shrubs, and pouring forth continuous tor-

rents of song. In New England it is very
rare[ ?] , this species not being identical with

the common Chat of the south. About the

last of August these birds depart for the

extreme south, where they I'emain until

spring. G. Stuart Smith.

We would call the attention of our friends

to our prospectus, which appears in the sup-

plement with this number. Our patronage

has been such as to guarantee the improve-
ments there promised.

*0n account of want of room, we have been
unable to publish the sketch here ; it will ap-
pear in our next issue.
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Natural History Journals. — The
opening number of Vol. Ill of the Bulletin

of the Nuttall Ornithological Chib is unus-

ually interesting, made the more so per-

iiaps, by the fine lithograph which accom-

panies it. The leading articles are upon

scientific topics of interest, prominent

among which are, Notes on the Breeding

Habits of Garpodacus jpurpureus var. cali-

jornicus^ by William A. Cooper ; Descrip-

tions of the First plumage in various Spe-

cies of North American Birds, by William

Brewster ; Breeding of the Duck Hawk in

Trees, by N. S._Goss. The General Notes

are copious and interesting.

The Monthly Bulletin of the Naturalists'

Agency, Philadelphia, is usually filled with

matter interesting to the mineralogist and
conchologist, and occasionally publishes or-

nithological notes. Published by Prof. A.
E. Foote, 1223 Belmont Ave.
The Valley Naturalist^ a new journal

from St. Louis, Mo., is a natural history

paper in a wide sense, as it discusses the

subjects of P^utomology, Botany, Oi'uithol-

ogy and Conchology. Under the heading

of Ornithology an article on the Prairie

Lark and a list of birds of St. Clair Coun-
ty, 111., are the most notable papers.

The Science Observer is a monthly mag-
azine published in Boston, Mass., in the in-

terest mainly of Astronomy. Its make-up
and contents are good, and it undoubtedly

supplies a want for such a journal in the

field it occupies.

The Familiar Science and Fanciers'

Journal has made an addition to its list of

useful subjects in setting apart a goodly

share of its pages to Ornithology and Oolo-

gy. Its writers are among the best ob-

servers, and its contributions we expect will

be of an interesting nature. The opening

number is a model in appearance.

Mr. C. Hart Merriam's Review of the

Birds of Connecticut is a pamphlet of con-

siderable scientific value as an addition to

the lists of Connecticut birds already pub-

lished. Would our space permit, we should

ffive it a more extended notice.

We would call the attention of our sub-

scribers and readers to Mr. Wade's advei'-

tisement in another column. We will make
this additional inducement to those who
have the issues desired : For Vol. I com-

plete, and Vol. II to August, in good con-

dition, we will give two subscriptions to this

paper, in addition to the price asked Mr.
Wade for them ; or we will give a com-

plete file of this journal from August, 1876

to Vol. IV for the above. It is earnestly

hoped that those having these issues will

communicate with Mr. Wade or with us.
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Albinism.

BY C. J. MAYNAKD.

NOTICE in The Oologist for Sep-

tember, '77, an item in an article by

iiu-p_ Mr. W. H. Ballou, relative to the

capture of an albino Blackbird. Without
pausing to discuss Mr., Ballou's theory, that

this instance oi' albinism was caused by the

"union of its parent with a Snow Bunting,"

for I know that, upon reflection, he will see

the absurdity of advancing this hypothesis,

I will at once proceed to what I have prov-

ed to my complete satisfaction, by long

•study of this subject, to be the facts of the

case.

Albinos, among birds, consist, as every-

one should understand, of specimens which

have a portion or all of their fefYthers whit-

ened ; the bird so marked being perfectly

normal in other respects. I find that albi-

nos may be divided into two classes : those

in which the feathers are thus affected by
deci'epitude, and those which, though in the

full vigor of life, have feathers that are

whitened by what we may consider as an

abnormal condition of the vessels which
supply the growing feathers.

Those affected by age are also of two
kinds : 1st, Birds which have become so

old as to be incapable of moulting. It is a

well known fact that all birds, when in a

healthy condition, moult once or twice an-

nually, but in the cases under consideration,

the vital energies of the individuals have
become so nearly exhausted that they

are not able to undergo this necessary

change, and the plumage, from constant

exposure to the sun and weather, becomes
very much bleached.

If a brightly colored bird, like an Oriole

or Tanager, in perfect health, be examined
just before the time of moulting, the plu-

mage will be found to be noticeably paler

than it was earlier in the season, and if the

moult did not occur the feathers would be-

come nearly Avhite. It is quite unusual to

find albinism In this condition, but I have

seen two or three instances. The reason

for not finding more birds which are so old

as to be unable to moult, may be explained

by the fact that the time for casting the

feathers and renewing them, is a critical

period in the lives of aged specimens, and
many die in making the effort, while those

which survive the failure are very few.

Second, aged birds, which, although ca-

pable of undergoing the regular moult, lack

sufficient vigor to supply the requisite col-

oring matter ; the plumage is therefore very
pale. I have seen several Tanagers (Py-
ranga ruhra) which were good examples of

this, the parts which are usually bright

scarlet being in these cases yellow. The
fact of brightly-colored caged bii'ds frequent-

ly assuming a paler plumage after moidting

in confinement, may be attributed to this

cause

.

In the second class of albinos, the feath-

ers are usually, though not always, pure

white. We may also divide this class into

two kinds : 1st, those which ai-e only part-

ly albinos. In cases where single feathers

or patches of them are whitened, we nuist

look for local causes. Whenever a bird

drops a feather, a new one quickly appears

in its place. This is quite short at first,

but perfectly developed as far as it has ad-

vanced. It tiuis pushes outwards until it

has attained its full length. Now, if we
examine the half grown feather, we find

that the basal extremity consists of a tube,

which contains a system of blood-vessels

that fui'nish the supply, of which the vari-

ous parts are constructed. Thus, the elas-

tic, horny portions of the shaft, the downy,
wavy plumes of the accessory feathers, and
the brilliant colors which so often dye the

webs, are all manufactured, so to speak,

in some mysterious manner from the blood

supplied by this system of vessels, which,

when the feather attains its full size, are

compressed gradually by the contraction

of the cylindrical shaft, and thus being cut

off, become absorbed, or more properly,

withdrawn, to remain quiescent until the

next moult occurs.

If we examine this arterial system, we
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will find that each minute branching vessel
j

has its peculiar function ; some supply the !

horny material, others the coloring matter,
|

which is always when present, very appar- ',

ent to the naked eye, but much more rich-

ly perceived under the microscope. Now, ;

upon examining a growing white feather,

we find that although it is supplied with all

the material for producing a perfect feath-

er, yet we can find no trace of the coloring

matter, the vessels which supply this being

defective (as in albino featl.ers normally
colored) or absent (as in normally white

feathers). It is possible that they are al-

M'ays absent, for I do not think that a feath-

er system which has once lost the power of;

supplying the coloring matter, ever regains

it.

Birds may be hatched having tliis pecul-

iarity, or they may acquire it after a lapse

of time. A good fact bearing upon this

subject has recently come to light. Mr. G.
A. Boardman, of Milltown, Maine, had a

living specimen of the Robin ['Tnrdns lui-

gratorius)^ which when captured, was black

throughout, being in a melanistic stage of

plumage, but upon moulting Avas mottled

with white, in this case, the arterial ves-

sels of the leathers became dei'eclive, and
would not supply the requisite coloring mat-
ter, even though the entire system was over-

charged with it.

Second, birds which are more strictly al-

binos. These are always pure white, or at

least only slightly cream colored, and are,

I believe, invariably born in this condition.

In these cases the entire system lacks color-

ing matter, for there does not appear to be

the slightest particle of it in the blood, otli-

er than the usual red which supplies the iris

with a peculiar color, in place of the normal
hue, producing the so-called pink eyes.

Destruction of Robins in the
South.

BY W. H. BALLOU.

We notice in the Forest and Stream sev-

eral interesting notes on birds. An article

on the Wild Pigeon, and items on the nest-

ing of the Robin upon the gi'ouud, and
"Florida Notes," are among the freshest

and most important.

IN what is called the Mississippi Bottom,
-*- opposite Cairo, 111., on the Kentucky
side of the river, tliere are occasional clumps
of cane-brake ridges. These canes are of
various sizes, from the tiniest shoot up to

taller specimens of twelve feet high. They
afford a warm roosting place for birds, and
being <ireen during the winter season are

especially sought after by Robins. The
predominance of the Robin over other spe-

cies, as a marked feature of Cairo ornith-

ology, has already been stated in a previous

article on the " Peculiarities in the Migra-
tions of Crows." Even as the Crow black-

ens the heavens of eastern Missouri, so too

tlie Robin swarms the densely wooded bot-

tom hinds of the opposite shore of Kentucky.
Here it digs out an existence familiarly with
many otiier species, along the muddied banks
(tf miniature streams, and the broad mar-
gins of thousands of slender inland lakes

whicli lie just back from the Mississippi.

These lakes and streams spread out over a

\ast surface, and are often so shallow as to

form a simple layer of w^ater over acres of

mud. In these muddy retreats then, Ave

hnd our Robin, scratching up a living by
no means scanty. Here too is the conflu-

ence of two mighty rivers, which, coming
together, the one with tales of an eastern

civilization, the other with the mighty pro-

ducts of the unlimited west, sweep with a

majestic curve in one grand imited body,

whicli forms an impenetrable barrier to the

cold winds of the north. Often have I

passed from a cold winter climate in Cairo

which is sometimes experienced there, a-

cross the river into a region warmer by
five degrees. With these facts in view we
can commend the selection of the Robin as

the choice of wisdom.
To say that countless thousands of these

birds congregate here during the Avinter,

Avould not be far from the truth. About
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four o'clock in the afternoon they begin to

collect in vast flocks, from every quarter,

in these ridges to roost. And, with tlieir

coming is heard the roar of wings like e-

quinoctial wind-storms, and grand rever-

berations of song. But amid that almost

deafening roar of music, is heard, at inter-

vals, a note on a different key, from their

terrible enemy—the Owl. These scaven-

gers of the forest, as we may call them, are

heard regularly during day and night, giv-

ing answering calls to one another and no

doubt striking terror to the hearts of the

Robins. In the evening when the victims

are asleep, the slaughter begins—above by
the Owl, and below by other enemies in the

line of the smaller beasts of prey. These

animals on the ground find easy victims a-

mong the lower stalks and make a fair liv-

ing thereby. In the day time the remains

of numerous T. migratorii^ consisting of

wings, feathers, etc., are found scattered

over the ground beneath tne cones.

barrel of my gun, but without avail. In
some instances I have put them up, but as

a general thing I have failed to start them
the second time. G. H. Ragsdale.
Gainesville^ Texas.

Coturniculus Lecontei perches on
a Tree.

"nURING the winter of '76 I was riding

through a small prairie of some three

acres, in the Lower Crosstimbers, when I

flushed a Leconte's Sparrow, which alight-

ed in a small bush some three feet high,

and while perched there I shot it. During
January, '78 I scared one from the grass,

which alighted on an elm limb about twen-

ty feet high, and remained until I fired and
killed it. This one acted much like a Wren
while on the limb.

This bird I find very difficult to kill.

Sometimes I have flushed one that would
fly only some forty paces and drop down in

the grass ; upon rushing to the place I could

never put up the bird. On some occasions

I have thrown down my hat at the very
spot where the bird yvas marked down and
began tramping the grass in a circle until

a quarter of an acre was tramped over, but
no bird could I find. At other times I have
rushed frantically to the spot and fired one

The English or House Sparrow.
(^.Passer do^nesticus

.)

nPHIS Sparrow, about which so much is

now being said, was first introduced in-

to this country at the city of Portland,

Maine, and in the few succeeding years has
completely overrun our larger eastern cit-

ies, and is gradually extending its domain to

the far West.
After its arrival at Portland, a few pairs

were imported to New York, where houses

were erected for them in Central Park, and
from these few pairs the bird has distributed

itself north, south, east and west, taking

the New World by storm, imitating the

method with which it took the Old World
by assault, where it has extended itself to

Paris, Madrid, Gibraltcr, Tunis, Constan-
tinople, Berlin, and even across the barren

steppes and trackless forests of Russia to

St. Petersburg.

The habits of this bird are Avell known,
—how it will abstract crumbs from almost

the bills of pigeons, or how it will sit on the

edge of a curb and scold at the passer-by,

demanding of him his right to presume to

dispute the passage of the walk with him.

The nesting place of the House Sparrow
is of a very miscellaneous character, eaves

of buildings, holes in old trees, boxes of ev-

ery shape erected for his accommodation,
bushes, trees, and even holes in old walls,

are among the many situations in which its

nest is found. It lays from three to seven

eggs, rarely eight, of a pinkish hue, spotted

with a red dusky brown, although they vary
much in size, color and shape.

It is supposed that this bird deposits her

eggs at all seasons, and I have noticed in

December the bird industriously conveying

straws to the eaves of houses, to prepare a

home for her winter born young. If the
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supposition is correct, it forms one reason

for the superabundance of the birds in this

country. Of the nature of its food, I be-

lieve it to be of evei'y description ; I have
observed it capturing insects in the manner
of Flycatchers, devouring the berries of the

woodbine, and gluttonously swallowing ev-

ery description of substances from the gut-

ter.

The nest is composed of small sticks or

straws, matted compactly together, and
lined with wool or soft hair. In winter,

these birds are gregarious, associating in

flocks of twenty or thirty, for the purpose
of huddling close together to bestow mutual
warmth. In England these birds are the

greatest of the feathered favorites, the chil-

dren deeming it almost a sacrilege to harm
them, but the bird is rapidly falling into

disfavor in this country, and will doubtless,

in a short time, not be included in our lift

of protected birds. G. Stuart Smith.

[The description of the eggs above given

by our correspondent, would tend to mislead

such of our readers as have never seen the

eggs of the House Sparrow. The average
specimen is dull gray-white, spotted and
dotted more or less thickly with markings
of a darker shade of the same color,

—

Ed.]

A NUMBKR of prominent sportsmen of

New P^ngland are making strenuous effoi'ts

to introduce into America the P2uropean

Quail {Goturnix commicnis), to supply

the place in the north, of the once common
Virginia Partridge or Quail, which being

non-migratory, does not endure well the

rigor of the northern winter. The efforts

of the gentlemen are very creditable, and it

is to be hoped will be rewarded in time, by
a realization of their best expectations.

The European bird, being a migratory spe-

cies, it is presumed that it will return to

the north in the spring, and thus furnish a
very acceptable addition to the present game
birds of the Middle and Eastern States.

An Egg of the Painted Bunting.

HTHE egg figured in connection with this

subject is doubtless somewhat rare in

private collections. The specimen came
from Texas, throughout which state, as

well as all the Gulf States, the bird is to be
found. The nest is made up of a great va-

riety of substances, such as grasses, straws,

stems of weeds, rootlets, and pieces of leaves.

It is rather deep, and about two inches in

diameter at the top of the cavity.

The egg is a typical one, being rather
stoutly ovoid, perhaps slightly inclining to

be blunt on the small end, with medium
thick, and smooth, somewhat glossy shell,

white, with an almost imperceptible pale

blue tint after being blown, and is covered
with light red and pale Caledonian brown
dots and spots, more or less fine, distributed

over the whole surface, but with the bulk of
the coarser dots on the large end. It re-

sembles a Golden-crowned Thrush's egg in

general appearance, but the shell is smooth-
er and the dots visibly coarser. The nest-

ing habits of the Painted Bunting are sim-
ilar to those of the Indigo Bird, both of

which belong to the same genus.

We learn that the Pine Linnet ( Ghry-
somitrls pinus) has been one of our scarc-

est winter birds, and indeed, nearly every

species of winter bird, excepting Crossbills

and Snowbirds, and a few of the Sparrows,
have been remarkably uncommon in many
localities where usually they are found in

abundance. The reason to be assigned for

this is probably the mildness of the winter

in many portions of the northern country,

and consequent abundance of food.
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We have additional testimony to the

breeding of the Great Northern Shrike in

New York, from Mr, Aurthur B. Breese,

of Syracuse, who says in a private com-
munication :

" On referring to my natural

history journal I find that I obtained a nest

of live Shrike's eggs about the latter part

of May, 1876. I was tramping through
an orchard south of Oneida, and started a

Shrike from a nest near the top of a half

dead tree. As the bird staid in the orchard,

I sat down for a few moments and shot it

on its return to the nest. Ascending the

tree I found a loosely constructed nest made
of sticks, cat-tails and coarse grass exter-

nally, and lined with fine grass and horse-

hair ; the eggs were five in number, white

ground, thickly mottled with different shades

of drab."

We have received the initial numbers of

one or two new amateur papers on natural

history, which will be noticed at farther

lenjjth in our next number.
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braced in the first three pages, while the

succeeding ones will contain, besides the

usual quota of interesting ornithology, a de-

partment for literary notices and notes
;

otherwise, our present style will not be ma-
terially changed. But, believing that the

change will be imanimously sanctioned by
our subscribers, and consideriug the extra

expense involved in these and attendant im-

provements, we shall raise the price of sub-

scription. With the March number we
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A more definite statement of our propos-

ed work will be published in a subsequent

issue.
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Oological.

^ROM a short review of a fresh collec-

tion of eggs uow before me, repre-

^l- senting most of the known types, and

largely duplicated in its local genera, let us

see if Ave cannot derive some hints worth

knowing.
The English eggs on the whole Avould

seem to be of the dullest cast, though pre-

senting many types conformable to our

own. The African sets are the fewest in

number, of course, even including tl)e sea-

birds' eggs. But South America presents

us with the showiest lot, as perhaps should

be expected from its immense avi-fauna

—

the determined species of five -thousand

dwarfing our list of several hundred. The
darkest egg noticed is the Emu's, and the

strangest that of a South American Par-

tridge {Not/mra 2-)erdicaria) , which is of

a heavy purple hue, but so glossy it reflects

like a mirror : indeed, it is hard to make
people believe the polish is not artificial.

But we cannot here review the oology of

the world ! It is proposed, however, as

briefly as may be, to speak of the interest-

ing changes to be observed in any extended

series of North Ainerican eggs. From fif-

ty sets of Terns' eggs shown in this collec-

tion, taken on Wycopesset Island, July 15,

1876, one egg only is plain—resembling a

Cooper's Hawks'. From three -hundred

sets of Terns' eggs, taken on Gull Island,

L. I. Sound, July 15, 1877, very few show
the sub-shell markings of second or third lit-

ters, one only appears to be of half size, and

there is a single plain egg of a fine sky-blue.

From a big " rookery" of Crow Blackbirds

on Fisher's Island, the groundwork ofthe

eggs exhibited ranges from gray to blue and

green, and again we find one only from the

series to be plain and blue as the egg of a

Robin. Thus are shown eggs of birds com-

monly covered with markings absolutely

plain. Now and then we see eggs normal-

ly plain, with decided markings. Here are

sets of House Phebes' and Least Flycatch-

ers' with small black specks. Here are

three sets of Marsh Hawks', all from the

same pair and all plain. Yet I know of

four sets with markings in the reserve col-

lection of one naturalist. Here are three

I

sets of Cooper's Hawks' eggs plain, and one

i spotted. A pair of Cooper's Hawks, rob-

1 bed many times in Rockwell's Woods, Nor-

wich, Conn., always laid spotted sets, the

spots looking like small blotches of bronze.

\ Dr. Brewer says that any bird laying plain

eggs is liable to deposit lymph upon them.

i

How about the Woodpeckers' eggs, which

! are never by any chance other than plain ?

' Because their shells are transparent, and

no lymph is used in their composition?
' But I find that a Cooper's or a Marsh Hawk
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tliat once lays plain eggs always seems to

lay them, and one layiuo; marked eggs al-

ways lays them. Now does this go to

prove the occasional lymph theory of Dr.

Brewer ?

Among the sets of Blue Jays', ranging

in their ground color from gray to light

green, is a rare set of fine chocolate. A set

of pure white Blue Bird's, and a Great-

crested Flycatcher's egg, white, except a

ring around the larger end, are among the

novelties. There is a Wood Thrush's egg,

pale in tint, more than twice as large as us-

ual, which either killed or frightened away
the old birds, for the nest and one other or-

dinary egg were deserted. Of the formid-

able array of Hawks' eggs here shown we
may speak at length in a future article.

Of the commoner eggs there is really noth-

ing more interesting in the changes than in

a long series of .Song Sparrows'. Of the

ground-builders, the series of Grass Finchfe'

is possibly the most beautiful and the changes

most unique.

In conclusion, we may remark that the

anomalies cited are only apparent excep-

tions that go to prove the common rule of

nature. And in any large collection we
can still see with wonder and delight how
closely Nature adheres to her lovely types.

Jennie May Whipple.

A Nesting of the Golden Eagle
(Aquila chrysaetus).

A S this bird is one of the rarest of our

New England fauna^ I felt very fortu-

nate in being able to find its nest. The
following is copied from my diary of 1876 :

North Conway (White Mts.), N. H.,

July 6.—As I had been told by the far-

mers around the town, tliat there was an

Eagle's nest about four miles off, I deter-

mined to go and see if I could get a shot at

the adult birds, and this morning T set out

early towards "White-horse Ledge," an

enormous cliff nearly 800 feet high, and ar-

rived at the summit at about ten o'clock.

This was the ledge where they said the nest

was, but on what part, nobody could tell.

The upper part of the surface of the ledge

was very rounded, and 1 found it quite easy

to descend nearly 150 feet. I had come
down this far, and was walking along a

broad shelf under cover of some hard pine

trees that seemed to grow out of the rock

itself, and enjoying the view of the valley of

the Saco River, as that stream wound from
the Crawford Notch, before me, when sud-

denly I was startled by hearing the sharp

cry of tlie Eagle, sounding from in front of

me, something like the bark of a small dog.

I looked, and there sure enough was the

bird, flying as it seemed, straight for me,
but presently it swerved and flying along

the face of the ledge, alit on a narrow shelf

about two long gun-shots from me. As
the bird touched the rock, what was my
surprise to see two small Eagles, about the

size of a good large hen, flap and tumble

out of what seemed to me a large platform

of sticks, which was nearly on the edge of

the shelf. I immediately tried to get near-

er, and ascended to a shelf above the nest,

where I could have a good view of it, but

in so doing I alarmed the old bird, which

after circling around me, and giving me one

long shot, kept out of range. I then ex-

amined the nest, and as well as I could

make out at this distance, it was about four

feet across and built of large sticks. It con-

tained two young, fully fledged and about

ready to fly. All about the nest were scat-

tered feathers, fur and bones. There were

no shelves near the nest, and no way of get-

ting down to it without being lowered by

ropes. About a week after this I again

visited the nest, with companions, but the

young had flown, and I saw no more of

them. Last summer I again visited the

nest, but it was not occupied. Only those

who are collectors can know how disappoint-

ed I was at not being able to secure the

efrss. C. Alger Hawes.

The House Sparrows have already be-

gun their nests, and early broods may be

anticipated.
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Nesting of thk Rough
LOW.—In answer to a cor

qiiiry for the nesting' liab-

its of thift bird, and ibr

the benefit of our I'ead-

ers in general, we will

briefly desci'ibe the eggs

and the situation of its

nest. Mr, T. G. Gent-
ly says :

" Nidifieation takes
place generally about the

15th of May, at least

three or four days after

mating; and in cases
where the excavation of

a Bank S wallow has been

selected for tjie site of a

nest, it is but the work
of a couple of days.

Where the birds are com-
pelled to excavate a place

tor themselves, they se-

lect a cliff coniposed of a
sandy soil, Avhich pro-

longs the period for two
days more. But where
the crevices in the walls

of a bridge are chosen
for nidificating purposes,

the structure being nec-

essarily more compact,
it requires the joint labor

of the sexes for at least

three days. The nest

like that of the Bank
Swallow is constructed

of leaves and grasses,

with alining of soft feath-

ers.

'' In 1843, in the

neighborhood of Carlisle,

Prof. Baird met a num-
ber of nests of this spe-

cies, built within crev-

ices in walls, and the

arches of bridges over
running water ; in some
instances being so close

to the edge of the water,

suffer material injuries in times of
Again, nests have been observed in

out - of- the - way- places,

foi- example, between the

boards of a building in

which was a water-wheel
where the female had to

pass through a nut-hole

to reach the nest.

" Oviposition imme-
diately follows nest-com-
pletion, and continues
for six days, one egg
being deposited d a i 1 y .

Incubation ensues the
succeeding day and as

far as we have been able

to determine is perform-
ed wholly by the female,

the male pi'oviding her
with nourishment.

'' The eggs are oblong
in configuration, pointed

at one end, and of a pure
white color. The aver-

age length is .75 of an
inch and breadth ,54."

The Rough - winged
Swallow is thought by
some to nest often in the

manner of the Chimney
Swift, by othei's in the

manner of the Cliff S.wal-

low, but it belongs to a
different genus and close-

ly resembles in its habits

the common Bank Swal-
low, which is its nearest

I'elative.

Nest of Maryland Yellow-throat,
[See page 77.]

The Shrike question

is still as important as

ever, and new facts up-

on the subject, especially

from correspondents in

the state, will be receiv-

ed with pleasure and giv-

en credit for in our col-

umns.
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Devoted to Birds and Birds' Eggs

THERD PUBLICATION YEAR.

S. L. WILLARD, EDITOR,
.\ssisced by able Associate Editors.

TERMS:
Forty cents a Tear in advance, postage paid.

Items on Ornithology and Oblogj^ solicited.

^^Those wishing to dispose of birds' eggs
or skins will find The Oologist the best
means of communicating the tact to a large
class of collectors of any paper published.
Specimen copy for stamp.

Address all communications to

THE OOLOGIST,
Oneida Street, Utica, N. Y.

JANUARY, 1878.

To our Correspondents. — We are

glad at all times to receive short items and

original articles from our readers, for pub-

lication in our columns, and the more orig-

inality they contain, tlie greater their im-

portance to those who read our journal.

But we desire to say that we shall not pub-

lish papers and items unless they contain

at least some information that is original

with the author ; do not send us items un-

less they contain for the greater part your

own experience—what we want is matter

new to the ornithological world. It is bet-

ter to state briefly your own observations

Vol. I,. No. 1 of the Western Oologist

appears from Milwaukee, Wis. Its object

we should judge to be a dissemination of

bird knowledge. It starts out as a four-

page monthly, at the small subscription

price of 25 cents a year.

Birds of Southeastern Oregon^ and Notes

on Seventy-nine species of Birds observed in

the neighborhood of Camp Harney, Oregon.

Capt. Chas. Bendire, tlie author of these

lists, is well known as an observant ornith-

ologist, and it is needless for us to say that

the district chosen by him as his field for

investigation, is a most important and pro-

ductive one. The birds are arranged in

the style of Dr. Coues' check-list, and the

notes on their nesting habits and eggs, com-
piled as they are for the most part, from

the author's own experience, are both val-

uable and interesting. Captain Bendire

suggests a new variety, if not distinct spe-

cies of Pelecanus in the west.

We Iiave read with much interest the pa-

pers of Dr. Brewer, in the American Nat-

uralist, entitled, Variations in the Nests of

the same Species of Birds, and of the Rev.

Samuel Lockwood, on the Night Herons,

and their exodus.

The Naturalist and Fancier of Gi'and

Rapids, Mich., has enlarged and is furnish-

ed with a new heading. It contains a

number of good articles on birds and their

eggs, by good writers. It is published by
Chas. W. Gunn, 10 Jefferson Ave., at 25

cents a year.

The Valley Naturalist appears with its

pages replete with interesting facts. Its or-

nithological department contains a contin-

uation of the list of birds of St. Clair Co.,

Ills., and an item entitled, A Queer Nest-

ing Place, by Mr. Ragsdale. It contains

also a portion of a list of the birds of Mich-

igan, by W. H. Hughes.
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We can furnish new subscribers with the

.F'ield and Iuj7-€St and this journal, at $1
a year for both, postage prepaid, the regu-

lar subscription price of the former maga-
zine. This is a good opportunity for those

who desire to obtain both these magazines

and get them cheaply.

It gives us pleasure to note the increas-

ing interest taken in oology in general and

The OoiOGisT in particular. In renew-

ing their subscriptions, our patrons renew

their efforts to uphold our journal and make
its course successful. One enthusiastic nat-

uralist says : "How the young collector and

naturalist can afford to get along without

your paper is really surprising to me." An-
other, a frequent contributor to oiir col-

imms, says that " he woidd support it with

cash if it were in his power to do so." An-
other, an occasional correspondent, writes

us : "I notice a vast improvement, both

in appearance and contents of The Oolo-
GIST, and it ought to be a source of con-

gratulations, both to you and to its subscrib-

ers. I cannot do without it and do not in-

tend to." While we take pleasure in receiv-

ing such letters as these, we would earnestly

remind our friends that by subscribing they

are contributing to the scope and useful-

ness of our journal.

Collecting Trip on the Lincoln-
shire Broads, England.

|E have had a somewhat wet time of

it this season [1877], very few hot

days, and but few bright skies. I

have had no adventures in my collecting

trips worth relating, with the exception of

an occasional row with some indignant far-

rier for roaming over his land searching for

eggs and any fresh fact in ornithology. Be-
low I give an account of one of my collect-

ing journeys, the scene of my observations

being the Lincolnshire Broads, near a small

village called Skegness, one-hundred miles

from Sheffield.

This coast is low and even, and the neigh-

boring country presents a rich storehouse

of ornithological treasures, especially in the

winter months, but I anticipate. On the

way we passed the Partridge and Pheasant
on the grass land searching for food. At
a small town called Retford we saw a large

sand bank containing upwards of three-hun-

dred holes, each hole tenanted by a pair of

Sand Martins. 1 dare say in this one bank
there woidd be fifteen-hundred eggs, but I

could not obtain one. Upon the hedges or

flying over the ueigbbotiug fields were nu-

merous Rooks, Buntings, Robins, Pipits

and Wagtails. Sometimes we saw a large

flock of Lapwings, sailing restlessly over

their breeding places, and sometimes the

Swift would be seen at a great elevation,

searching the air for food.

Near Skegness is a splendid breeding

ground for the Lesser Tern and Riuged
Plover, it is called Wainfleet Haven ; no
sooner had we got to this place than the

Terns took wing, sailing gracefully over

our heads, uttering their harsh ci'ies ; the

snow white under plumage contrasting

beautifully in the sunny skies. Feeling

sure by the birds that they had eggs, we
commenced a diligent search. I was be-

ginning to despair of finding any, when I

came upon four, laid snugly in a small hole

in the sand. The bird makes no nest and
does not sit upon the eggs in the daytime,

except in inclement weather. After this I

succeeded in obtaining several more ; they

were invariably placed amongst the shells

and shingle and are hard to discover, as

they resemble their surroundings closely in

color.

Another sharp little bird was running up
and down the sand, called the Ringed Plov-

er ; we saw as many as five in company.
I again commenced searching for eggs and
was fortunate enough to secure two of this

bird ; tliey are more difficult to discover

than the Terns' eggs. The birds also were
less anxious for their eggs than the others.

A large flock of Blackbacked Gulls Avere

j

following the receding tide in search of food,

I they were so shy that I did not observe
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them very closely. Herring Gulls accom-
panied them, but I could not obtain any in-

formation as to where they breed. Sky-
larks were very numerous, also Linnets and
Pipits, but these birds have young at this

date (June 15).

As we returned Water Hens and Wild
Ducks were upon the pools, but as we were
in the train, dashing along at seventy miles

an hour I could not obtain any of their eggs,

which I felt sure were in the reeds. Swal-
lows, Swifts atid Martins were very plen-

tiful, taking their evening flight, tl)e Black-

bird and Thrush were singing sweetly, and
we arrived safely in Sheffield after enjoying

a most lovely day, surrounded by Nature's

brightest ornaments. Charlks Dixon.
Sheffield^ Eng.

Some of the less noticeable Habits
of the Broad-winged Hawk.

A MONG the most observable of the Hawk
family in New York State is the Broad-

winged Buzzard (^Buteo pen7isylvaniacus)

.

Though by no means abundant, it never-

theless is found in some numbers in all up-

land wooded tracts. Its ordinary traits of

character and its general breeding habits,

do not differ essentially from those of the

Red-shouldered and Red-tailed Hawks, and
it is known under the same general term of

Hen-hawk. Comparatively little is knowu
of its minor, though perhaps more import-

ant habits, and the bird has been accused

of being misidentified and confused with the

Red-shouldered species, especially in regard

to its nesting. Prominent collectors and
naturalists have failed to give proper cre-

dence to claims of the existing plenitude of

its breeding places, and Dr. Coues himself

states, that ''' the nest of this species has

but seldom fallen under the notice of nat-

uralists" ; and iu other connections in the

writings of the same author, its evident

scarcity is implied. Audubon apparently

considered it a bird of some rarity. The
real cause for these statements probably

has been the fact, that this is a more local

bird than most other species of the Hawk
family : that is, he is not seen in the same
numbers throughout any large extent of

country. The New England States, New
York, Ohio, and perhaps Pennsylvania.

form the confines of his popularity, and it

is doubted if in any one district, he is to be

found in greater numbers than in the Mo-
hawk Valley of New York

;
yet its appar-

ent scarcity in many localities may be due
to the lack of observers and collectors, and
most of whom give but little attention to

the Hawk family, other than occasionally to

beard one upon its nest.

These deductions are made from a prac-

tical point of view, for the Broad-winged
Hawk has been the especial mark of our
study, and the conclusions brought out by
the passing observations of some writers,

and the misstated facts of others, do not do
proper justice to this, the most interesting

and noteworthy of all the commoner Buz-
zards. The first bird of prey to be observ-

ed in the spring is the Broad-winged Hawk,
and its gyrations in the air at this time, us-

ually at no great height, are frequent and
continued, and often as many as six or eight

may be observed at a time. It is one of

the first of its race to commence nidifica-

tion, though usually the last to rear its

young, and is, after once having bred in se-

curity, strictly a local and stationary spe-

cies, occupying the same old nest year after

year, though often under discouraging cir-

cumstances. In general, if the nest is rob-

bed under the eyes of its owners, they se-

renely watch the proceedings from a neigh-

boring bough, unless demonstration is made
with a gun. Upon due consideration, the

situation in again assented to as the most

fitting one wherein to rear the young, and

the whole ground is again gone over, to be,

pei'haps, again made desolate by some en-

emy, very likely the same who first secured

its treasures. Dismayed only for the time

being, though made the instrument of the

cruel and selfish desire of man, the unfor-

tunate pair generally relinquish hopes of

making another attempt the same season,

but with the arrival of another year, the
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old locality lends the memory of the once

fcivorite tree, and the nest still in the crotch

cannot be deserted for, perhaps^ a more un-

favorable position. So the nest is repaired

—fresh evergreens are bestowed upon its

solid, time worn foundation, and when these

are arranged to satisfaction, a few feathers

are perhaps, placed in the shallow cavity
;

we know not with what hopes and fears the

anxious pair again await the appearance of

the Hawklets, and if not disturbed once

more by some calamity, can we, with all

our knowledge of bird-emotion, conceive

the joy of the faithful parents when the sea-

son of danger has been safely passed ? Our
only knowledge that the old nest is still the

only one with which its builders could be

contented, is the fact of their retm-n to it

on the following year.

The Broad-winged Hawk is seldom seen

flying low over the ground in the manner
of the Red-tailed species, and is abroad

more in the open light of day than during

the afternoon or at sunset. Its quarry is

secured with a slow, decisive mien, and if

such can be procured without unnecessary

or undue exertion, so much the better,

though he is by no means a shiftless fellow.

The unwary Sparrow or field mouse that

chances within sight is qui kly dispatched,

though without flurried demonstration, and

devoured on the nearest stump, or of-

tener in a tree out of sight. The same re-

tiring disposition is always shown, and but

little is seen of it during breeding season ; the

deep recesses of the wood, or more general-

ly, the trees on the edge of the patch in

which its nest is built, form the station of

the male bird. We have often surprised

him in this situation, and in the case of one

nest, from which eggs were taken six times

in four successive seasons, the bird was al-

ways found to be in immediate proximity

to it, silently watching the surroundings
;

and it only took wing when it discovered

that the nest or itself had been seen. The
female bird, though shy, always upon leav-

ing the nest flew to some distance, silently

returning sliortly after and alighting on an
adjacent bough.

The Crows seldom make this bird an ob-

ject of their attacks,—at least such has been
our experience—while there is no end to

the torment and abuse showered upon the

Red -shouldered, and especially the Red-
tailed species. Its sedate manners make it

less a target for roving sportsmen, and ren-

der it less susceptible to the wrath of the

farmer and his subordinates. If missed
when shot at, it either rises into the air and
sails about in continuous circles until fairly

out of sight of the hunter, or flies through
the trees until at a safe distance. One
poor shot usually warns the bird of a pos-

sible subsequent fate, and he is very diflScult

to approach thereafter ; yet, under some
circumstances it may be taken if the hunter

uses care. We once approached a Broad-
winged Hawk under the protection of the

thick leafy boughs of the tree on which it

was perched, and fired two shots blank at

the bird, before it could sufficiently recover

itself to fly off, and as it was, it had scarce-

ly launched itself, when it was fated to re-

ceive the contents of another charge. The
bird was never secured, for being only

wounded, it escaped in the underbrush of

the wood.

Its numbers are most noticeable during

the months of July and Augxist, when,
from the appearance of so many in the air

at a time, one might consider it a very a-

bundant bird.

Flycatching Woodpeckeks.—A wint-

er ill a recent number of the Fovest and
/Stream says in regard to this habit of the

Woodpecker: "At the time of which I

write, a pair of Red-heads were engaged in

rearing a brood in a hole which they had
excavated in the old tree-top. From lack

of his accustomed food, the bird took a po-

sition on the twisted lightning rod of the

house, and from this point of vantage dart-

ed with unerring aim upon his winged
prey, taking them always in mid-air, after

the manner of all Flycatchers."
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We would advise our readers to make a

careful note of the coming spring migrations

and ccmipare them with those of last year.

Any lists sent us will be compared with

those of this locality, and if desired, extracts

from them will be published. The obser-

vation of rai'e Warblers or other mijjjratino;

birds, in localities where they have not be-

lore been seen, will prove of considerable

value.

^/Icti^ej 'tisemeizts.
7 cents per brevier line ; 50 cents a square.
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servers throughout the country, but pre-

sent illustrations of the most notable typ-

iccd and abnormal characters in bird-

life, we have announced the enlargement
and improveme7it o/'The Oologist. Jhid
loe have the assurance that this desirable

change toill prove,a most acceptable one

to cdl thefriends of ornithology and oolo-

gy ; for the contents of Volume IV. will

shotc as great an advance, scientifically

and otherwise, over the p>resent Volume,
as this has over preceding ones.

\ We have concluded, though at a great

expense, to publish a colored plate of eggs

as a frontispiece to the new Volume. The

subscription price, including the plate, will

be 75 cents
;
plain copy, 60 cents.
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journal to become the medium of useful and re-

liable information between gentlemen sportsmen
from one end of the country to the other, and to

that end it solicits correspondence on any topic

within the scope of the paper. As an advertising

medium there are none better.
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Methods of Climbing for Nests.

BY FRED. J. DAVIS.

N an article in the June number of|

The Oologist, which has been wide-

ly copied, Mr. W. H. Ballon gives

ideas of climbing, which, though

they contain some good suggestions, differ

so essentially from mine, that I deem it a

duty to correct the (to me) inaccuracies it

contains. In the first place he says : "•On

the whole climbing irons are a failure, for,

unless a person has a strong brain and a

stout nerve, he can make but little head-

way," et cetera. In the second statement

I Avill bear him out and say that unless a

person has a strong brain and a stout nerve

he will do well to confine himself to search-

ing for nests on the ground or near it, which
offers a wide field for search, and not at-

tempt climbing, as he can make but little

headway, either with or without irons.

But the statement that climbing irons are a
failure, I feel myself qualified by that best

of all teachers, experience, to emphatically

deny. On the contrary, I know climbing
irons, if properly adjusted and used, to be
a most valuable assistant. The irons should

be such as are used in climbing telegraph

poles, with a good chisel point about an inch

or an inch and a half long. They should

be strapped securely to the boot, and boots

should be worn when they are used. The
point of one iron should be struck firmly in-

to the tree, then the other a little higher up,

and so on, taking care to clasp firmly the

tree with the arms and hands ; after a little

practice, any one possessing the afore-men-

tioned brain and nerve can literally walk
up a tree. When wishing to rest, both

irons should be struck into the tree, and by
holding well with the arms, stand until rest-

ed. If the tree is very large, the plan of

tying a rope around the tree and body and
pushing it upward, is just as feasible and
efficient with irons as without. The mis-

take most young climbers make is, that

irons ought to enable them to walk up a tree

without any exertion on their part. Now
I do not claim any such extraordinary pow-
ers for the irons ; I simply say with ordi-

nary care and skill, they will enable the

climber to do four times the work with one

half the trouble and exhaustion that could

be accomplished in any other way. In

support of this I could cite numerous pi'oofs,

but will content myself with one in my own
experience.

In the spring of 1874 I found a nest of

the Red-tailed Hawk {Buteo horealis) in a

large birch tree about fifty feet from the

ground. I had not my irons with me at

the time, as it was rather early and I was
not anticipating climbing. But the tempta-
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tiou was too strong on seeing a new nest

to be resisted. So, divesting myself of my
coat and telling my companion to give me
a start, away I went, struggling and work-
ing to climb that tree as I never worked
before. I had the incentive of the Hawk
Avheeling over my head and uttering its shrill

cries ; also the bright green hemlock show-
ing over the edge of the nest, proving it to

be a new one, as well as the probability, if

1 did not reach it, some other collector

would forestall me and gain the coveted

prize. The first limbs were a collection of

small ones branching upward, and within

about fifteen feet of the large one from which
I could see into the nest. T passed the

small limbs, thinking to reach the large

ones, ?aid then rest more securely. My
strength was fast giving out, and as I near-

ed the larger limb I reached out my hand
to grasp it. At that moment an ovei'pow-

eriug numbness overcame me, I tried to

fight it off to make one grand effort to reach

the limb, but it was too late ; I felt riiyself

falling, 1 heard my companion cry for me
to hold to the tree, and then I became com-
pletely unconscious. When I came to my-
self I found that I was caught in the small

limbs which I has before despised, and
which were now my salvation. My com-
panion told me I had lain there for some
considerable time, he could not say how
long ; it seemed like an hour to him, prob-

ably about ten minutes was nearer the cor-

rect time, however. Aftei' an ample rest

I succeeded to my object, when to my un-

utterable disappointment I found the nest

was not quite finished. But to the point.

I returned shortly after with my irons and
climbed the tree, robbed the nest of two
eggs, and descended ready and anxious to

climb another for the same stake, scarcely

at all exhausted or tired from my exertion.

And now, reader, when I remember that

climb, so nearly fraught with serious con-

sequences to myself, and the ease with which

the difficulty was afterward surmounted with

the aid of my old friends, the irons, do you
wonder that I defend them and prevent oth-

ers from committing the same error that I

did, and which might result more disas-

trously than did mine? And whilst recog-

nizing the value of the many articles the

author of the article in question has con-

tributed to this publication, I doubt if on
this matter of climbing irons, he speaks from
experience. The plan of nailing slats on a

tree I do not approve, as it requires a great

amount of labor and more than a proportion-

ate amount of danger, and should be avoid-

ed, although some prefer it. In the same
article, we are advised where a nest is plain-

ed on the end of a limb, to fasten a rope at

the intersection of the limb and tree, and
the other end around the body under the

arms, and creep carefully out to the nest.

Now I would not advise this, as, should

anything happen, you would get a taste of

hanging, and I doubt not but the shock of

being caught when the rope becomes taut

would be as great, or nearly so, as striking

the ground. The better way would be to

fasten the rope higher up than the limb on

which the nest is placed, high enough, if

possible, to have it a little slack, then if

anything should happen, there is not so

much danger of getting hurt.

In fact the great desiderata in climing,

are a cool head and good judgment, an a-

bility to count every obstacle before it is

reached, and turn it to the best advantage.

While articles on climbing may familiarize

us with the instruments used and many use-

ful theories, nothing but practice will make
a good climber ; nothing but experience can

give that nicety of judgment and conscious-

ness of our own ability, which enables us

to meet all hindrances with familiarity, and

which overcomes them or succumbs to them
quietly, as the case may be. And there

are a thousand and one other little facts

which we may imderstand, but cannot im-

part to others, and which can only be learn-

ed by experience. I regret that my views

conflict with those of others, but they are

the honest convictions of an extended ex-

perience, and I would cheerfully bear any

corrections any ofmy brother ornithologists

and collectors may think useful to me or

to others.
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A Swallow's Nest(?)—While dig-

ging for Sand Swallows last year, I saw a

nest that looked from descriptions I have

read like a CliiF Swallow's nest. It was
made of pellets of mud, and on the outside

had a few lichens ; it contained no eggs.

Is it not rather rai-e to find a Cliff Swallow's

nest in such a position, in this part of the

country? S. Cunningham.

It would be difficult to determine without

a more concise description of the nest,

whether it was that of a Cliff Swallow or

Pewee ; the presence of lichens are indica-

ative of that of the latter, yet, as the for-

mer, often employs vegetable substances,

such as straws, grasses, and occasionally a

bit of moss, it is possible that the nest above

mentioned, if very little lichen were used,

was that of a Cliff Swallow. Though we
have never discovered a nest of this species

in the position above mentioned nor know
personally of such, yet the liabit of building

on cliffs is undoubtedly practiced in a few

localities in populous districts. This hab-

it, in the case of individvial pairs, has de-

scended from their ancestors, who in times

when the eaves of buildings were not ac-

cessible, habitually attached their nests to

cliffs. Dr. Coues mentions its breeding in

large numbers on the facades of the cliffs

of the northwestern rivers, but even there,

it prefers to build its nest under eaves when
possible. The bottle -shaped structures

these birds used primitively are now sel-

dom seen, and only iu isolated portions of

the country upon cliffs ; the typical nest is

a semicircular shell of agglutinated mud-
pellets, with an entrance at its upper con-

junction with the eave. We are bound to

say, however, that the common Fewee or

Phcebe very frequently attaches its nest to

the sides of banks and cliffs, as well as in

the nooks and on the beams of buildings.

A Nest of the €k^ii:A'x' .Huuj>u4D Owl
ON THE Ground.—While out hunting a
few years since, Mr. J. P. Davis of Utica,

accidentally flushed a large bird from the^
ground and shot it. It was a C retrt ttom-^044i

ed Owl, and the circumstance that the bird

had risen from the ground pointed to some
cause for its being there. After due scru-

tiny and without much trouble, a nest of

sticks was found in close proximity to the

spot whence the Owl had been flushed, con-

taining eggs, the number of which we did

not learn. To our knowledge this find has

no precedent, although this bird has been

known to nest on or in the crevices of

rocks.

We desire our young friends this season,

every time they go on collecting tours, to

take along with them a note-book, and care-

fully note down any particular in connection

with the nest, eggs, and nesting habits of

every bird whose eggs they are brought in-

to contact with, that appear in the slightest

degree peculiar. Condense these notes and
forward them to us, with any explanation

of the recorded peculiarities you are lead

by your observations to make. Such notes

will aid us wonderfully to make these col-

umns a standard repository of oological in-

formation, that no live collector can do

without.

We understand that the Arctic Expedi-
tion imder command of Captain Howgate,
is making some noteworthy investigations.

The oology of the region is expected to be
represented by valuable specimens.

A CORRESPONDENT in Bostou writes us

of the supposed finding of a Crossbill's nest

in Vermont, in February, containing young
birds. We also see the announcement in

the last number of the Naturalist and Fan-
cier. If this note is true, we trust the col-

lector with whom the information originated

will endeavor another year to find a nest

with eggs, which stand among the foremost

in value, in the list of North American
birds' eggs. Hunt for 'em in December,
friend ; if that is a little too early, keep

your eyes upon the movements of the birds,

and you may have the satisfaction of find-

ingr out something worth knowino:.
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RECENT PUBLICA TIONS,

Devoted to Birds and Birds' Eggs

THIRD PUBLICATIOX YEAR. '

S. L. WILLAED, EDITOE,
Assiocecl by able Associate Editors.

TERMS:
Forty cents a Year in advance, postage paid.

Items on Oriiitliology and Oology solicited.

|@=*Those wishing to dispose of birds' eggs
or skins will find The Oologist the best

means of communicating the tact to a large

class of collectors of any pai^er published.

Specimen copy for stamp.

Address all communications to

THE OOLOGIST,
Utica, X. Y.Oneida Street,

FEBRUARY, 1878.

A Collecting Box.—We have recently

obtained a sample collecting box for eggs,

invented by a naturalist of this city, which,

so far as convenience and portability are

considered, is a very desirable requisite of

the collector's outfit. It is made of block

tin, and when not in use folds up to a size

small enough to be easily accommodated in

the pocket ; opened, it is strong, light, and

sufficiently capadous for a number of small

eggs. Drill and blowpipe may be carried

safely in the space provided for them. For
prices see our advertisement.

Notes on the Ornithology of the Lower
Rio Grande of Texas, by Geo. B. Sennet,

edited, with annotations, by Dr. Elliott

Coues, U. S. A.—Mr. Sennett has given

us a valuable addition to accounts of the

birds of little known portions of the United

States, in the above pamphlet, and the whole
compendium is written in a concise and in-

teresting manner. He has pushed forward

his researches vigorously, and has made
notes on many birds of which our knowl-

edge is very limited. His observations on

the nests and eggs of the Yellow-headed
Titmouse, Hooded Oriole, Great- tailed

Grackle, Chaparral Cock, Ferrugiueus

Buzzard, Red-billed Pigeon and Bronzed
Ibis are interesting. The description of a

new Warbler (Farula nigrilora), named
after the author, and also of the Bronzed
Cow-bird {Moluthrus cejieits ), appear in

this pamphlet.

Hand-book for Young Sportsmen, by
"Will Wildwood."—This is a handy little

work for the tyro, and gives some valuable

suggestions in fishing, the use and choice

of a gun, game birds, etc. The general

recipes and list of sporting journals are use-

ful. It can be obtained of Mr. D. H. Ea-

ton, Peotone, Ills.

March, 1878.—With the close of this

volume, we will have given our readers the

benefit of one-hundred pages of ornitholog-

ical and oological facts. And we have sup-

plied this, together with several fine illus-

trations, for the nominal sum of forty cents !

We propose to increase the value of our

journal, beginning with the March number,

to a sufficiently meritorious basis to deserve

an increase over our present subscription

price. Our proposed plate of eggs will be

of the highest character, each specimen rep-

resented having been taken from original

designs. Extra copies of this plate may be

obtained at twenty cents each.
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Reports from collectors announce that,

on the whole, the winter has been an ex-

ceedingly mild one so far, and many mi-

gratory birds have found sufficient food and
shelter to detain them north. As early as

the middle of February, a number of the

earlier species had arrived in some locali-

ties. We fear, however, that these an-

nouncements, favorable as they may now
seem, will later on be shown to retard, rath-

er than to hasten nesting, for a comparison

of the seasons in different portions of the

country for a number of successive years,

have heretofore usually shown this to be

the case. We have also found that con-

tinued severe seasons are not so detriment-

al to nest-building, as seasons interspersed

with dismal and retarding rains, frosts,

and perverse winds.

Those to whom this number is sent as a

specimen copy will please note the change
in our subscription price, as announced on
another ptige.

That Hybrid Owl.

ADOLPHE B. COVERT.

fN the November number of The Ool-
OGiST I find an article on Hybrids,
written by Mr. W. H, Ballou, where-

in he describes a hybrid Owl, a cross be-

tween the Great Horned and Snowy Owls.
Now, living as I do here in Michigan, where
both of these birds are to be found, the

Great Horned Owl common in all seasons,

and the Snowy Owl quite common in win-
ter, and having an abundance of opportu-
nities for studying their habits, I was sur-

prised to see the article in question, know-
ing as I well do that these birds are sworn
enemies, never crossing each other's paths
without a battle, and in which the Snowy
Owl is generally defeated and often killed.

Now I cannot conceive of such a union as
the gentleman speaks of, a union of ene-
mies. We well know that the Great Horn-

ed Owl is of a quarrelsome disposition, liv-

ing in peace with its own kind only during
the breeding season, and then lacking that

affection and kindness which generally char-

acterize other birds at that time. And
then sometimes a pair will have savage
battles between themselves, and I have
never known them to allow a different spe-

cies to remain within some miles of them.
Now can we look forward to such a union,
knowing as we well do, the quarrelsome
disposition of both ? I for one cannot.

I

Let us look at Mr. Ballou's description of

I

this supposed hybrid, and then let us com-
pare it with Bubo virginianus var. arcticus

as described in Baird, Cassia and Law-
[rence. Mr. Ballou says, "Legs and feet

snowy Avhite ; wings on the outside like the

common Biiho, on the inside like the Nyc-
tea ( white ) ;

portions of the back and
breast alternately like one and then the oth-

er species." Now let us look at Mr. Cas-
sin's description of Bubo virginianus var.

ardicua. He says :
"• Frequently nearly

pure white or pale yellowish-white or pale

cream color of various shades, to nearly the

color of the common Bubo ; under parts

generally lighter than the upper, and al-

ways throughout the plumage, is marked
and barred with brown, frequently pale and
indistinct ; tarsi and toes generally very
light, frequently nearly pure white. Feath-
ers of the face pure white or pale cream
color." I have not given Mr. Cassin's de-

scription entire, but I think enough to cov-

er Mr. Ballou's bird. Mr. Cassin does not

speak of the length of the ear tufts, but I

think if the gentleman will take ten speci-

mens of Btibo virginianus from different lo-

calities and measure the ear tufts, he will

find a difference,—that they will range from
one to three inches in length. I have now
in my study a Great Horned Owl shot in

the north woods of Michigan in the sum-
mer of 1876, that will fully answer the de-

scription given by Mr. Ballou, of the bird

seen in Chicago. I have also Great Horned
Owls, that will show the intermediate grad-

uations from Bubo virginianus proper to

Bubo virginianus var. arcticus.
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On the Diurnal Transitions of
Crows.

O.ENERALLY speaking, Crows do not
^ " migrate." Many persons suppose

that to migrate is the regular habit of the

Crow, this opinion being urged by the fact

that the bird is seen in the fall massed in

large flocks, soon after disappearing from
the locality, and returning again in the

spring. But in some other localities, the

inhabitants will be surprised, perhaps, to

notice an influx of Crows during the entire

winter, their numbers appearing to fill the

air at stated hours every day. Possibly

this apparent phenomenon was the first oc-

currence of the kind that had been witnessed

in that locality for years ; indeed, in some
districts, such an appeai^ance had not been

known for many generations. There is

not a farmer, however, who has not wit-

nessed the flocking of the Crow, and not a

few who have wondered whither so many
could have subsequently betaken them-

selves.

The whole mystery may be seen at once,

if one will take the time to study the habits

of the Crow and make its winter life an es-

pecial feature of investigation. It will be

remarked that all the Crows for miles a-

round will collect together, flocks from ev-

ery district joining themselves with the

great throng ; and the first thing noticeable

thereafter, will be the regularity with which

they journey back and forth across a certain

area of the country—going in the morning,

and returning late in the day. Hundreds
and thousands will appear : such a gather-

ing of birds as had never before been seen

in that region ; farmers purchase a goodly

supply of amunition, and take every pre-

caution to defend themselves and theirs

from a possible invasion the coming spring
;

people view the immense congregation with

interest and wonder ; collectors and all in-

terested in the circumstance, begin to make
calculations and to theori/e on its probable

cause and possible effect. The truth of it

is, that this body of birds has convened for

the purpose of sociability, and has found a
feeding ground that will supply them dur-

ing the long, cold, winter months ; there

being no accommodations for roosting in

the vicinity, these birds are obliged to trav-

el a long distance to find that convenience.

Every morning, between dawn and sunrise,

they set out for the feeding ground, return-

ing regularly in the afternoon or just before

sunset. And the variation in the hours of

these transitions is so slight, that one is

surprised on referring to his watch, to find

that the time of yesterday's and to-day's

flights are exactly the same.

As spring approaches, the diurnal flights

are performed less regularly, the birds do

not fly as compactly as they did during the

severe weather, and the ranks are less no-

ticed on account of the scattered groups that

fly over. Later on, the few individuals

that compose the remnant of the previous

multitude may be seen flying hastily to their

nesting grounds, many miles away. The
locality that supported so many Crows dur-

ing the winter, is inhabited for the remain-

der of the year by its usual number of birds,

and may possibly never agaiu be visited by

such a throng. This habit may be termed

a periodical round of occupation, yet some
few individuals from the north spend their

winters in the south.

The Nomenclature of N. A. Birds.

—Prof. Lilljeborg's system, of ornitholog-

ical arrangement, which has completely

revolutionized modern ornithology, was
hardly known more than ten or twelve years

ago. On its appearance it was at once

adopted by the Smithsonian Institution,

and their entire collection of birds have

been arranged on this system. His paper,

translated into English (except the tables,

which were in Latin), was published by

the Zoological Society in 1866, and in the

same year reprinted by the Smithsonian.

Dr. Coues, in 1872, conformed his Key to

this system and in the following year Prof.

Baird adopted it substantially, with Mr.
Ridgway's modifications, in "North Amer-
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ican Birds." His system begins with the

sub-class Incessores. The other American
sub-classes are Cursores and Natatores, In

the New World the birds are divided into

twelve orders and eighty-one families. Be-
sides these there are in the Old World thir-

ty families not represented in the New.
The publications of Dr. Sclater and Mr.
Salvin relative to American birds also fol-

low Prof. Lilljeborg's system. We are in-

debted to Dr. Brewer for these interesting

facts.

General Items.

—BiKDS in North Carolina are already

beginning to nest. We have received no-

tice, also, of the preparations of Kansas
birds for nesting.

—The House Sparrow has found that in

some places it cannot intrude with impuni-
ty. The Crow Blackbird has in many
cases shown itself to be a formidable ene-

my of this bird, and is not disposed to yield

its nesting places to an uninvited species.

Not long since, a great tumult was heard
among the trees of a lawn in the city of

Utica, which had been a favorite nesting

place of the Blackbirds for a score or more
of years. The Sparrows had reached the

garden and disputed its possession with
their new antagonists. The Blackbirds
resented the intrusion, and, though the Spar-
rows persistently defied their efforts to oust

them, the Blackbirds were not disposed to

surrender. The conflict has thus far con-
tinued for nearly two weeks, and from pres-

ent appearances, bids fair to last as much
longer. Of course the result will be looked
to with interest.

—Owls seem to take a fancy to city life.

Not long since, we had occasion to itemize
an account of the killing of a Snowy Owl
in the act of purloining a fowl, by a woman
in this city. Quite recently, a Great Horn-
ed Owl was taken in the heart of the city.

It evidently was not an escaped one, and
the query arises : What induces this owl-
ish freak ?

PROSPECTUS.

A Monthly Journal devoted to the Study
of Birds and their Eggs.

SEEIES rOK 1878.

This is the only monthly in North A-
merica that is devoted to the study of
Oology as a specialty, and the growing
favor with which it has been received by
collectors throughout the country, has ne-

cessitated a corresponding increase in its

scope. Volume IV. will, as heretofore,

contain ornithological and oological ma-
terial wherewith to form a valuable work
for reference. Each number will contain

eight pages of closely printed matter, and
the whole will be placed within a hand-
some cover. It is needless for us to say
that our forthcoming volume will be de-

sirable to every ornithologist, when we
mention such contributors as Mr. Geo.
B. Sennett, Mr. W. H. Ballou, and oc-

casionally Dr. Brewer and Mr. C. J.

Maynard, besides a large number of ob-

servers whose interesting notes are pub-
lished only in this paper.

Terms, 60 cents a year, postpaid
j

With Colored Plate of Eggs, 75 cents.

Address The Oologist,

Oneida Street, Utica, N. Y.

(Our volume begins with March.)

C. J. Maynard & Co.

A NEW PRICE LIST OF EGGS, NESTS, AND
SKINS

-

We are selling lower
than any one else in the country.

Send a stamp for our catalogue^ and
state whether you have one dated May
11

,

'76 . No notice taken ofpostal cards.

Address at Newtonville, Mass.
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NOTICE TO COLLECTORS OF
BIRDS.

W. H. COLLINS'

PRESERVATIVE LIQUID .

Preserves Birds from Decay and Drying.

Birds treated with the Iaquid can be skin-

ned in from ten to thirty days— in warm
weather—without trouble. In cold weath-
er it will keep them from drying for three
months. They will not spoil.

My method of injecting preserves the bird
ENTIRE, without cutting or removing any
part of the bird. On receipt of 10 cents, to

pay postage, etc. , I will send a prepared bird
to any address by mail, to enable collectors

to see for themselves, what it will do.

The Valley Naturalist.
We have long been in need of a publication

treating on the beneficial, noxious and other
insects of our Western States; also on the
distribution of plants, birds, etc. Correspon-
dence solicited. Subscription 50 cents per
annum in advance. Advertising rates low.
Address,

HENRY SKAER, Publisher,

1213 South Sixth St., St. Louis, Mo.
Jl^^Send stamp for sample copj^.^:^

Price, per l/g Pint Bottle,

1 Pint " .

$1.00

. 1.75

Injector, . . . ..... .75

Instructions with each Bottle.

Address

W. H. COLLESS,

3il 152 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

TO OOLOGISTS.

A Convenient Collecting Box.

When not in use it can be folded up and
carried in the pocket, being scarcely an

inch in thickness, six inches long and three

inches wide. Opened, it will afford space

for twenty or more small eggs. Made very

substantially, and will be of service to ev-

ery naturalist for short collecting trips.

Price, postpaid, 8o cents.

With case for same, if to be carried in

the pocket, 85 cents

Address S. L. Willard & Co.,

Oneida Street, Utica, N. Y.

The American Sportsnnan's Journal.

A WEEKLY PAPER DEVOTED TO

FIELD SPORTS, PRAOTICAl. NATURAL HIS-

TORY, FISH CULTURE, PROTECTION OF

GAME, PRESERVATION OF FORESTS,

YACHTING AND BOATING, RIFLK

PRACTICE, AND ALL

Out-door Recreations and Study.

This is the only journal in the country that

fully supplies the wants and necessities of the

GENTLEMAN SPORTSMAN.
Terms, $4 a year. Send for a specimen copy.

FOREST & STREAM PUBLISHING CO..

Ill Fulton St. (Old No. 103.)

Post Office Box 2382. NEW YORK.

The publishers ofFORESTAND STREAMAND
ROD AND GUN uim to merit and secure the pat-

ronage and countenance of that portion of the

community whose refined intelligence enables

them to properly appreciate and enjoy all that ir.

beautiful in Nature. It -will pander to no depraved
tastes, nor pervert the legitimate sports of land

and Avater to those ba-e uses which always tend

to make them unpoiiular with the virtuous and

good, and nothing will be admitted to any depart-

ment of the paper that may not be read with pro-

priety in the home circle. It is the aim of thitf

journal to become the medium of useful and re-

liable information between gentlemen sportsmen
from one end of the country to the other, and to

that end it solicits correspondence on any topic

within the scope of the paper. As an advertismg

medium there are none better.
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